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INTRODUCTION

WHAT IS A MASTER PLAN?
The Master Plan is designed to establish Churchill County’s vision for the future. It provides the
framework and foundation for the decision making of the Board of County Commissioners, the
Planning Commission, and the community on matters relating to growth and development
through 2040.
The Master Plan focuses on land use and development issues facing Churchill County and
establishes goals and policies that address county-wide issues and concerns. It is a dynamic
document that must be updated periodically as needs and conditions change. The Churchill
County Planning Department is responsible for maintaining the Master Plan and coordinating
implementation and review; however, every citizen in the County is responsible for the Plan and
its implementation. Any action of a local government and private developer relating to the
subdivision or development of land, capital improvements, and similar activities must conform to
the Master Plan.
WHY PLAN?
A community must actively manage its growth and respond to changing circumstances if it is to
meet the needs of its residents and retain an enjoyable quality of life. Therefore, on a regular
basis, and at least every two years, the Planning Commission and Board of County
Commissioners will review the Master Plan to determine if progress is being made toward the
County’s outlined goals. Review of the Master Plan must include discussion and input from
other County entities, state and federal agencies, and the public; as well as a review of other
County plans to ensure goals are aligned and changing circumstances are addressed. This
periodic review will also help to set budget priorities and aid in the implementation of the Capital
Improvement Plan.
HOW SHOULD THE PLAN BE USED?
In accordance with Nevada Revised Statutes, the Master Plan may address, but is not limited
to, the following subject matter: community design, conservation, economics, housing, land use,
population, public buildings, public services and facilities, recreation, seismic safety, streets and
highways, transit, utility corridor, and transportation.
The 2020 Churchill County Master Plan includes the following elements:
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

Chapter 1: Population and Housing – Past, current, and projected population and
housing characteristics.
Chapter 2: Education – Student demographics and projections of existing educational
facilities.
Chapter 3: Conservation and Natural Resources – Information, goals and policies
necessary for the protection and utilization of land, water, air, and other resources.
Chapter 4: Hazards and Hazard Mitigation – Information on the hazardous conditions
existing in the County, and the responsibility and plans for mitigation.
Chapter 5: Historical Preservation – History of the County, information on historical
resources, and plans for preservation.
iv
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Chapter 6: Economic Development – Trends in employment, industry characteristics,
and resources contributing to the economy.
Chapter 7: Recreation – Information on County and City parks, park facility standards,
and other recreational facilities and opportunities that County residents use.
Chapter 8: Transportation – Information, goals, and policies describing the County’s
vision for the variety of transportation facilities needed for forecasted growth.
Chapter 9: Public Services and Facilities – Information, goals, and policies describing
the County’s vision for public sewer and water facilities, and for the variety of public
services.
Chapter 10: Open Space – Information, goals, and policies to preserve the open spaces,
protect our natural resources, and maintain our rural character.
Chapter 11: Land Use – Information, goals, and policies establishing a planned pattern of
development to promote sound land use decisions.
Chapter 12: Policy Plan for Public Lands – Policies for the use of public land under
federal control. The plan was adopted into the 2010 Master Plan by the Board of County
Commissioners on December 21, 2011. Adoption of a new plan is expected after
completion of the Bureau of Land Management’s Resource Management Plan (BLM/RMP)
for our area.

v
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POPULATION
In the State of Nevada, Churchill County is ranked eighth in population and tenth in area out of
17 counties. The County’s population is concentrated around the City of Fallon and along major
highways. This configuration is driven by land-use patterns and availability of services such as
municipal sewer and water.
Figure 1-1 shows the recent population history of Churchill County. The current population is
25,832. Before the recession (2001-2006), the County grew by approximately 13 percent. At the
beginning of the recession, the County’s population was reduced by 2,000 people (2006-2011).
However, over the past eight years, Churchill County’s population held relatively steady,
increasing by less than three percent. The current population roughly equals that of 2003.
In comparison, according to the Census Bureau, the Nevada population stopped growing (or
slightly declined) during the recession, but increased by over 11 percent (mainly in Clark and
Washoe Counties) between 2011-2018.
Figure 1-1
Churchill County Population 2001-2019
2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001

25,832
25,628
25,387
25,266
25,126
25,103
25,322
25,238
25,136
26,360
26,859
26,981
27,190
27,371
26,585
26,106
25,808
25,116
24,928

9,184
9,125
9,030
8,874
8,770
8,645
8,706
8,706
8,609
8,903
9,113
9,258
8,452
8,299
8,339
8,398
8,301
8,178
8,162
0

5,000

10,000

15,000

20,000

25,000

CC Total
City of Fallon

30,000

Source: US Census Bureau 2019, Nevada State Demographer

According to the Nevada State Demographer, Churchill County’s population is expected to
increase by one percent annually; though the rate could vary according to economic conditions.
The current forecast is for an increase to 26,871 in 2023. The greatest growth is expected in
west-central Churchill County (west of Fallon) due to its proximity to a strong regional job market
and industrial development. The demographer’s estimates do not include the significant growth
anticipated by NAS Fallon over the next 5-years. See the Housing section for more details.
In 2019, EKAY Economic Consultants (EEC), in coordination with Churchill County, prepared a
Housing Needs Assessment (Needs Assessment – Appendix A) that analyzed population,
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housing, and employment data. The Assessment includes the main report, as well as an update
supplement to incorporate new data that became available during preparation of the main study.
Table 1-1 provides household statistics for Churchill County compared to other western Nevada
counties. Interesting population trends include:
•
•
•

•

The number of households and families has increased, but their average size has
decreased. The same holds true for families.
While the number of families has increased slightly, the percentage of children under 18
years of age has decreased.
The percentage of households with children under 18 years of age is the lowest of nearby
counties except for Storey County. However, the Needs Assessment’s Table 2 shows that
Churchill County exceeds other counties in the percentage of children that are zero to nine
years of age, often by 50 percent or more. This data indicates a need for the care of those
children.
The percentage of households with residents 60 years of age or more has increased in all
nearby counties, however Churchill County is currently the lowest except for Washoe.
Similarly, the Needs Assessment’s Table 2 shows that the County’s population of those over
65 years of age is the lowest of nearby counties, except for Washoe. It also shows that
Churchill County has the youngest median age except for Washoe County, and the median
age has decreased since at least the 2012 data.
Table 1-1

Household Characteristics for Churchill County and Western Nevada Counties

Households

Churchill
County

Carson
City

Lyon
County

Storey
County

Washoe
County

Number of Households [1]
2018
9,819
22,461
20,528
1,598
177,632
2013
9,253
21,186
19,278
1,843
163,198
Average Household Size
2018
2.39
2.33
2.58
2.44
2.50
2013
2.61
2.50
2.65
2.14
2.57
Percentage of Households with Children under 18 years old
2018
27.3%
29.2%
28.8%
22.3%
29.5%
2013
28.6%
28.0%
32.8%
23.4%
31.6%
Percent of Household with at least one Resident 60 years and over
2018
42.1%
45.9%
49.1%
55.2%
38.7%
2013
39.6%
42.9%
43.3%
50.4%
34.5%
[2]
Number of Families
2018
6,324
13,831
13,488
1,042
109,643
2013
6,266
13,035
13,167
1,161
102,123
Average Family Size
2018
2.96
2.91
3.13
2.83
3.10
2013
3.19
3.16
3.17
2.60
3.18

Source: 2013-2018 U.S. Census American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates. [1] A household
includes all the people who occupy a housing unit as their usual place of residence. [2] A family
includes a householder and one or more people living in the same household who are related to that
householder.
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A number of factors may influence population demographics, particularly the young military
population at Naval Air Station (NAS) Fallon that are often accompanied by their spouses and
children.
Regional economic activity can also dramatically impact the population in Churchill County.
Development in adjacent jurisdictions has significantly affected the number of commuters, as
shown in Table 1-2. A large number of employees (nearly 50%) currently commute for work
outside the County, especially to Washoe, Lyon, Carson City, and Storey counties. This is a
dramatic increase since 2009, when only 15 percent of the workforce commuted. The creation
of the Tahoe Reno Industrial Center (TRIC) in Storey County dramatically changed northern
Nevada, with thousands of people commuting to the center daily, including those from Churchill
County. Significant development inside the County, such as the development of the Churchill
Hazen Industrial Park (CHIP) and other industrial parks or rail parks on the west side of the
County, could similarly alter future commuting patterns. These developments are currently in the
planning stages, and the Housing Needs Assessment attempted to estimate the job growth.
In considering the reverse, over 30 percent of workers in Churchill County commute from
residences outside the County (Table 1-3). As an example, NAS Fallon representatives
estimate that approximately 22 percent of its workforce commutes from outside the County to
the base, mainly due to the lack of housing options.
Table 1-2
Counties of Employment for Churchill County Residents
Number of
Percent of
County
Employees
Total
Churchill
4,927
50.2%
Washoe
1,668
17.0%
Lyon
521
5.3%
Carson City
469
4.8%
Storey
394
4.0%
Clark
255
2.6%
Nye
179
1.8%
Elko
164
1.7%
Mineral
119
1.2%
Douglas
114
1.2%
Pershing
103
1.1%
Humboldt
99
1.0%
Other
796
8.1%
Total
9,808
100.0%
Source: U.S. Census Bureau Center for Economic Studies 2018 data.
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Table 1-3
Counties of Residence for Churchill County Employees
Number of
Percent of
County
Employees
Total
Churchill
4,927
68.4%
Washoe
721
10.0%
Lyon
510
7.1%
Clark
171
2.4%
Carson City
145
2.0%
Douglas
117
1.6%
Elko
113
1.6%
Douglas
71
1.0%
Other
423
5.9%
Total
7,198
100.0%
Source: U.S. Census Bureau Center for Economic Studies 2018 data.

It should be noted that Table 1-2 and 1-3 may capture cyber commuters who do not physically
travel every day and thus may overestimate the actual commuter count.
HOUSING
Housing Statistics
The 2019 Housing Needs Assessment evaluated the County’s housing situation. As shown in
Table 1-4, the total amount of housing units currently inventoried in the County is 10,233.
Housing structures are primarily dominated by conventional single-family detached homes and
mobile homes (totaling 8,822 - over 85 percent), with a substantial increase in share occurring
before 2014. Traditional multi-family structures comprise about ten percent (1,100) of the total
housing inventory, and this portion grew slightly after a considerable decrease. The limited
number of traditional multi-family units is somewhat surprising considering that over 60 percent
of Fallon households and 21 percent of County households are renters as of 2018 (see Table 15). Over the last 20 years, the trend toward renter households has increased in Fallon and
decreased outside the city limits. The overall owner to renter ratio has changed by only one
percent over the past 30 years for the City and County combined.
Table 1-4
Churchill County Housing Inventory – 1990, 2014, and 2019
Percentage of
Percentage of
Total Units
Total Units for Total Units for
Housing Type
for 2019
2019
2014
Single Family-Detached
6,174
60.33 %
59.4 %
Single Family-Attached
311
3.04 %
3.1 %
Multi-Family
1,100
10.75 %
10.1 %
Manufactured
2,648
25.88 %
27.4 %
Total Units
10,233
100.00 %
100.00 %

Percentage of
Total Units for
1990
55.8 %
3.8 %
12.4 %
28.0 %
100.00 %

Source: Churchill County Housing Needs Assessment, July 30, 2019, Churchill County
Assessor’s Office, Nevada State Demographer, and 1990 Census.
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Table 1-5
Tenure in Churchill County
City of Fallon
Year
Owner
Renter
2018
39.5%
60.5%
2013
37.5%
62.5%
2010
33.8%
66.2%
2000
45.2%
54.8%
1990
47.8%
52.2%

1. POPULATION AND HOUSING

Unincorporated
Owner
Renter
78.9%
21.1%
75.5%
24.5%
78.3%
21.7%
76.3%
23.7%
72.9%
27.1%

Source: American Community Survey Estimate and U.S. Census

Total Churchill County
Owner
Renter
64.3%
35.7%
61.6%
38.4%
64.3%
35.7%
65.8%
34.2%
63.1%
36.9%

NAS Fallon’s Impact on Housing Demand
NAS Fallon directly affects local housing demand. Some of the active-duty population live onbase. The remainder, which also includes the civil service and contractor population, resides offbase. Most live within Churchill County and the City of Fallon, but some live outside the County.
Currently, NAS Fallon’s population is 1,288 active-duty personnel and 1,433 civil service
employees and contractors. These numbers are expected to increase to 1,672 and 2,059,
respectively, in 2025, with a significant jump of over ten percent around 2021. Much of this
increase is due to an expansion of the base’s mission and the addition of new aircraft. NAS
Fallon’s expected growth is not accounted for in the State Demographer’s growth forecast.
However, this increase will impact our current housing availability.
NAS Fallon has a large workforce, as shown in Table 1-6, most of which is housed off-base.
On-base housing is not accounted for in the Housing Needs Assessment. It is managed by the
Navy independent of the local community, and consists of four components. Unaccompanied
Housing includes four buildings for a total of 175 rooms, and averages 72 percent of capacity
(with variation). There are two hotel-style accommodations. One is a small six-room lodge, and
the other is a large hotel-style facility with 1,276 rooms (1,885 beds) run by Navy Gateway Inn &
Suites (NGIS) for rotating or transient active-duty personnel. The base authorizes off-base
lodging at local area hotels when accommodations are full. The family community housing
component currently has 139 units completed and is undergoing renovations on 80 more, for a
total of 219 by Spring of 2022. These units consist of mostly attached single-family homes. A
shortage of rental units in the County forces many military families out of the Fallon area.
The information in Table 1-6 shows that the 2020 NAS Fallon workforce will increase three to
four percent each year following an initial 12.66 percent increase in 2021 (military staff). The
increasing number of Navy personnel and civilian contractors will intensify the housing shortage.
It is assumed that approximately 20 to 25 percent of NAS Fallon’s active-duty, civilian, and
contractor population reside outside of Churchill County due to the housing shortage. Another
problem is the lack of child-care, daycare, and preschool availability within the area, which is
further discussed in the Education chapter. Additional child-care services would encourage
residency in Churchill County and the City of Fallon.
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Table 1-6
NAS Fallon Workforce 2020-2025
FY20
269
1,019

FY21
272
1,179

FY22
283
1,226

FY23
293
1,269

FY24
302
1,314

FY25
311
1,361

1,288

1,451
12.66%

1,509
4.00%

1,562
3.51%

1,616
3.46%

1,672
3.47%

NON-MILITARY
Civil Service
Contractors

FY20
611
823

FY21
614
1,051

FY22
617
1,413

FY23
619
1,427

FY24
621
1,432

FY25
622
1,437

Total
% Change
Source: NAS Fallon

1,434

1,662
15.90%

2,030
22.14%

2,046
0.79%

2,053
0.34%

2,059
0.29%

MILITARY
Officer*
Enlisted*
Total
% Change
*Permanent Party Only

Housing Shortage
Churchill County is under an intense housing shortage, particularly in the rental markets. This is
intensified by NAS Fallon’s large military population and the on-base housing renovation project,
as well as other factors that are discouraging new construction. This shortage is reflected in the
local housing vacancy rates. Figure 1-2, from the Needs Assessment, shows the total vacancy
rate over time for various housing types.
Figure 1-2
Churchill County Vacancy Rate by Housing Type

Source: U.S. Census, 2018 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
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Over the past ten years, the vacancy rates for different dwelling types have converged (to the 914 percent range), with dramatic drops in vacancy for multi-family and manufactured home
structures (Figure 1-2). Some factors skew the above-noted vacancy rates. These factors are
accounted for in Figure 1-3, to create the Adjusted Housing Vacancy Rate for overall housing in
the County. The figure shows a dramatic drop in the overall vacancy rate by over half, from 8.6
percent to 3.5 percent.
Figure 1-3
Churchill County Adjusted Housing Vacancy Rate

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2018 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates

In summary, the low proportion of multi-family units, combined with the pressure of low vacancy
rates has forced a large number of single-family and manufactured homes into the rental
market.
Housing Sales/Affordability
One reason for this condition is general housing affordability in the County. Table 1-7 shows
that the average purchase price before the recession (2007) was over $200,000. During the
recession, it dropped by almost half (between 2007 and 2011). It recovered to pre-recession
levels before 2018. By the end of 2019, it increased to nearly 25 percent above pre-recession
levels. It should be noted that the Housing Assessment shows new homes selling for
substantially more than existing homes (sometimes $50-100,000 more), although they are only
a small portion of total sales. And by 2020 new home prices were nearing the $300,000 level,
and existing home prices were not far behind.
Table 1-8 compares price ranges in home sales before, during, and after the recession. The
percentage of homes selling below $100,000 jumped dramatically from seven percent to 36
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percent during the recession but has dramatically dropped to well below pre-recession numbers.
The percentage of homes selling below $200,000 almost doubled from 47 percent to 85 percent
due to the recession but has now dropped well below pre-recession numbers. The percentage
of homes selling below $300,000 went from 83 percent to 100 percent due to the recession but
is now close to 50 percent of sales. In summary, more affordable homes (<$200,000) are fewer
than before the recession, and the number of marginally affordable homes (<$300,000) is
significantly less as well. Affordability is discussed more below.
Table 1-7
Existing Single Family Detached Housing Sales, 2007-2019
Median
Average
Year
Price
Price
2007
200,000
216,136
2008
170,000
182,131
2009
135,000
152,690
2010
132,000
139,085
2011
110,150
124,358
2012
118,000
122,368
2013
135,000
141,797
2014
141,500
147,500
2015*
150,000
159,320
2016*
158,950
173,254
2017*
185,000
192,990
2018*
234,750
239,148
2019*
250,000
255,622
Source: Churchill County Assessor’s Sales Records

Table 1-8
Churchill County Single Family Detached Housing Sales 2007 – 2019
Housing Sales
Price Range
<$100,000
$100K-$150K
$150K-$200K
$200K-$250K
$250K-$300K
$300k-$350K
$350K-$400K
$400k+
Total Sales

Units
Sold
25
53
94
76
51
36
12
13
360

2007
% of
Cumul. Units
Total
%
Sold
6.9%
6.9%
90
14.7%
21.6%
75
26.1%
47.7%
49
21.1%
68.8%
25
14.2%
83.0%
7
10.0%
93.0%
3
3.3%
96.3%
2
3.6%
100%
0

2010
% of
Cumul. Units
Total
%
Sold
35.9%
35.9%
69
29.9%
65.7%
84
19.5%
85.3%
63
10.0%
95.2%
37
2.8%
98.0%
20
1.2%
99.2%
3
0.8%
100%
0
0.0%
100%
1

100%

100%

100%

251

100%

277

2014
% of
Cumul. Units
Total
%
Sold
24.9%
24.9%
8
30.3%
55.2%
22
22.7%
77.9%
68
13.4%
91.3%
86
7.2%
98.5% 104
1.1%
99.6%
38
0
99.6%
23
.04%
100%
22
100%

100%

371

2019
% of
Total
2.16%
5.93%
18.33%
23.18%
28.03%
10.24%
6.20%
5.93%

Cumul.
%
2.16%
8.09%
26.42%
49.60%
77.63%
87.87%
94.07%
100.00%

100%

100%

Source: Churchill County Assessor’s Records

The Housing Assessment’s Table 5 also notes that the 2018 median household income is
$51,000. Table 1-9 (below) shows the income breakdown for the Churchill County population. A
household income of approximately $70,000 is needed to afford a $300,000 home, and over 65
percent of the population does not meet this criterion. A household income of approximately
$45,000 is needed to afford a $200,000 home, and over 55 percent of the population does not
meet this criterion. In Table 21 of the Housing Assessment, it also notes that the median rental
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rate in Churchill County is approximately $800 a month. A household income of approximately
$35,000 is needed to afford the median rental rate.
Table 1-9
Churchill County Household Income Breakdown and Affordability – Existing Residents
Est. HH
Total # of
Affordable
Affordable
Household Income
% of Total Income
HHs
Home Price
Monthly Rate
Less than $10,000
7.3% $ 10,000
717
$15,000 or less
$125 or less
$10,000 to $14,999
4.6% $ 12,500
452
$25,000 or less
$200 or less
$15,000 to $24,999
8.5% $ 20,000
835
$65,000 or less
$400 or less
$25,000 to $34,999
12.1% $ 30,000
1,188
$115,000 or less
$675 or less
$35,000 to $49,999
16.1% $ 42,500
1,581
$175,000 or less
$1,025 or less
$50,000 to $74,999
16.6% $ 62,500
1,630
$275,000 or less
$1,575 or less
$75,000 to $99,999
13.6% $ 87,500
1,335
$400,000 or less
$2,250 or less
$100,000 to $149,999
14.2% $ 125,000
1,394
$590,000 or less
$3,300 or less
$150,000 to $199,999
4.5% $ 175,000
442
$715,000 or less
$4,675 or less
$200,000 or more
2.6% $ 200,000
255
$965,000 or less
$5,350 or less
Source: Income data from U.S. Census Bureau, 2018 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates and
Affordability analysis by CRS/EEC

Figure 1-4 shows the percentage of household income that is devoted to housing costs for
renters and owners. In the early years of the recession (2009-2012), rental housing costs were
approximately one-quarter higher than owner housing costs (20% v. 26%). This has increased
dramatically in recent years to be as much as three-quarters higher (16% vs. 28%) in 2017 and
improved slightly since then. Housing costs have become a much higher burden on renters than
owners.
Figure 1-4
Housing Cost as Percent of Household Income

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2018 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
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Goals and Policies for Statistic Updates
 GOAL PH 1: The County should institute a program to monitor demographics provided by
the State Demographer and local housing market trends.
o

Policy PH 1.1: The County will continue to coordinate with NAS Fallon to monitor the
availability and need for housing for military families.

o

Policy PH 1.2: Prepare a population and housing monitoring report by subareas before
every Master Plan update, or more often if possible. Include housing unit count, parcels
available, subarea buildout, population estimate, well and septic count, and assessment
of concentration thresholds for water and septic usage.

Single-Family Dwelling Supply
A curious factor of the local housing market is the abundance of (a) finished lots with no
structures, and (b) approved subdivision lots that are not yet recorded. These conditions linger
from the previous development boom before the (2008) recession. Of the finished lots, the
Housing Assessment estimates that there are over 600 shovel-ready lots, yet few are under
development. Many of these subdivisions have moved through foreclosure and are now
available for development. Some, such as in Onda Verde, are under active development at this
time. But others, including some multi-family lots in Fallon, have not developed due to other
factors such as lack of funds, or problems attracting builders to the area. Of the subdivisions,
some have expired or will expire soon; but some have hung on and their completion may still be
possible.
Interestingly, even though the median home price is nearly $300,000 and only one-third of the
population can afford that price (using standard criteria), it is still not high enough to attract
many home builders to the area when they can build and sell homes for much more in the Reno
area.
Multi-family and Rental Demand
Churchill County has many households in the low-income levels, including elderly households
and single-parent households. These lower-income populations are more dependent on the
rental market and multi-family options in particular. Because of this, there is a need for both
market-rate housing and affordable workforce housing.
In addition, single, unaccompanied military personnel and older fixed-income retirees moving
into the community may require housing other than traditional single-family conventional
housing. Smaller and higher-density units and rental options, such as apartments, are needed
to accommodate a large share of the market.
The 2019 Housing Needs Assessment for Churchill County identified a significant issue in the
lack of multi-family apartments. There is an imbalance in the availability of multi-family versus
other housing types, and there are low rental vacancy levels, and there are few multi-family
projects planned to meet the shortage. Consequently, there is a significant demand for multifamily and other lower-cost housing options. Typically, this would be served by apartments or
attached dwellings. However, in Fallon and Churchill County, the imbalance of multi-family
ratios has driven a larger number of single-family dwellings into the rental market. The
Assessment projects a five-year housing need of at least 840 units, consisting of 427 owneroccupied units (mainly single-family) and 383 rental units (mostly apartments).
In 2007, Churchill County completed an analysis of affordable housing. While its findings may
be over 12 years old, those related to affordable housing remain applicable. In that study,
several potential constraints to the development of affordable housing were identified. Foremost
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was the limited amount of land suitable for multi-family residential in the unincorporated areas of
the county. A planned unit development (PUD) allows for multi-family housing. One of the few
remaining PUDs is Sky Ranch. It proposes several phases of multi-family development,
including Phase 1 with over 400 units. If market trends and demographics limit the supply of
housing that is affordable and desirable to large sectors of the community in the future, Churchill
County should review and amend the zoning districts, codes, and policies to encourage
developers to meet the market demand.
Residential Needs for Urban Services
In general, residential densities in Churchill County are relatively low. Most of the County is
limited to less than one dwelling per five acres; though, there are areas of small lots that were
created before current land-use laws were established to prevent high septic system densities
from causing groundwater pollution. In the Urbanizing Area designation, the average density is
around one unit per acre, usually created before current land-use laws. Where subdivisions or
PUDs have been developed that connect to the County’s sewer and water systems, they are
usually in the range of three units per acre. Urban density subdivisions such as these reduce
construction costs compared to lower-density development, result in more efficient land
utilization, and reduce municipal service costs.
Similarly, multi-family developments can reach much higher densities than urban subdivisions
and provide services more efficiently. However, dense development requires community sewer
and water systems. This need would limit their possible location and force them to build in or
near the City or County sewer and water systems. Appropriate zoning is needed to encourage
development near these systems.
The existing home construction market may be able to meet the single-family demand projected
by the Assessment; but meeting the multi-family and rental demand may be difficult. Except for
smaller apartment buildings, duplexes, and some townhomes, no major multi-family
development has occurred in Churchill County for many years. Single-family attached housing is
very limited because of the competition with townhomes and affordable single-family
conventional housing.
While few apartments are under construction, single-family dwelling construction has picked up
in recent years. In other jurisdictions, single-family dwellings are a smaller segment of the rental
market. However, in Fallon and Churchill County, they are a much larger segment. It is unclear
how the single-family home sales market transfers to the rental market. Increasing rental
availability by building more single-family dwellings is slower than constructing multifamily
dwellings. Nevertheless, they could provide more room in the market and make lower-value
homes more available for rentals.
Goals and Policies for Increased Housing Supply
 GOAL PH 2: Ensure that the availability of higher-density single-family and multi-family
lands are consistent with the demands generated locally.
o

Policy PH 2.1: The Planning Director and Planning Commission should annually review
the need to zone additional land for multi-family use and make recommendations to the
Board of County Commissioners for such rezoning.

o

Policy PH 2.2: Encourage higher-density single and multi-family residential development
in the portions of the Urbanizing Area that can best support urban development.
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Policy PH 2.3: Provide opportunities for higher densities and require such development
to connect to community sewer and water systems, and connect to and use paved urban
standard roads as provided in the current Master Plan policies and development code
requirements.

Improving Lower-Income Housing Alternatives
There are several housing alternatives that serve the demand of the lower-income populations
or that can improve those alternatives.
There are several mobile home parks in Churchill County. Most of these parks operate without
municipal sewer and water services. Several parks have difficulty meeting state and federal
regulations for drinking water quality and wastewater treatment. Over the last six years,
Churchill County has connected three parks to its municipal water and wastewater facilities to
resolve compliance-related problems. Mobile home parks in the South Maine Street area have
had difficulty meeting the drinking water standards, and substantial state and federal funds have
been spent to correct compliance problems. In 2019, one park was finally closed because of
state health violations dealing with water quality and septic issues, and the owner was
financially unable to meet safety requirements. Those parks are adjacent to the City of Fallon
and are best served by the City’s municipal systems because it is cost-prohibitive for the County
to provide services. There are 15 mobile home parks listed for a total of 351 spaces that are
available for mobile homes and 89 spaces for RVs.
A source of lower-income dwellings may be secondary residential units created under
temporary and special use permits. Some of these secondary units existed before these permit
types were required, so the current permit count does not capture them all. Many problems
arise from unpermitted units, including the density of housing on individual well and septic
systems and whether such systems are adequately designed to handle demands. In some
cases, the secondary unit uses either a dedicated system or the main unit’s well and septic
system.
Secondary units installed through temporary use permits allow the use of mobile homes, RVs,
and trailers for a limited time, and they must be renewed each year. Such units eventually go
away, but some have gone on for years, thereby creating a more permanent use. Examples of
temporary units include temporary quarters for farm help, home construction, and family
caregiver situations. Once the need ends, the housing unit must be removed, and an RV unit
must be removed or disconnected. There are approximately 100 temporary units used primarily
for caregiving or farm help. Because the permit requires eventual removal of the unit, it is likely
that all of the "temporary units" are currently occupied.
Secondary units authorized through special use permits are permanent dwellings in two
situations. One is for accessory dwelling units such as mother-in-law units or guest houses.
Current occupancy of such units is unknown. The other situation is for a permanent second (or
more) dwelling that is allowed for large lots that could be divided to create new home sites, but
the owner prefers not to do so at that time. There are currently 30 permits for secondary
permanent dwellings. The Assessor's housing count does not include all special or temporary
use permit dwelling units.
Special needs housing includes housing for people with disabilities and the elderly who are
capable of living independently. Special needs housing requires some level of assistance or
case management services. The City of Fallon currently has two facilities:
•

The Homestead provides assisted living and memory care but not independent living or
nursing home care.
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The Highlands provides a full range of care including independent living, assisted living,
nursing home care, and temporary convalescent or recovery care.

Smaller home care facilities have been unsuccessful. Community services, such as Meals on
Wheels and service provider visits, can help people remain in a traditional dwelling longer than
they might have without the services, particularly with minor home modifications to make daily
living easier.
EEC’s Housing Needs Assessment summarizes the shortage of subsidized housing for lowerincome populations. Some waiting lists are up to two years or have over 100 people. The
County has purchased property on Coleman Road (east of the Onda Verde subdivision) and is
considering building multi-family workforce housing to help with the demand.
One difficulty with sustaining a supply of low-income housing is that they are often older and/or
in poor condition. This means that a small amount of additional neglect can make them
uninhabitable or undesirable compared to other dwellings. Assistance with minor maintenance
and improvements can help these homes maintain their place in the housing market. Such
assistance can also help make these units more suitable for the disabled and elderly
populations that tend to need lower-cost housing. The County should promote housing
rehabilitation and weatherization programs to improve housing quality and living conditions,
reduce energy, and other costs, as well as work with utility assistance programs for low-income
to moderate-income and elderly homeowners.
Goals and Policies for Lower Income Residential Uses
 GOAL PH 3: Promote affordable housing for workforce, lower-income, special needs, and
elderly households.
o

Policy PH 3.1: The County should support efforts to establish housing rehabilitation and
weatherization programs (currently two exist: Nevada Rural Housing Authority and Rural
Nevada Development Corporation) for single-family homes. Such programs are to focus
on lower-income, elderly and disabled households.

o

Policy PH 3.2: The County will work to develop 20 to 40 affordable rental units within five
years for workforce, elderly, and disabled households.

o

Policy PH 3.3: Churchill County Social Services, Pennington Life Center staff, and other
organizations should identify members of the community that are potentially in need of
housing assistance and help them access needed services.

o

Policy PH 3.4: The Social Services, Building, and Planning Departments should look for
opportunities to encourage developers in the production of dwelling units accessible to
people with disabilities and encourage developers to consider incorporating minimal
changes in the percentage of new units, which would make them more functional for
these people while not otherwise affecting the marketability of the dwelling unit.

o

Policy PH 3.5: Work with local housing groups to assist the disabled with accessibility
modifications. Encourage housing finance agencies, such as USDA, Nevada Housing
Division and Nevada Rural Housing Authority and Land Trusts to make available
housing rehabilitation funds for accessibility projects in Churchill County.

o

Policy PH 3.6: Encourage housing development for senior citizens with an emphasis on
low-income senior households. The County will monitor the progress of adding more
senior housing through the Nevada Housing Division and other private groups and public
agencies.
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o

Policy PH 3.7: Encourage affordable senior housing opportunities in proximity to the new
Pennington Life Center (formerly the Churchill County Senior Center) and solicit interest
from potential developers.

o

Policy PH 3.8: The Planning Commission should review the planning and building permit
requirements for Accessory Dwelling Units and similar alternatives to identify changes
needed for them to help meet affordable housing needs.

For further information regarding Population and Housing, including Fallon,
please go to Appendix A (Housing Needs Assessment-Churchill County, NV July
2019).
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Education is a vital component for the development of Churchill County’s youth and community.
The County strives to provide the best educational opportunities possible for our children. There
are several different school choices available, ranging from the public-school system to private
schools. Some are faith-based and serve a small number of students. Our education systems
are unique because of the influence of NAS Fallon which brings many younger adults with
children to our community and also helps to enlarge our school system. Map 2-1 shows the
locations of local educational facilities.
EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES
The Churchill County School District (CCSD) is the largest education system in the County. In
2006, the school district had 4,548 students. Afterward, especially due to the recession,
enrollment declined by nearly 30 percent to a low of 3,210 in 2018; however, some of this loss
was due to student enrollment at the new (at the time) Oasis Academy school. In the 2019-2020
school year, there are currently 3,248 students. (See Figure 2-1). The number is expected to be
between 3,300 and 3,400 over the next five years (See Figure 2-2).
There are four elementary schools and one middle school (grades 6-8), all located within a
three-mile radius of the High School (grades 9-12). Lahontan Elementary School serves
kindergarten and first grade, E.C. Best Elementary School hosts second and third grade, and
Numa Elementary School is where fourth and fifth grade attend. Northside Elementary School
will continue to be the Early Learning Center with the Pre-K program, which serves lowerincome children only. Distance Education is offered to students in grades 6-12 who learn best in
a non-traditional environment. The Adult Education Program provides services to adult learners
at the West End Facility.
Figure 2-1

Student Enrollment Comparisons
2005-2020
2019-2020
2018-2019
2017-2018
2016-2017
2015-2016
2014-2015
2013-2014
2012-2013
2011-2012
2010-2011
2009-2010
2008-2009
2007-2008
2006-2007
2005-2006

669
640
574
520
480
360
180
180
180

3,248
3,210
3,217
3,212
3,247
3,488
3,674
3,723
3,917
4,169
4,206
4,352
4,409
4,463
4,548
0

1,000

2,000
CCSD Students

3,000

4,000

5,000

Oasis Students

Courtesy of Churchill County School District and Oasis Academy

Oasis Academy is a five-star public charter school that began in 2011 with 180 students in
grades K-8. In 2014-15, the student population increased to 360. Beginning in the 2015-16
school year, they started high school grades 9-12. One hundred percent of all Junior and Senior
students have dual enrollment at Western Nevada College, with approximately 70 percent
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earning an associate degree and a high school diploma simultaneously. Currently, there are 669
students enrolled in the 2019-20 school year (See Figure 2-1 above).
The combined student population for CCSD and Oasis Academy has increased since the
recession low of 2015-2016 and is expected to continue increasing over the next few years.
Student enrollment projections for CCSD show an expected increase of 34 students annually
compared to Oasis Academy at 29 students. Figure 2-2 shows a projection of student
enrollments through 2025; though, enrollment may take some time to reach pre-recession
levels.
Figure 2-2

Student Enrollment Projections
2020-2025
2024-2025

3,414

2023-2024

3,380

2022-2023

3,346

2021-2022

3,313

2020-2021

3,280
0

500

1,000

1,500

814
785
756
727
698

2,000

CCSD Students

2,500

3,000

3,500

4,000

4,500

Oasis Students

Courtesy of Churchill County School District and Oasis Academy

For further information on the Churchill County School District or Oasis Academy, visit their
websites at:
•
•

www.churchill.k12.nv.us
oasisacademyfallon.us

Logos Christian Academy was founded in 2000 as a K-8 Classical Christian School. During the
2019-20 school year, they added a Pre-K program with plans to expand the preschool in the
future. They have an average of 75 students enrolled in grades PK-8. For further information go
to logosfallon.org.
The Seventh-day Adventist School (Fallon SDA) is an accredited school, which began in 1905,
that offers grades K-8 for a small number of students. Children will receive individualized
education tailored by experienced teachers. As a small school, Fallon SDA offers a low studentteacher ratio unequaled by public schools or larger private schools in the area. The Fallon SDA
School Board and teachers are dedicated to giving each child a quality Christian education that
will prepare students for well-being and success in this world. For further information go to
fallonnv.adventistchurch.org.
Agape Christian School is a non-profit Nazarene Christian school for grades K-6. They provide
a quality education with high academic standards within an evangelical Christian environment.
For further information go to www.fallonnazarene.org/agape-christian-school.
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Western Nevada College (WNC) opened as Western Nevada Community College in 1981 and
now serves approximately 400 students in-person each semester, representing just under 200
full-time student equivalents. They offer multiple college degree, certificate, and career-building
programs with more than 70 classes offered with additional classes online. In the past five years
(as shown in Table 2-1), WNC has graduated or awarded certificates to 70-110 students a year
with credits transferable to other colleges and universities within Nevada. WNC was graduating
about half this number of students during the previous five years, so enrollment has increased.
Table 2-1

WNC Awards to Current Churchill County Residents
Description
Associate of Arts
Associate of Applied Science
Associate of Business
Associate of General Studies
Associate of Science
Certificate of Achievement
Industry skills certificate of less
than one year
Total

2014-15
23
12
0
8
3
1
43

2015-16
18
11
0
4
2
3
36

2016-17
33
8
0
4
6
5
50

2017-18
30
12
1
1
8
1
53

2018-19
46
10
0
3
7
0
43

90

74

106

106

109

Source: WNC

WNC students can complete their first two years of transfer courses toward a bachelor’s degree
in education and then enroll in Nevada State College junior and senior level courses offered at
the WNC campus or by Internet. Students can complete a bachelor’s degree in elementary or
special education without leaving WNC’s service area. Classes are offered at a pace that allows
students to finish at the same time as other four-year institutions.
In Fall 2014, a partnership between local high schools and WNC was formed. Jump Start
College offers high-achieving high school juniors and seniors the opportunity to complete up to
a college associate degree prior to graduating from high school. For further information go to
wnc.edu/fallon/.
Nevada Job Connect is another source of education that supports programs to develop basic
skills, such as resume development and job skills to obtain services industry level employment
(nevadajobconnect.com).
NAS Fallon’s Impact on Education
NAS Fallon does not operate separate schools, so students attending locally will do so at the
above schools. Of the children associated with NAS Fallon military personnel in 2019,
approximately 360 are expected to be school age. However, not all will attend local schools
since the housing shortage discussed in the Population and Housing Chapter forces some
families to live outside the County. Churchill County schools had 277 students identify as
military-connected in 2019, with 180 military-connected students specifically at CCSD and 97 at
Oasis Academy. Those attending locally are included in the student enrollment populations in
Figures 2-1 and 2-2 above.
NAS Fallon offers bus transportation to the schools when needed. There are morning and
afternoon stops at the Oasis Academy, the Seventh-day Adventist School, Logos Academy,
CCSD Junior High, and CCSD High School. NAS Fallon offers before and after school care
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programs for school-age children associated with the base’s active-duty, active
reservists/guardsmen, DoD civil service, contractors/subcontractors, and certain other military
related personnel.
Goals and Policies for Education Facilities
 GOAL E 1: Encourage coordinated planning between the Churchill County School District,
Churchill County, NAS Fallon, and Western Nevada College to provide educational
opportunities for local residents.
o Policy E 1.1: Continue supporting education programs at Western Nevada College that
provide job skills applicable to Churchill County (e.g. renewable energy, agricultural,
etc.).
o Policy E 1.2: The County should coordinate with the College and School District
regarding the provision of school sites during the review of major new developments.
o Policy E 1.3: Support programs to develop basic skills such as resume development and
other job skills to obtain entry-level employment.
CHILD-CARE FACILITIES
A report from the Center for American Progress (Fact Sheet: Child Care) found that an average
of 23.4 percent of children under five years of age were in an organized child-care arrangement
(not family or in-home care service). The 2019 Housing Needs Assessment (Appendix A)
indicates that 7.2 percent of Churchill County’s population (25,628 in 2018) is under five years
of age, totaling 1,845 children. As noted in the Population and Housing Chapter, this number
(and also for children 9 years old and under) is far larger than it is for other western Nevada
counties. Based on these figures, there is an estimated demand for 432 child-care organization
spaces.
The state child-care licensing website shows that there are nine licensed child-care facilities in
the Churchill County area with a total of 310 spaces. Most are small, though one (St. John’s
Room to Grow) is nearly one-third (100) of the total capacity. An internet search found that four
of these sites advertise as having Pre-K teaching services (including St. Johns). A child-care
finding assistance website showed 13 facilities from small to large that have 365 spaces. These
include St. Johns, as well as NAS Fallon facilities (which are not on the state website).
The shortage of child-care appears to be between 50 to 125 spaces. The need for child-care
extends across the spectrum of services. This includes pre-school age care and school age
care. Pre-school age care may include teaching in preparation for Kindergarten (Pre-K) and
daycare while parents are working. School age child-care may include traditional off-site
daycare before and after school or on-site care at the school (latch-key programs). Child-care
facilities may include payment assistance, market-rate pricing, or both.
It has also been noted that the lack of child-care facilities is part of the reason that some NAS
Fallon personnel commute from other counties. Therefore, an increase in child-care facilities
and additional housing could increase the total population in Churchill County, just by allowing
more NAS Fallon personnel this option.
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Goals and Policies for Child-Care Facilities
 GOAL E 2: Community organizations should coordinate activities to facilitate the
development of adequate child-care facilities.
o

Policy E 2.1: During each Master Plan update, the Planning Department should review
and recommend code changes to ensure opportunities to establish pre-school and
daycare facilities adequate to serve the community.

o

Policy E 2.2: Churchill County Social Services, State programs, Parks and Recreation,
the Northern Nevada College, and the school district should coordinate to seek funding
for the expansion of low-income child-care services.

o

Policy E 2.3: CEDA should consider providing special business startup assistance to
encourage the establishment of child-care facilities.

o

Policy E 2.4: Community organizations should work with schools (public, private, and
colleges), religious organizations, and existing child-care services to encourage new or
expanded child-care facilities.

Map 2-1
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The purpose of the Conservation and Natural Resources element is to outline goals and policies
to protect the County’s vast open lands, renewable energy, water, and air resources as growth
and development occur. Because agriculture relies on natural resources, goals to protect
agriculture are included in this chapter as well as the open space plan in Chapter 10.
OASIS OF NEVADA
The County motto as “The Oasis of Nevada” is well known and should be linked to the County’s
wealth of natural resources, recreation opportunities and historic resources as described in this
chapter, and in the Recreation and Historical Preservation chapters. The County should take
advantage of these resources in promoting itself to its residents, visitors, and potential economic
development clients. Non-locals often have an unflattering image of rural areas. It may even be that
residents share this pessimistic view and are unaware of the County’s natural resources. Promoting
the image of the County using these resources can improve pride in the community, enhance
tourism, and encourage economic development clients to locate to Churchill County. The Economic
Development Chapter describes this effort in more detail, and includes related policies.
AGRICULTURE
Agriculture is an important part of life and the economy of Churchill County. It is the reason for the
establishment of the City of Fallon in the early 1900s when the Newlands Project was first
developed. The Newlands project’s main features included damming the Carson River to create
the Lahontan Reservoir, creating the Truckee Canal to bring water from the Truckee River to the
reservoir, the creation of several major canals and many smaller canals to deliver water, and the
creation of a drainage system to prevent groundwater from flooding fields. The project includes an
area of operations. This area and the currently irrigated lands are shown on Map 3-1. It should be
noted that agriculture can also take place on non-irrigated lands, including livestock operations and
similar uses.
Irrigated agriculture is an activity linked to the characteristics of the soil, and the soils in Churchill
County present particular challenges that don’t exist in most farming areas. These challenges
include sandy soils that require extra water and organic matter for plant growth, salt-laden (saline)
soils that restrict plant growth, and alkaline soils with PH levels that restrict plant growth. Some soils
have multiple limitations. The Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) maintains soil
studies across the country to provide information to the agricultural community about soil
characteristics. This includes identifying prime farmland that is the best at producing agricultural
products. The federal policy is to protect prime farmland soils for future farm production. Map 3-2
shows the different prime farmland soils in Churchill County. Some of these only apply if the
challenges noted above are dealt with.
Today, the majority of cropland produces alfalfa and grain, with some pasture. Farmers have
diversified to produce cantaloupes, teff, and other fruits and vegetables along with wine grapes. The
cattle and dairy industries remain major economic factors. As the number of irrigated acres declines
or increases, there is an effect on farm-related businesses and employment in the community.
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Additional information about the development of agriculture can be found in the Historical
Preservation chapter, and the scope and statistics of the agricultural industry can be found in the
Economic Development chapter. Also, there is more information about agriculture’s dependence
on local water resources and the loss of water available for farming in the next section below.
Goals and Policies
 GOAL CNR 1: Protection of agricultural lands: minimize loss of productive and prime
farmlands, maintain and protect water recharge areas, and limit the impacts of growth and
development on efficiency of the Newlands Project irrigation delivery.
o Policy CNR 1.1: Churchill County will work with federal, state, and local agencies as well
as other groups to identify potential methods for protecting and maintaining agricultural
lands. These methods may include density transfers, tax relief, land banking, transfer of
development rights, cluster developments, and creation of agricultural districts.
o Policy CNR 1.2: During development review, the County will coordinate with the Bureau
of Reclamation and Truckee-Carson Irrigation District (TCID) regarding protection of
irrigation facilities. The County will also discourage incompatible land uses in or adjacent
to designated agricultural areas, and they will protect agricultural areas from infringement
by activities or land uses that would impair their physical and/or economic viability for
continued agricultural use. Buffers and applicable friction zone standards will be required.
o Policy CNR 1.3: Manage the growth of developing areas to protect prime farmlands, and
farm operations. Also, protect lands that should remain open for other considerations,
including lands that:
1. are not planned to receive urban services,
2. are subject to safety risks such as flooding,
3. contribute to groundwater recharge and protection of the watershed,
4. serve the public good through the aesthetic, cultural, and scenic benefits that open
space and farmland provide, and
5. contain Newlands Project water delivery facilities.
o Policy CNR 1.4: Assess the effectiveness of the development code to accomplish the
intent to protect agricultural lands, including assessing accuracy in the application of the
agriculture zoning districts (A-5 and A-10) compared to the on-the-ground agricultural
potential (such as prime farmland), and assessing the standards that encourage or
discourage conversion of agricultural lands.
WATER RESOURCES
Water ultimately comes from precipitation (snow, rain, etc.), but Churchill County receives very
little. Fallon and similar valley floors receive five inches per year, with mountains and hills
receiving more. Precipitation concentrates and runs across the land in streams. The main river in
Churchill County is the Carson River, but there are countless small streams, most of which are
dry except during storm events or spring snowmelt. Normally, streams might pause in lakes and
ponds (such as the Carson Pasture and Stillwater Marsh), but in the Great Basin, they often end
in terminal lakes. Churchill County has several terminal lakes, which are usually dry but may
include marshes, and may fill during very wet years. The most prominent is the Carson Sink, but
also included are the dry lakes of Dixie, Fairview, and Edwards Creek Valleys and the Salt Wells
flat.
Water on the surface slowly sinks into the ground, becoming groundwater. When the groundwater
is high enough to reach the surface, it may create springs, wetlands, and streams, but in Churchill
County, these often don’t flow far before they sink back in or dry up. The Carson River and some
of the smaller streams are used to irrigate farmland. In the early years of the Newlands Project,
much of the water from canals (and some of the water applied to farm fields) became groundwater
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to such an extent that it flooded many areas and made farming impossible until a network of drain
ditches was dug to lower the groundwater levels.
In most areas of the County, there is not enough water to support much development. Water is
limited to precipitation and stream runoff in the mountains that sink in and become groundwater
for that basin. People can capture runoff in the larger streams or drill wells. The state limits
development to the amount that precipitation can support.
It is different for the Fallon area, where agricultural development is supported by the Newlands
Project using water from the much larger Carson River coming from west of the Lahontan
Reservoir, with additional water diverted from the Truckee River near Fernley. Furthermore, farm
irrigation creates a broad groundwater recharge effect across the area that supports the wells of
the area’s large population. These are mostly individual wells, but also includes community wells
that serve many people and are owned by the city, county, or private entities.
Because the main source of surface and underground water for the Lahontan Valley is provided
by the Truckee and Carson Rivers, the Fallon area is highly dependent on the continued flows
from these rivers. The cumulative impact of many federal actions has reduced the water supply
to the Newlands Project over the last few decades. Consequently, the County and City have
become very protective of outside actions to further reduce water volumes and very proactive in
measures to reduce losses in the valley.
Current estimates show that groundwater recharge from precipitation within Lahontan Valley
amounts to approximately 1,300 AFA. Recharge from infiltration of the Newlands Project irrigation
water amounts to about 70,000 AFA – 50 times the natural recharge rate.
Dixie Valley, located approximately 35 miles east of Fallon, has an estimated perennial
groundwater yield of about 40,000 to 50,000 AFA. This may potentially be a future source of water
to Lahontan Valley and the City of Fallon, and preliminary plans have been developed to use this
water.
Goals and Policies
 GOAL CNR 2: Protect water supply and availability.
o Policy CNR 2.1: Support programs that retain water rights in the Lahontan Valley.
o Policy CNR 2.2: Control stormwater runoff from new developments by ensuring that they
infiltrate stormwater using on-site detention and drainage facilities and are constructed to
avoid their failure when their capacity is exceeded. (Encourage Low Impact Development
Standards, LIDs)
o Policy CNR 2.3: Minimize the use of high-water demand vegetation for decorative uses
on public and private project landscaping; and encourage new public and private
development to use water conservation landscaping and fixtures.
o Policy CNR 2.4: Implement Churchill County Water Resource Plan (2007 – Appendix D)
recommendations.
o Policy CNR 2.5: Protect the quality of community water supplies. Protect wellhead
recharge areas from pollution and educate residents about them. Implement the County’s
Community Source Water Protection Plan (Appendix B).
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WATER FEATURES
Water features are rare in the desert of Nevada. This rarity makes them disproportionately more
critical to wildlife and migratory birds than in most other parts of the country. Even before settlers
came to Churchill County, the Carson River and Carson Sink areas had extensive water supplies.
The General Land Office (GLO) surveys of the area in 1869 and later shows water areas before
much farm development took place.
The Carson River had multiple river corridors (floodplains, wetland complexes, cottonwood
galleries) as much as a mile wide. One branch (called Old River) flowed to the Indian Lakes area,
where it further branched into a broad expanse with east and west forks and many sloughs and
ponds. One branch (called New Slough) flowed along the present New River Drain north of NAS
Fallon. The main branch (Carson River) flowed to the Carson Pasture and had a wetland delta of
10 to15 square miles that forced the surveyors to work around it. Similarly, the Carson Pasture
was a full lake at the time, and it drained northward (east of NAS Fallon) to the Stillwater Marsh.
The Stillwater Marsh also had 10 to 15 square miles of wetland that could not be surveyed. The
Carson Sink did not hold water at the time.
This abundance of water was tamed and controlled over time by farmers along the length of the
river. Eventually, the Newlands Project was established to form the current farming area within
Churchill County. However, large volumes of water from wet winters can still fill the Carson Sink.
Google Earth has air photos for the County beginning in 1984. It shows that the Sink and
Stillwater Marsh were partially or completely full, measuring up to 25 miles across, from 1984
through 1988 as well as in 1997 through 1999 and 2006. County photos show that water was
present in 2017 through 2018. This information accounts for 11 of the last 35 years. The other
basins listed below had water to a greater or lesser extent:
•
•
•
•
•

Carson Pasture was at least partly full 1984-88, 1995-2014, and 2017-18.
Dixie Valley’s dry lake had some ponds during most years and was only dry in 12 of 35 years.
Six of those years showed a large quantity of water.
Fairview Valley’s dry lake consistently had ponds but did not fill up.
Salt Wells’ dry lake generally had significant water, with many years of extensive water
coverage.
Rawhide Flat’s dry lake consistently had ponds but did not fill up.

Early residents of Churchill County recognized the special characteristics that water brings to the
desert when they nicknamed the green farming area around Fallon the “Oasis of Nevada.” There
are many “oasis” water features found in Churchill County that are the source of green riparian
vegetation that makes them stand out. Even long-time residents may be unaware of the following
features, many of which are shown on Maps 3-1 and 3-2:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Carson River,
Big Soda Lake and Little Soda Lake,
The Lahontan Reservoir,
The Indian Lakes ponds,
The old river channels and wetland sloughs within them,
The pothole wetlands north of Fallon,
The Stillwater National Wildlife Refuge,
The Dixie Valley springs and wetlands, and
Small mountain streams such as Big and Little Den Creeks.
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These water features and their riparian vegetation are an important ecological part of the Churchill
County region.
Stillwater National Wildlife Refuge (NWR)
The Stillwater National Wildlife Refuge is located approximately 20 miles northeast of Fallon, is
the largest wetland complex in Nevada, and provides habitat for nearly 400 species of wildlife,
including over 260 species of birds. This marsh serves countless birds flying along the east side of
the Sierra Nevada. Without it, most of the Flyway through western Nevada would be lost.
The Stillwater NWR is part of the management complex that includes other refuges. The
administrative offices are located in Fallon, with the operations center located east of the
community of Stillwater. The 79,570-acre refuge is open year-round and has areas for a variety of
activities, such as hunting (in season), wildlife observation, wildlife photography, horseback riding,
hiking, boating, un-developed camping, and picnicking. Facilities include trails, boat launches,
observation platforms, photo blinds, boardwalks, and restrooms. The primary uses are waterfowl
hunting and bird watching, which are enjoyed by many people from Nevada and all around the
U.S.
The Stillwater Marsh and the Refuge has a long history in the County. Initially, Native Americans
relied on it for food and supplies. Early settler’s water diversions began impacting the marsh with
the advent of agriculture in the area, particularly after the development of the Newlands Project.
By the first half of the 1900s, irrigation diversion and other activities had degraded the Stillwater
Marsh. In 1948, action was taken to prevent their complete loss. Over time, lands were added,
multiple smaller refuges were created, and organizational structures changed. More recently, the
federal Public Law 101-618 was passed (1990), which dealt with tribal water claims and
inadequate water supply for the Refuge. It authorized the Refuge to purchase existing agricultural
water rights from willing sellers, and transfer them to the Refuge to support up to 25,000 acres
wetland. This has been controversial with local residents, because agricultural lands were being
taken out of production.
Goals and Policies
 GOAL CNR 3: Protect water features in Churchill County
o Policy CNR 3.1: Encourage landowners adjacent to the Carson River and other water
features to adopt best management practices to prevent bank erosion.
o Policy CNR 3.2: Encourage landowners in recharge areas and adjacent to the Carson
River and other water features to participate in programs to place conservation easements
on the property in perpetuity.
o Policy CNR 3.3: Provide incentives to new developments along the Carson River to
maintain the river frontage as a park or other public facility.
o Policy CNR 3.4: New development should protect native vegetation and other features.
RENEWABLE ENERGY RESOURCES
Churchill County has abundant renewable energy resources, such as geothermal, wind, solar,
hydropower, and even biomass energy production. There are nine geothermal plants within the
County that produce energy, and several exploration projects are underway. Currently, many of
these geothermal sites are incorporating solar panels to improve overall energy production. There
has also been interest in stand-alone solar plants. Major wind energy projects have not been
proposed, but individual generation projects have been undertaken. The County has two hydropower
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projects (with three generation plants) on the Newlands Project. The large number of dairy cows and
other livestock indicates that biomass energy production is possible as well.
Below is information about specific renewable energy resources. Some are actively exploited,
some are not, but all have the potential for expansion.
Geothermal Resources – The County has extensive underground heat resources that are well
exploited. This has made Churchill County the nation’s third largest geothermal energy producing
county. There are currently nine geothermal power sites producing approximately 300 mega-watts
of power, which is more than one third of the geothermal power produced in the state. These sites
are at Hazen/Patua (Cyrq), Soda Lakes (Cyrq), Stillwater (Enel), Salt Wells (Enel), Tungsten Mt.
in Edwards Creek Valley (Ormat), Brady Hot Springs (Ormat), Desert Peak near Brady (Ormat),
Dixie Meadows in Dixie Valley (Ormat), and North Dixie Valley (Terra-Gen). There are several
additional planned projects pending – usually on federal lands.
Hydropower Resources – The Carson River provides hydroelectric power to the area. TCID
operates three hydroelectric power plants that produce seven megawatts of power. They are
located at major elevation drops. Two are located at the Lahontan Dam (Old Lahontan and New
Lahontan) and one at the 26-foot drop structure. Additional hydropower potential is limited, given
the flat grade of the Carson River in the Fallon area. The remaining elevation drop is needed to
pass water through the canals, to feed laterals, and to feed on-farm ditches. Any future power
plants would likely be at the “spill” locations.
Solar Resources – Like most of Nevada, Churchill County has a vast potential for solar power
resources. There are currently five solar projects, though all are associated with geothermal plants
to provide power for operations and to complement the geothermal low-power cycle during the
hottest part of the day. These plants are Hazen/Patua, Tungsten Mt. in Edwards Creek Valley,
and three at Stillwater (Enel). While solar plants could be located nearly anywhere, economics
force them to be situated along main power corridors that greatly limits their potential locations.
Restriction limits imposed by the federal government (BLM) also limit the size of projects on
federal land within Churchill County.
Biomass Resources – There are currently no biomass power projects, though there is potential in
the County. Biomass power could be generated from burning crop or vegetation waste to produce
power, or it could be generated from cow manure using methane digesters. These have been
undertaken in other agricultural counties.
Wind Resources – The County has extensive wind resources throughout the year. Investigations
have been undertaken for wind power farms, but no project has been proposed, likely due to the
inconsistency or variability of winds in the area. Individual wind power facilities have been installed
for personal use.
Many of the sites are on properties managed by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM). Churchill
County supports the collaborative process that the BLM has initiated through the public scoping
process and as a cooperating agency participant. However, to ensure that the public health and
safety is secured and all adverse impacts to the county’s citizenry are minimized, Churchill County
maintains the right to regulate all renewable energy projects proposed within the County.
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Goals and Policies
 GOAL CNR 4: Promote development of renewable energy projects and provide adequate
regulation to minimize or eliminate potential adverse impacts associated with project
development and operation.
o Policy CNR 4.1: Encourage and support development of renewable energy and
geothermal activity without adversely impacting the surrounding community and
environment, including migration routes, nesting/roosting sites, and unique habitats of
wildlife and plant species.
o Policy CNR 4.2: Ensure that renewable energy projects are viable, adequately maintained,
compatible with surrounding environments, and that site rehabilitation will be completed
once the project is terminated.
o Policy CNR 4.3: Renewable energy companies will be required to consult with NAS Fallon
to ensure that their projects will not interfere with aircraft operations throughout Churchill
County.
o Policy CNR 4.4: Renewable energy projects will not encroach upon residential
development and their location shall be a suitable distance from existing homes and
neighborhoods.
o Policy CNR 4.5: Churchill County will implement measures to minimize impacts from
geothermal projects and exploration activities on water resources.
o Policy CNR 4.6: Churchill County shall require adequate monitoring procedures to ensure
that performance standards of proposed facilities are met, and adverse environmental
impacts are detected, including migration routes, nesting/roosting sites, and unique
habitats of wildlife and plant species.
o Policy CNR 4.7: Review and update the development code to ensure that standard power
projects are not subject to a lower regulatory burden than renewable energy projects,
putting them at a disadvantage
o Policy CNR 4.8: Churchill County shall consult with Nevada Department of Wildlife and/or
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service with regard to wildlife habitats and potential effects on
wildlife populations.
o Policy CNR 4.9: Seek further information on the impact of expanded geothermal activity
on water resources in Dixie Valley, and develop a plan that identifies management
strategies for both these resources.
o Policy CNR 4.10: Encourage the farming industry to investigate the viability of a biomass
energy plant in the County.
o Policy CNR 4.11: Ensure that solar farms and other projects with large areas of impervious
surface consider the stormwater volumes generated from the site.
MINERAL RESOURCES
Churchill County has a long tradition of mining. Many mines and mining districts were established in
the years before and after 1900. Notable mining districts include the Wonder and Hercules Districts,
north of US 50 in the Dixie Valley area and the Fairview District on Fairview Peak, south of the above
districts. Many of these mines and districts are listed in Appendix E, but many are only found on the
USGS topographic maps or in the state mine databases. The state has safety laws relating to closing
or obstructing open shafts and tunnels. The Division of Minerals estimates that there are over 5,000
mine features and hundreds of hazards that should be secured. These are provided to each
jurisdiction for their action, and property owners are responsible for installing safety measures. See
the Hazard Mitigation Chapter for additional information about Mine Hazards and related policies.
New major mining endeavors are rare. A long-term and ongoing mining operation is the Huck Salt
Mine on the Salt Wells flat, south of Sand Mountain. Diatomaceous earth mines exist in the west
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area of the County. An iron mine has been under development for years near the north end of the
Carson Sink bombing range and the south end of Buena Vista Valley, but has yet to start operating.
A gold mine recently moved forward with the permitting process in the Bell Mountain District just east
of Fairview Peak. Inquiries have begun on a pair of gold mines on either side of the Stillwater Range.
A recent development in mineral extraction is brine (salty liquid), particularly lithium brine. The brine
is pumped, and the lithium is extracted (often through evaporation). There are multiple dry lakes
under which mineral brines may exist in the County.
While the old mines and districts that were focused on valuable minerals have faded away, they have
been mainly replaced with today’s aggregate mines for sand and gravel, which is needed to support
a growing community. Current mining operations often include crushing, on-site product sales, and
sometimes concrete or asphalt plants. The major aggregate supplier in Churchill County is Hiskett
and Sons, which has a stockpile and sales facility at Allen and Sheckler Roads and has mines
elsewhere. There are currently many sand and/or gravel mines operating in Churchill County.
However, the exact count cannot be easily determined, given that many are located on federal lands.
Goals and Policies
 GOAL CNR 5: Promote development of mineral resources and provide adequate regulation to
minimize or eliminate potential adverse impacts associated with project development and
operation.
o Policy CNR 5.1: Encourage and support development of mineral resources without
adversely impacting the surrounding community or surrounding residential development.
Their location shall be a suitable distance from existing homes and neighborhoods.
o Policy CNR 5.2: Ensure that mining projects are viable, adequately maintained,
compatible with surrounding environments, and that site rehabilitation will be completed
once the project is terminated.
o Policy CNR 5.3: Review and update the development code to ensure that mining projects
are appropriately regulated. Consider on-site and off-site issues, such as haul route
impacts on public roads and neighbors. Consider gaps in state law that do not cover some
mine sizes, mineral types, etc.
o Policy CNR 5.4: Churchill County shall consult with the Nevada Department of Wildlife
and/or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service with regard to wildlife habitats and potential effects
on wildlife populations.
AIR QUALITY AND DUST
Over the last 30 to 40 years, the loss of irrigation water to entities outside the basin and to purchases
by the Stillwater Wildlife Refuge have resulted in many local farms ceasing to operate. Without water
on these farms, plants did not grow to hold the soil in place. While the desert can be very dusty during
extreme wind conditions, these sites became sources of blowing dust during much more common
wind conditions. These problems persisted for a long time, but the conditions have improved in recent
years, partially due to revegetation projects and through natural revegetation.
Information regarding the wind erosion of soils in the Lahontan Valley can be obtained from the
USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service. The soil information is useful for development
planning, determining plant species for revegetation projects, and evaluating soil properties as they
pertain to engineering for road construction, building foundations, and other construction. Dust
control is a County Code requirement for projects with larger disturbance areas. The State of Nevada
has regulations regarding the control of dust and air quality through the Nevada Division of
Environmental Protection (NDEP).
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Goals and Policies
 GOAL CNR 6: Ensure that measures are taken by Churchill County to maintain good air quality
and minimize soil erosion.
o Policy CNR 6.1 – Encourage revegetation projects in areas of minimal ground cover to
minimize soil erosion.
o Policy CNR 6.2 – Continue to implement dust control ordinance and require dust control
permits when applicable.
o Policy CNR 6.3 – Consider impacts of new projects on air quality with regard to
construction activity, open space, common areas, and roads.
o Policy CNR 6.4 – Encourage landowners who transfer water rights off their property to
vegetate the site with native vegetation, not including vegetation designated as weeds by
the University of Nevada Cooperative Extension and USDA, prior to the transfer of the
water rights.
o Policy CNR 6.5 – Take appropriate steps to ensure that new businesses comply with State
of Nevada and Environmental Protection Agency standards and require monitoring plans
when deemed necessary.
MOSQUITO, VECTOR, AND NOXIOUS WEED CONTROL
Invasive plant and animal infestations reduce the biological, agricultural, recreational, and
economic value of land; reduce native plant and animal populations; and degrade ecosystems.
There is a Churchill County Mosquito, Vector and Noxious Weed Abatement District that has
programs to enforce state and local laws regarding these issues.
Goals and Policies
 GOAL CNR 7: Churchill County shall ensure that its citizens are protected from nuisances,
vectors, and related diseases.
o Policy CNR 7.1 – Enforce NRS 555.150 in cooperation with the Mosquito, Vector, and
Noxious Weed Abatement District and Fallon/Churchill Fire Department requiring
landowners and users to control noxious weeds.
o Policy CNR 7.2 – Cooperate with other private groups and public agencies to control weed
populations by sponsoring education programs to inform the public regarding the safe
application of herbicides and other methods of weed control.
o Policy CNR 7.3 – Support the Mosquito, Vector, and Noxious Weed Abatement District’s
program of monitoring encephalitis by periodically testing flocks of chickens in partnership
with the Nevada State Health Laboratory.
o Policy CNR 7.4 – Support monitoring programs conducted by the Mosquito, Vector, and
Noxious Weed Abatement District to inform the public on how to prevent disease
transmission by mosquito populations and reduce nuisance levels.
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Numerous hazardous conditions, both natural and manmade, may occur in Churchill County. These
include:
•

NATURAL HAZARDS
o Earthquake (seismic activity)
o Flooding
o Volcanic Activity
o Wildland Fire
o Wind Events
o Severe Weather
o Drought
o Epidemics

•

MANMADE HAZARDS
o Hazardous Materials Release
o Pipeline Ruptures
o Utility Failures
o Dam Inundation Areas
o Terrorism
o Arson
o Old mine entrances – shafts and adits

HAZARDS MITIGATED BY CONSTRUCTION STANDARDS
Construction standards established in the building codes and other development standards
adopted by Churchill County provide some protection against seismic activity, wind and severe
weather events, and flood damage.
FLOOD HAZARDS
Flooding includes traditional ideas of river and lake flooding, but also includes flash floods (common
in the County’s mountain gullies, alluvial fans, and valley washes), and breaches of canals elevated
above the surrounding lands (common in the Newlands Project area).
Churchill County participates in the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). There are two basic
components to the program: (a) insurance for homeowners, which is often required by home
lenders; and (b) regulations implemented by participating local governments. The regulations are
intended to ensure that all development within special flood hazard areas is designed to minimize
loss of life and damage to property. Flood zone information can be obtained on the County’s website,
or through the Planning or Building Department for specific parcels.
The program uses Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs) developed by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) to delineate special hazard areas and risk premium zones. These
maps mainly identify the 100-year Floodplains and the associated Floodways, but other areas can
be included as well. Maps 4-1 and 4-2 (Fallon area) depict the flood hazard maps for Churchill
County. FIRMs are used to determine if properties and buildings are located in flood insurance risk
areas, to administer floodplain management programs, and to mitigate flood damage. When it comes
to administering the NFIP locally, Churchill County suffers from the problems of having FIRMs that
are very outdated. These maps are based on crude and inaccurate topographic information, as well
as outmoded methods of reservoir and irrigation management. Churchill County has a project
underway to update the County’s flood hazard maps, though it may take years to complete.
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Map 4-1
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Map 4-2 (Detail)
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Floodplains are not usually associated with the various canals that run throughout Churchill County.
Similarly, development standards addressing potential flooding because of failure of the Newlands
Project irrigation facilities are not included in the NFIP regulations. In areas of the County where
urbanization is replacing agricultural fields, significant property damage can occur when there is a
breach in a canal. Such an event occurred in Fernley with destruction of homes and property. Near
2010, a LIDAR (elevation) survey of the community was performed and the US Army Corp of
Engineers used the data to study hypothetical breeches within the canal system to get a clearer
picture of where flooding could occur if there was a possible canal breech. The “Breach Inundation
Analysis for USBR Newlands Project” was completed in January 2013, and is available on the
County website. Proposed developments that are in areas of concern shall provide an engineering
report describing mitigation measures concerning canal issues.
MINE HAZARDS
Churchill County has a long tradition of mining. Many mines and mining districts were established in
the years before and after 1900. Past mining sites can be hazardous and are found throughout the
county, usually in remote locations. Caution should be taken when exploring areas to protect
yourself from adits, shafts, and open pits.
The State has safety laws relating to closing or obstructing mine hazards. Property owners are
responsible for installing safety measures. The Nevada Division of Mineral works to identify, monitor,
and help close mine hazards. In addition, the Division provides information yearly to the Board of
County Commissioners identifying known mine hazards within each county. It estimates that the
State has thousands of mine features and hundreds of hazards that should be secured. As of 2020,
there were 901 sites identified in Churchill County, with 197 unsecured sites under 28 different
owners.
EMERGENCY RESPONSE
The Churchill County Emergency Management Department is tasked with planning and preparing
for all types of emergency situations, both natural and manmade. The department creates,
maintains, and revises plans and procedures to coordinate response and recovery from disasters.
For further information on emergency response and particular hazards, please contact:
Churchill County Emergency Manager
Office: (775) 423-4188 / Mobile: (775) 223-3182
mheidemann@churchillcounty.org
The Emergency Management Department also administers a Local Emergency Planning
Committee (LEPC). The Nevada State Emergency Response Commission (SERC) requires each
county to have an LEPC. The Committee is comprised of members of private enterprise, elected
officials, law enforcement, fire departments, NAS Fallon, Tribes, and other local jurisdictions. The
LEPC holds public meetings at least quarterly. The committee focuses on all hazards, with particular
attention to the use, transportation, and storage of hazardous materials.
The County also maintains an Emergency Operations Center (EOC) that it activates during
emergencies. The EOC’s primary purpose is to acquire and integrate resources from numerous
agencies such as federal, state, military, law enforcement, fire services, other local governments,
and private corporations into a cohesive incident response. This organization conducts annual
exercises and drills for all plans to prepare first responders for anticipated incidents.
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One of the plans developed by the Emergency Management Department, the Multi-Jurisdiction
Hazard Mitigation Plan (MJHMP), is described in detail below and can impact future county
development. (MJHMP see Appendix C)
Hazard Mitigation is defined in Title 44 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Subpart M, Section
206.401, as “any action taken to reduce or eliminate the long-term risk to human life and property
from natural hazards.” The implementation of mitigation actions may include strategies such as
planning, policy changes, programs, projects, and other activities that are the end result of this
process.
The Robert Stafford Disaster Relief Act provides the basis for the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) to require formal mitigation plans from local jurisdictions. These plans are a
prerequisite to applying for mitigation grant funds or recovery assistance after disasters.
The FEMA program necessitates that each local entity should have an approved MJHMP. The plan
was approved and adopted in 2012, and updated in 2017, and must be updated at prescribed
intervals as specified by FEMA. When a jurisdiction applies for grant funds, the project(s) must
address long-term mitigation measures for specific hazards identified in their plan.
Numerous hazardous conditions, both natural and manmade, have been studied and reported in
the Churchill County approved MJHMP. This plan meets all FEMA requirements and is regularly
updated when new or changing hazards are identified.

GOALS AND POLICIES
 GOAL HHM 1: Minimize the potential for loss of life and property or serious injury due to
hazards.
o Policy HHM 1.1: Maintain and enforce building codes and development standards.
o Policy HHM 1.2: Encourage public awareness programs regarding hazardous conditions
and mitigation plans.
 GOAL HHM 2: Develop flood hazard mapping for irrigation infrastructure failure.
o Policy HHM 2.1: Require all new developments to incorporate appropriate design and
mitigation measures to minimize loss of life and property resulting from canal-breachflooding. The design and subsequent review of development proposals should incorporate
any available LIDAR (elevation) study data in determining appropriate flood mitigation
measures.
 GOAL HHM 3: Encourage the coordination of floodplain management strategies.
o Policy HMM 3.1: Churchill County will coordinate floodplain management activities
including floodplain review and mapping, ordinance development, and related activities.
o Policy HHM 3.2: Churchill County will continue to expand its floodplain management
program to develop modeling, mapping, and other information using LIDAR data to
analyze flood potential from failures and/or breaches of Newlands Project conveyance
facilities.
o Policy HHM 3.3: Encourage participation in floodplain protection programs, such as
conservation easement programs, bank erosion prevention, and stream bank restoration
programs.
o Policy HHM 3.4: Coordinate with FEMA and the Carson River Sub-Conservancy District
to undertake floodplain mapping updates based on current information and irrigation
project management practices.
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 GOAL HHM 4: Require adequate monitoring of geothermal activities to assess impact on
seismic activities.
o Policy MMH 4.1: Collaborate with University of Nevada Reno (UNR) Seismology Lab
professionals to monitor seismic activity. (This is scheduled to be done late 2015 or 2016.)
 GOAL HHM 5: Coordinate with the State of Nevada regarding mining hazards.
o Policy HMM 5.1: The County Manager shall be the contact for mine hazard information
from the state and shall coordinate county actions related to mine hazard notifications.
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The purpose of the Historical Preservation element is to outline goals and policies to preserve
and protect the County’s history. There are many historical sites that are worthy of consideration
and protection when development takes place near them, including historic buildings, trails,
general areas, and cultural events. It is important that those persons making decisions about
development know of these sites if they are to take them into consideration in their decisions.
OASIS OF NEVADA
The County motto as “The Oasis of Nevada” is well known and should be linked to the County’s
wealth of recreational opportunities, natural resources, and historic resources, as described in this
chapter, and in the Conservation and Natural Resources and Recreation chapters. The County
should take advantage of these resources in promoting itself to its residents, visitors, and potential
economic development clients. Non-locals often have an unflattering image of rural areas. It may
even be that residents share this pessimistic view and are unaware of the County’s history.
Promoting the image of the County using these resources can improve pride in the community,
enhance tourism, and encourage economic development clients to locate to Churchill County. The
Economic Development Chapter describes this effort in more detail.
The rich history of Churchill County is unique to the County and gives it a personality that other
locations in Nevada do not have. It should be a source of pride for county residents that is more
broadly known than it is now.
GENERAL HISTORY
Churchill County, named for Fort Churchill and in turn named for General Sylvester Churchill, was
created by the Territorial Act of November 5, 1861 that organized the first nine counties of the
new Nevada Territory. County boundaries were changed several times until the early 1900s.
There have been four county seats, which changed depending on changes in county boundaries,
population, or political influence. The first county seat was Bucklands (now in Lyon County),
declared by an act on November 25, 1861. LaPlata was designated the county seat by law on
February 19, 1864. Statehood took place on October 31, 1864. Stillwater became a county seat
by an act of the state legislature in 1868. Fallon became the current county seat by an act
approved on March 5, 1903. Remnants of these past county seats still exist.
Prehistory
Vast tracts of Churchill County’s 3,144,320 acres were part of prehistoric Lake Lahontan, dating
back to North America’s last glaciations that ended about 10,000 years ago. Before the arrival of
the white man in the nineteenth century, Northern Paiutes inhabited the region. Following the
seasonal sources of food and resources, these people were nomadic. However, they did
concentrate in the area of the Stillwater Marshes, where they made use of resources relating to
the marsh plants, birds, and other wildlife attracted to the area. They used unique features such
as Hidden Cave and Lovelock Cave and left traces of their religious beliefs in the petroglyphs of
Grimes Point.
Early Travel Routes
Westward expansion brought early explorers, among whom were Kit Carson, Joseph Walker,
Peter Skene Ogden, and Jedediah Smith, to what is now Churchill County. Explorers and trappers
founded the earliest traces of the California Trail. Around 1840, settlers started using the trail,
followed by a tidal wave of emigrants commencing with the California Gold Rush (1849). The trail
passed around the north and south sides of the Humboldt Sink, meeting at the Humboldt Dike.
From here, the emigrants chose the Truckee or Carson Routes. The Truckee Route passed along
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the northwest side of the White Plains before climbing up to the Brady Hot Springs area (along I80) and following the north side of the valley (north of I-80). It passes around the south end of the
Truckee Range at the Gooseneck and runs directly west to the Truckee River, north of Fernley
and south of Wadsworth.
The Carson Route passed along the southwest side of the White Plains and continued southwest
through the 40-Mile Desert to the Carson River. It ran around the end of the Mopung Hills, turned
south around the end of the Hot Springs Mountains, passed over the Upsal Hogback, ran west of
the Soda Lakes, and met the Carson River at Ragtown (with state historical marker) near the east
end of Pioneer Way. Along the river, different facilities have been placed on top of the trail,
including Pioneer Way, a farm road, and canals. Where it reaches Cadet Road, the trail splits. A
stock trail continued along Cadet and Fisherman Roads through “The Narrows” and on to
Buckland Station, but most of it is now underwater. The main branch climbed out of the river
corridor in the Cadet Road area and mostly ran north of the current US 50 to Silver Springs before
turning south to Buckland Station, where it also connected with the Sonora Trail.
The trails still exist and can be followed for most of their length. Markers are placed every few
miles using a short section of rail track mounted on a post in a T-shape, with occasional major
markers by state or other entities. The website for “Trails West” provides resources regarding
many emigrant trails (https://emigranttrailswest.org).
Early transportation routes continued to bring people to or through Churchill County. In 1858, US
Army Captain James H. Simpson surveyed the Central Overland Route through Central Nevada
that reduced the travel time for emigrants by two weeks. In 1860, the short-lived Pony Express
followed this route. The Overland Telegraph followed the Pony Express route in 1861, putting it
out of business. Through this period, improvements converted the trail into a road (with occasional
variations in location), and it became the Central Overland Stage Route. However, some route
segments changed as needed. For example, the Pony Express ran south of Carson Pasture, but
the Overland Stage diverged at Westgate, running to La Plata, Stillwater, and then passed north
of Rattlesnake Hill near Fallon. The stage route operated until around 1870 when the completion
of the Transcontinental Railroad (and a new telegraph line) along the Humboldt River made it
obsolete. These trails are illustrated in Figure 5-1. The routes would later be followed by the
Lincoln Highway and the current US 50 – The Loneliest Road in America. Churchill County is
unique in Nevada because all these trails and routes coalesced in this area, and they can still be
followed today. Additional information about routes and stations is provided later in this chapter.
Figure 5-1
California Trail, Carson and Truckee Branches The Pony Express and Overland Stage Route

Source: The National Park Service

Railroads have been of economic value for the County, both historically and in present times. The
transcontinental railroad was constructed through Churchill County in late 1868 and originally ran
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from the Humboldt Sink, through Desert Peak/Brady Hot Springs area to Fernley. The segment
was later abandoned around 1902 and re-routed through the 40-Mile Desert and Hazen, then on
to Fernley. Hazen became a rail junction with a sizable population and many buildings, most of
which are gone now (additional information below). Other rail lines within Churchill County were
established by the Carson and Colorado Railroad (C&CRR) from 1880 to 1883 and the Nevada
and California Railroad, which acquired the C&CRR, from 1905 to 1910. These earlier lines ran
from Hazen to Fallon and Hazen to Hawthorne (and beyond).
Early Settlements and Industries
The earliest white man’s settlements were way stations for emigrants, particularly Ragtown, but
the nineteenth century mining boom created many camps throughout the region. In 1861, the first
mineral discovery was made in the Silver Hill District on the east flank of the Stillwater Range.
The second county seat of La Plata was one of these mining camps. Other major camps included
Fairview and Wonder. Most mining of the 19th century was gold, silver, lead, and copper. But in
the 1880s, Churchill County’s mineral production also included diatomite, iron ore, salt, tungsten,
and zinc. Additional information about mineral resources can be found in the Conservation and
Natural Resources chapter.
In 1860, the discovery of silver in the Comstock Lode led to the development of ranching in the
Lahontan Valley and provided the mining camps with beef and forage. The first settlers brought
range-fed beef cattle from Texas or California and then fed them on native hay. Techniques in
the storage and distribution of irrigation waters from the Carson River were initially developed
slowly to irrigate hay land. Alfalfa was introduced around 1864, and a few acres were cultivated
for orchards. In the early 1870s, sheep were introduced for mutton and wool. During this period,
farming, ranching, and the Overland Stage Route traffic served to increase the population of
Stillwater, eventually making it the county seat.
Irrigation became necessary to produce sufficient hay or grain to feed the stock, and with this
came water rights issues. In 1870, no more than 1,000 acres were irrigated, and by 1880, it was
5,000 acres. By 1902, over 20,000 acres of water-righted land existed, that eventually expanded
with the Newlands Project. Additional information about the development of water resources is in
the Conservation and Natural Resources chapter.
In 1902, the Newlands Reclamation Act, named for the former U.S. Senator from Nevada, Francis
G. Newlands, created the federal government’s first irrigation project. Fallon quickly grew and
became the County seat in 1903, incorporating in 1908. Initially, the Newlands Project only
included the Truckee Canal and local delivery canals, which were insufficient for consistent
irrigation. With the completion of the Lahontan Dam in 1915, the agricultural industry of Churchill
County blossomed with water from the Carson and Truckee rivers. This era observed the growth
of Fallon and the railroad town of Hazen. Information about agricultural lands can be found in the
Conservation and Natural Resources chapter and agricultural statistics can be found in the
Economic Development chapter.
A major twentieth-century boom to Churchill County’s economy came in the 1940s. At the urging
of U.S. Senator Patrick McCarran, a graded dirt airfield was established in Fallon as a fallback
position for air bases along the California coast. The Navy needed a training facility for aircrews
deploying to the Pacific theater, so in 1942 they began training in Fallon. The base was
commissioned on June 10, 1944 and provided critical training for carrier-based aircraft in air-toair, air-to-ground, and torpedo deliveries. After WWII, the base was closed but reopened in 1951
in response to the Korean conflict. Today, Naval Air Station Fallon is one of the country’s major
military training bases and is home to the Navy’s Top Gun training program, popularized in the
movie, as well as other essential training programs.
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HISTORIC SITES, CUSTOMS AND CULTURE
Churchill County actively supports the preservation and interpretation of its many and varied
prehistoric and historic elements. Some of these are preserved strictly through documentation, such
as is performed locally by the County Museum and by state, federal, or history-related associations.
Some are largely preserved on-site, with supporting documentation by such entities.
• Prehistoric Resources,
• Socio-Cultural Diversity,
• Economic Drivers
• Visual/Architectural Resources and Historic Sites.
These elements are recognized for their importance in forming the foundation of the community.
There is a wealth and diversity of customs and cultures that have developed from the past and
continue to evolve with recent augmentations. As a whole, these customs and cultures provide the
unique heritage of Churchill County.
Some components are well documented, presented, and protected and undergo programs of
continuing maintenance. Others, however, require attention to ensure that they are recorded before
their contribution is lost. An identification of all the elements and the appropriate support and action
required are needed. The ability of Churchill County to ensure that an appreciation of and support
for its culture and customs lies in the commitment of its residents. Since support of all the identified
elements may be beyond the immediate capability of Churchill County, a prioritization reflecting the
community's perception of their importance should be prepared.
The Churchill County Museum provides an excellent base for this effort and should be afforded the
necessary resources to implement the effort.
Prehistoric Resources
Protection of identified and potential archeological sites and resources is provided through federal
and state laws, statutes, and policy directives. Churchill County has a wealth of identified sites that
furnish indicators of early life in the region. State Historical markers, tours, education programs, and
research ensure information on those of greatest significance is available to all.
Concern for the protection against vandalism of those sites not fully documented and explored has
necessitated controlled release of site location data and strict legal recourse against theft. These
controls have helped stem the loss.
It is important that the public, especially students, have access to these prehistoric resources.
Churchill County Museum, if provided with adequate facilities for storage cataloging and display, is
capable of fulfilling that responsibility in conjunction with the Bureau of Land Management (BLM),
the Nevada State Museum, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The Museum has developed its own
plan which can be accessed at cccmuseum.org.
Socio-Cultural Diversity
Many racial groups, nationalities, and other American regional cultures have been assimilated into
Churchill County's community, which includes the Native Americans, pioneers, and immigrants of
European heritage. The early pioneers, settlers, farmers, ranchers, and miners brought with them
customs from other regions of the United States. Today, this blending continues with the addition
of eastern and Asian nationalities along with Hispanic influences.
Those stationed at the Naval Air Station, if only temporarily, provide their unique ingredient to the
local culture. A significant number of people who worked in Churchill County and loved and admired
the quality-of-life return as retirees.
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As the county grows, all these elements are in danger of becoming absorbed in the melting pot and
the individuality of each is lost. It is important to capture and record each fragment of this fabric.
We are fortunate to have the technologies of video recording and image processing to attempt this
task.
We recognize the enormous value of the photographic records of the past. There is still time to
capture and document the socio-cultural elements through programs encouraging representatives
of the various groups to present, demonstrate, and record their histories, folklore, customs, work,
handicrafts, foods, music, and storytelling. Additionally, donations of artifacts to the museum provide
a valuable inventory in recording the customs and cultural background of the community. Both
these approaches are applicable to the historical past, the recent past, and the present. It is
particularly important to include recordings of the present cultural contributions to the community.
Below are some examples of these, some of which have continued for nearly 100 years:
•

4th of July in the park

•

World Champion Fast Draw

•

Cantaloupe Festival and Country Fair

•

Churchill Arts Council

•

Dairy farms

•

Fallon Lions Club Junior Rodeo

•

Downtown Christmas Tree Lighting and Fireworks

•

New Year’s Eve Fireworks and Bonfire

•

Portuguese Festival

•

Phil Am Society

•

TCID (Truckee-Carson Irrigation District)

Economic Drivers
The earliest economic developments of mining came to the Lahontan Valley in the mid-nineteenth
century. Nevada's and California's mining boom and bust periods were unstable elements, and only
an occasional small precious metal strike was located in the Valley.
While the mining industry was a significant contributor to the economy of the 1800s due to the large
percentage of the population directly involved, it was, however, transitory. Mining camps came and
went rapidly, including the county seat of La Plata. On the other hand, the ranching and farming
needed to support the mining enterprises were more permanent. While slow to expand, the
agricultural economy thrived and developed. Later in the nineteenth century, land was developed
by irrigation to produce more crops. The ranchers and farmers established new communities,
particularly in Stillwater, building schools, churches, and local government. This agricultural
expansion accelerated in the early 1900s with the Newlands Project. It stimulated the formation of
the City of Fallon, which is now the primary source of visual/architectural resources discussed
below.
Historians have provided excellent documentation of the agricultural heritage of Churchill County.
The earlier mining heritage is also well documented, but to a lesser extent due to photography being
less prevalent. This heritage is evident and exists today in the hard-working, independent ideology
of the community. It is also evident in the historical mining remains, and in the attractiveness of the
irrigated lands. The Hearts of Gold Cantaloupe Festival, and the Country Fair provide the
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community a joyous celebration of its agricultural heritage. Agriculture, in addition to its important
economic factor to Churchill County's well-being, is also an imperative substance of the County's
cultural heritage.
Visual/Architectural Resources
All available opportunities must be explored to ensure the preservation of identified buildings of
historical significance. Community pride is expressed in the commitment to an environment that is
visually and architecturally pleasing, and its ambience is reflective of the image desired by the
citizens. Churchill County and Fallon have no single major architectural element to showcase, but
there are several buildings that demonstrate a particular period or style and are worthy of
preservation.
Several buildings in Fallon were designed by Frederic DeLongchamps (1882-1969), including
Fallon City Hall, Oats Park Grammar School, and the Fallon Theatre along with residences such as
the Frey Ranch main house. He was one of Nevada’s most prolific architects. He designed both
private and public buildings including nine county courthouses in Nevada and California. He
designed courthouses in Washoe, Douglas, Lyon and Pershing Counties along with many other
public buildings and private residences in Reno.
The Oats Park Grammar School was eventually closed due to age and earthquake damage.
However, it became the chosen home of the Churchill County Arts Commission in the late 1980’s,
which began feasibility studies to determine its viability. It was renovated over many years to
become a gem of the community. It serves as an art gallery, music hall, cinema, and an event center
hosting music in the park and other events.
The Fallon Theatre served as the main cinema in Fallon until 2016. Recently, its ownership was
transferred to a non-profit organization that operates it as a limited-run cinema, music hall, and
event center. It has benefited from grants and donations that allowed gradual and ongoing
renovation of the building.
The Churchill County Courthouse, listed on the National Register of Historic Places, was renovated
in 2000 and opened in January 2001.This project ensures that the building has the potential for long
and useful service. To this day, it continues to serve a court function.
Several buildings in downtown Fallon were renovated and are now in use. These include the
Frazzini Furniture Store built in 1920 of rock quarried from nearby Rattlesnake Hill, the Kolhoss
Cash Store, and the First National Bank, all located on Maine Street. There is a historic walking
tour of 44 buildings on Maine Street with a descriptive brochure available at the Churchill County
Museum.
Churchill County Library, located on historic Maine Street, completed a Repurpose Project in March
of 2015. The library was designed by architect Edward S. Parsons and built in 1967. New windows,
seismically anchored shelving, updated electrical and lighting, new finishes, furniture, and the
infrastructure for an RFID system were included in the project.
The Churchill County High School (now referred to as the “Old High School”), located at 690 South
Maine Street, was built in 1917 and opened in 1918. At the time, it was the third-largest high school
in Nevada. It was an advanced building for its time, with many features we take for granted today,
including forced-air heating and an emphasis on natural lighting in the classrooms. In 2012, the Old
High School was renovated to provide office space for school district administrative and support staff.
In addition, the building serves as the Churchill County Middle School. Of particular interest is that
the stage and balcony (referred to as the “Pit”) remain in the same configuration as when the building
was built and are used as a meeting area and performing arts auditorium.
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In 2019, the Maine Street Historic District was approved as a National Historic District covering much
of the downtown Fallon area. The district encompasses many of the individually listed sites in Fallon,
as well as other buildings of historical value. It is centered on Maine Street with branches extending
along Williams Avenue and Center Street. The establishment of the District will provide additional
financial opportunities for the renovation of individual buildings and provide a centralized focus for
the role of historic buildings to promote the area and support economic development.
HISTORIC RESOURCES LOCATED IN CHURCHILL COUNTY
See Appendix E for a full list of Historic Sites in Churchill County. This section contains three
subsections:
• National and State Register of Historic Places,
• Nevada State Historic Marker sites, and
• Specific Historic Sites.
Table 5-1
National and State Register of Historic Places
Building/Property
Carson River Diversion Dam
Churchill County Courthouse
Cold Springs Station Site (Rock Creek)
Cold Springs Pony Express Station
Cottage Schools
Fallon City Hall
Fallon Theatre
Federal Building & Post Office
Fort Churchill to Sand Springs Toll Road
Grimes Point
Harmon School
Humboldt Cave
Holy Trinity Episcopal Church
Lahontan Dam and Power Station
Lovelock Cave
Oats Park Grammar School
Overland Hotel
Sand Springs Pony Express Station
Stillwater Marsh
Douglass – Frey Ranch (Dodge Lane)
R.L. Douglass House/Cottage Hospital
Hazen General Store
Old County Jail Building
Maine Street National Historic District
California National Historic Trail
Pony Express National Historic Trail

State
Register
1992
1981
2008
2004
2017
2006
unknown
1988
2003
2019
1999
1981
2001
2002
2002

National
Register
1981
1992
1972
1978
2008
2004
2006
1997
1972
1989
1976
2003
1981
1984
1990
1980
1975
2015
2001
2002
2002
2019
1992
1992

Note: Because of future nominations, amendments to existing listings, and declarations of
eligibility to the National Register of Historic Places, it is necessary to contact the Division of
Historic Preservation and Archeology, Capitol Complex, Carson City, Nevada 89710, to
remain current with accurate information.
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State Historical Markers in Churchill County
The State of Nevada operates a historical marker program under the jurisdiction of the Historic
Preservation Office. Contact the State of Nevada Historic Preservation Office, Capitol Complex,
Carson City, Nevada 89710, for additional information. Markers listed for Churchill County are:
Marker No. 10.
Marker No. 19.
Marker No. 26.
Marker No. 27.
Marker No. 83.
Marker No. 110.
Marker No. 111.
Marker No. 135.
Marker No. 147.
Marker No. 161.
Marker No. 178.
Marker No. 201.
Marker No. 202.
Marker No. 215.
Marker No. 216.
Marker No. 263.
Marker No. 271.

Sand Mountain
Ragtown
Forty-Mile Desert
Grimes Point
Rock Creek (Cold Springs Stations)
Wagon Jack Shelter
Edwards Creek Valley
New Pass Station
A Home of Early Man/ aka People of the Humboldt
Churchill County Courthouse
Hazen
Wonder
Fairview
Lahontan Dam
Stillwater
Oats Park School
Pony Express Route- 1860 Sesquicentennial 2010

In addition to state historical markers, other markers also exist throughout the County. Some private
markers coincide with state markers, such as at Ragtown, and others do not, for example, the many
private markers along the California Trail north of Fallon. Some historic sites are operated by local,
state, or federal governments and have markers that are not in the state marker system. Hidden
Cave is an example. Many private sites on the state or national register of historic places may have
markers.
Specific Historic Sites in Churchill County
Hazen Townsite
Hazen is located on Highway 50 Alternate on the western border of Churchill County. Hazen was
named for Brigadier General William Babcock Hazen, who achieved military recognition in the Civil
War at Shiloh and Stones River. The oldest Civil War Monument that still stands in its original location
(on the battlefield of Stones River in Murfreesboro, Tennessee) is dedicated to Hazen’s Brigade. His
additional accomplishments included scientific research in technical areas related to agriculture,
weather, and polar exploration.
It is believed that the Hazen community was settled as early as 1869, close to the route of the Central
Pacific Railroad. With the acquisition of Central Pacific by Southern Pacific Railroad and the rerouting of the railroad line between Wadsworth and Lovelock in 1902, Hazen was founded as a
railroad station and a stop on the mainline. Throughout the first decade of the twentieth century,
Hazen grew in importance as a railroad town.
With plans for the construction of a canal between the Truckee River, the Carson River, Lahontan
Reservoir, and the Newlands Irrigation Project, Hazen became the principal location and junction for
materials consignment in the first half of the decade. The railroad laid out the townsite in 1903, and
the plat was filed in Fallon in 1905. Parcels of land were offered for sale to the public. Several saloons,
stores, a hotel, a post office, and an office of the U.S. Reclamation Service were built in Hazen by
1904. As the population of canal laborers residing in Hazen increased, so did the population of
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criminals who began taking advantage of the booming community and the lack of law enforcement
at that time.
Southern Pacific Railroad constructed a depot, roundhouse, and terminal in Hazen. This depot
served the northern terminus for freighting to Tonopah, Goldfield, and the railhead, until the line was
extended to Fallon, for freight wagons supplying Churchill County's boom towns of Fairview and
Wonder and enabling farmers of the Lahontan Valley a means of shipping their produce.
In 1908, a fire almost destroyed the business district. The town was rebuilt to include the elegant
Palace Hotel. Hazen had matured from its rough period into a small trading center of approximately
250 residents. Today, however, the grand buildings are gone, and the population is about 155
people.
Pony Express and the Overland Stage Routes and Stations
The Pony Express was a mail delivery system from St. Joseph, Missouri, to San Francisco,
California, from April 1860 to October 1861. The route mostly follows the California Trail from the
east to Salt Lake City. From there, it followed the newly established Simpson Route through central
Nevada to Carson City. There were 184 Pony Express stations placed at intervals of about ten miles
along the 2,000-mile route, which was roughly the maximum distance a horse could travel at full
gallop with the rider changing to a fresh horse at each station.
Three stations were built in Churchill County. One was near the Carson Sink, which was an adobe
station on the south side of the Carson Pasture; another was at Sand Springs near Sand Mountain;
and another near Cold Springs east of Middlegate. Sand Springs and Cold Springs Stations are on
the National Register of Historic Places.
The Central Overland Stage and the Pony Express mostly followed the same route, though the stage
ran for much longer than the Pony Express. The stage route changed over time based on changes
in destinations. Stage stations were established along the route, some of which used Pony Express
stations. The remnants of some stations can still be found, though they are not as well identified as
the Pony Express stations. Some stations managed to survive into the automobile era for a short
time before they disappeared. Cold Springs Station and Middlegate Station continue to survive today
as commercial operations.
The Cold Springs Stations Site is a 3,840-acre historical site located 59 miles east of Fallon along
Highway 50. The site includes the remnants of three stations in close proximity used for the Pony
Express, the Overland Stage, and a Telegraph. This Pony Express station may be the bestpreserved station along the entire route. It is located 1.5-miles east of the other two stations, at the
mouth of Pony Canyon, where a needed source of water was available for its operation. The site
also includes two prominent sets of ruins along the highway that are the Overland Stage Station
(south) and telegraph office (north). Between them and across the highway is the information kiosk
and also a trailhead to the Pony Express Station. Trails connect all the sites.
Following the actual Pony Express Trail can be difficult in places because the solitary riders left little
trace of their passage. Also, the trail often changed from week to week because of weather, stream
run-off conditions, or danger of Indian attacks. It’s continued existence over time was mainly
dependent on later travelers continuing to use the trail in the form of a road, which prevented it from
returning to nature. USGS topographic maps usually have known trial segments labeled, though
some segments are unknown or lost. Official trail markers are placed along known sections of trail,
including at remaining stations. Each June, there is a “re-ride,” a re-enactment of the Pony Express
ride, coordinated by the Nevada Division of the National Pony Express.
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Lincoln Highway
Established in 1913, Lincoln Highway was the first road across the United States. Before it was
upgraded and rerouted over time, it originally spanned 13 states, from Times Square in New York
City to Lincoln Park in San Francisco, California. In Nevada, the Lincoln Highway mostly followed
the Central Overland Route along what became Highway 50. In the City of Fallon, the route went
from running south of the NAS Fallon airfield, up Harrigan Road to Stillwater Avenue, north on East
Street to Center Street, west on Center Street to Maine Street, north on Maine Street to Williams
Avenue, and west on Williams Avenue to Auction Road. Fallon’s Lincoln Highway marker is now
located in the Churchill County Museum.
The 1919 Motor Transport Corps’ convoy followed the Lincoln Highway and was a major national
event that emphasized the importance of having a transcontinental road. Early in his career, Dwight
D. Eisenhower was an officer for the convoy, and as President, he signed the bill creating the federal
highway system. The highway brought great prosperity to the hundreds of cities, towns, and villages
along the route and became known as “The Main Street Across America.”
Grimes Point and Native American Caves
The Grimes Point and Hidden Cave Archeological Site encompasses about 720 acres and is
located twelve miles east of Fallon along Highway 50. While today the hills overlook an arid and
sparsely vegetated landscape, the setting was dramatically different several thousand years ago.
During the Ice Age, the Carson Desert was intermittently filled with water. Since then, this setting
attracted prehistoric people who used the numerous caves and rock shelters for storage and shelter
for the prehistoric hunters. Grimes Point is the location of numerous petroglyphs across the hillside
created by the people who lived here centuries ago.
The Grimes Point Petroglyph Trail was constructed by the Youth Conservation Corps for the
enjoyment of visitors and the protection of cultural resources. Markers are placed at points of
interest. Many of the petroglyphs are not marked but can be viewed from the path. In 1978, this
area was designated as a National Recreation Trail and is one of the largest petroglyph sites in
the United States, containing several hundred petroglyph boulders.
Hidden Cave is another mile further down the road (east) from Grimes Point. In the mid-1920s,
the cave was discovered by four schoolboys. The cave has been excavated three times (1940,
1951, and 1979-1980). A high proportion of the artifacts found in the cave were unbroken and
arranged in concentrations. This led to the conclusion that 3,500 to 3,800 years ago, people used
Hidden Cave for a cache site more than for their own shelter.
The BLM has provided covered picnic tables, restrooms, parking areas, interpretive centers, and
hiking trails to preserve this cultural heritage and reduce vandalism. The BLM and Churchill
County Museum provide guided tours of Hidden Cave (which is otherwise closed to the public)
and other nearby caves. (Check with the Churchill County Museum for tour schedule.)
In addition to the caves at Grimes Point, there are others located around the County. Near the
Humboldt Sink on the north side of the West Humboldt Range are two caves: the Lovelock Indian
Cave and the Ocala Indian Cave. These two caves are associated with the tribal lore of the redheaded giants. Also, west of Carson Pasture on the east side of the Dead Camel Mountains is
Salt Cave.
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GOALS AND POLICIES FOR HISTORICAL PRESERVATION
 GOAL HP 1: Maintain and support the Churchill County Museum.
 GOAL HP 2: Preserve and protect historical and prehistoric aspects of the county.
o
o
o

Policy HP 2.1: Encourage utilization of grants for restoration and renovation of historic sites.
Policy HP 2.2: Cooperate and support state and federal efforts to preserve historical sites
on public and state lands.
Policy HP 2.3: The Museum should develop a method to prioritize known prehistoric and
historical elements of Churchill County history in determining which elements should be
addressed before others. During documentation, the program should also indicate whether
or not elements are suitable for public visitation.

 GOAL HP 3: Increase knowledge and appreciation of local history among both residents and
non-residents.
o

Policy HP 3.1: The Museum should expand its community outreach program by
coordinating with economic development entities and community groups to contribute
historical information and expertise to the Oasis of Nevada publicity effort.
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A vibrant economy is essential to the well-being of any community. “A globally competitive
community is one that is focused on innovation and the sustainability of economic growth”
(Angelou Economics-Northern Nevada Visioning Document). The economic pillars of the
Lahontan Valley are agriculture, Naval Air Station (NAS) Fallon, and the County’s vast renewable
resources (geothermal, solar, etc.). These pillars support the dynamic commercial and industrial
activity of the County and help stabilize it against cyclical fluctuations. To supplement these three
pillars, the County is working to develop its manufacturing sector as another pillar.
According to the County employment statistics in Table 6-1, the labor force and total employment
increased before the recession of 2008 and dropped by over 20 percent during the recession
(2009-2015). These losses were recently reversed. Similarly, unemployment and the
unemployment rate almost tripled during the recession. It too has recovered to pre-recession
levels. Churchill County fared slightly better than the State regarding unemployment. The State
unemployment numbers nearly quadrupled, while the unemployment rate jumped from
approximately four percent to 14 percent.
Table 6-1
Employment Status: 2005-2018
Year
2005

Labor Force
12,421

Total
Employment
11,938

Unemployed
483

Unemployment
Rate
3.9%

2006

12,789

12,255

534

4.2%

2007

13,152

12,585

567

4.3%

2008

13,493

12,687

806

6.0%

2009

13,505

12,340

1,165

8.6%

2010

11,199

9,814

1,385

12.4%

2011

11,319

9,915

1,404

12.4%

2012

11,096

9,868

1,224

11.0%

2013

11,223

10,187

1,036

9.2%

2014

10,838

10,017

821

7.6%

2015

10,567

9,841

726

6.9%

2016

10,703

10,125

578

5.4%

2017

10,884

10,411

473

4.3%

2018

11,214

10,778

436

3.9%

Source: Nevada Employment Security Department

The 2019 Housing Needs Assessment (Appendix A) reported statistics for employment sectors
in Churchill County. The number of businesses/establishments dropped by eight percent after the
start of the recession and has dropped slightly more as of 2018. Thus, the number of
establishments has not recovered. On the other hand, total employment has recovered to near
pre-recession numbers. Industry sectors that were major employers in Churchill County included
(in descending order of employees) retail, healthcare/social services, public administration,
construction, and transportation/warehousing.
The U.S. Department of Defense maintains a significant military and contractor workforce at Naval
Air Station (NAS) Fallon. This has a stabilizing effect that buffers the local economy against the
rapid fluctuations that affect state and national economies. Employment and economic statistics
for the base are only partly included in the overall statistics represented in this chapter due to
reporting nuances by the military to local and state governments. Base-specific statistics can be
found in the NAS Fallon section below.
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Similarly, agriculture provides a stabilizing effect to the economy. Agriculture is included in the
overall statistics, and additional statistics can be found in the Agriculture section below.
As Tables 1-2 and 1-3 in the Population and Housing Chapter show, 49 percent of employees
living in Churchill County work outside the County (mostly to Washoe and other western Nevada
counties). And further, 31 percent of employees working in the County commute from outside
the County (mostly from Washoe and Lyon Counties). According to NAS Fallon, many of these
people are associated with the base.
Table 6-2 shows Churchill County employment percentages compared to the State. Of particular
note is that Churchill County has a dramatically smaller percentage of Accommodation and Food
Services. But it is offset by larger percentages in other areas, such as Unclassified Workers,
Public Administration, Manufacturing, Transportation and Warehousing, Construction, and
Agriculture.
Table 6-2
2018 Employment – Churchill County and Nevada

Churchill County

Nevada

Employment
310

% of
Employment
3.71%

Employment

% of
Employment

4,827

0.35%

33

0.40%

14,545

1.06%

22-Utilities

125

1.50%

5,260

0.38%

23-Construction

765

9.16%

89,123

6.50%

31-33-Manufacturing

548

6.56%

55,391

4.04%

Industry/Sector
11-Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting
21-Mining, quarrying, and oil and gas extraction

42-Wholesale trade

151

1.81%

37,208

2.71%

1,056

12.65%

148,321

10.82%

48-49-Transportation and Warehousing

730

8.74%

70,152

5.12%

51-Information

151

1.81%

16,714

1.22%

52-Finance and insurance

133

1.59%

36,037

2.63%

53-Real estate and rental and leasing

86

1.03%

27,462

2.00%

54-Professional and technical services

262

3.14%

59,809

4.36%

5

0.06%

26,790

1.95%

450

5.39%

104,813

7.64%

0

0.00%

82,367

6.01%

62-Health care and social assistance

925

11.08%

137,679

10.04%

71-Arts, entertainment, and recreation

387

4.64%

34,189

2.49%

72-Accommodation and food services

665

7.97%

319,920

23.33%

81-Other services, except public administration

184

2.20%

34,982

2.55%

92-Public administration

801

9.59%

63,186

4.61%

99-Unclassified

582

6.97%

2,313

0.17%

8,349

100.00%

1,371,088

100.00%

44-45-Retail Trade

55-Management of companies and enterprises
56-Administrative and waste services
61-Educational services

TOTAL

Source: Nevada Department of Employment, Training, and Rehabilitation – QCEW
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Table 6-3 shows a comparison in per capita income between Churchill County and other Western
Nevada counties between 2013 to 2018. Income for Churchill County increased in the 5 to 10
percent range for the various income measures. These increases were more than some other
counties and less than others. However, Churchill County income levels are consistently below the
other counties.

Table 6-3
Income Characteristics-Churchill County and Western Nevada Counties
Churchill
Carson
Lyon
Storey
Washoe
Income
County
City
County
County
County
Median Household Income
2018

$ 51,514

$ 52,034

$ 55,493

$ 62,284

$ 61,155

2013

$ 49,830

$ 51,957

$ 46,137

$ 61,573

$ 53,040

Mean Household Income
2018

$ 65,350

$ 70,878

$ 67,315

$ 84,090

$ 83,026

2013

$ 61,657

$ 65,041

$ 55,835

$ 70,967

$ 72,369

Median Family Income
2018

$ 66,103

$ 66,904

$ 65,817

$ 69,327

$ 75,054

2013

$ 60,951

$ 63,883

$ 52,918

$ 64,173

$ 64,556

Mean Family Income
2018

$ 75,778

$ 85,180

$ 76,123

$ 90,748

$ 98,298

2013

$ 70,109

$ 76,610

$ 61,997

$ 76,426

$ 84,652

Per Capita Income
2018

$ 26,606

$ 29,767

$ 26,855

$ 35,887

$ 33,546

2013

$ 24,716

$ 26,264

$ 21,757

$ 33,472

$ 28,670

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2018 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates.

TAXABLE SALES
Before the economic downturn in 2008, taxable sales were increasing steadily, with a high of $326
million in 2006, as shown in Table 6-4. During the recession, taxable sales fluctuated multiple
times due to factors such as major construction on geothermal projects before passing the
previous high in 2018 and surpassing $400 million in 2019.
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Table 6-4
Taxable Sales as of Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 2019
Year

Taxable Sales

Prior Year Change

Percentage Change

2002

$220,679,253

2003

$226,454,294

$5,775,041.00

2004

$238,731,811

$12,277,517.00

5.4%

2005

$279,114,753

$40,382,942.00

16.9%

2006

$324,645,606

$45,530,853.00

16.3%

2007

$306,426,359

$(18,219,247.00)

-5.6%

2008

$294,410,639

$(12,015,720.00)

-3.9%

2009

$321,713,562

$27,302,923.00

9.3%

2010

$251,257,089

$(70,456,485.00)

-21.9%

2011

$249,111,479

$(2,145,610.00)

-0.85%

2012

$320,188,210

$71,076,453.00

28.5%

2013

$387,569,985

$67,381,775.00

21.0%

2014

$252,675,060

$(134,894,925.00)

-34.8%

2015

$283,496,646

$30,821,586.00

12.2%

2016

$282,997,665

($498,981.00)

-0.18%

2017

$309,285,004

$26,287,339.00

9.29%

2018

$354,371,180

$45,086,176.00

14.58%

2019
$460,506,266
Source: Churchill County Comptroller

$106,135,086.00

29.95%

2.6%

OASIS OF NEVADA
Many rural communities have difficulties attracting economic development. Aside from the
economic needs of a prospective business, this difficulty is often linked to the perception of
prospective business owners and workers that the community does not have the amenities they
desire. In addition, people outside the community that might be potential tourists may have an unfair
perspective of the community based on not knowing its highlights and resources. This unflattering
perspective may even be found among community residents. To overcome such perceptions, it is
important for the community to proactively advertise its benefits, highlights, and resources.
Churchill County has a wealth of recreation opportunities, natural resources, and historic resources,
as described in the Conservation and Natural Resources, Historical Preservation, and Recreation
chapters. These are unique to the County and gives it a personality that other locations in Nevada
do not have. Many of these resources are unknown to visitors, or even long-time residents. They
should be a source of pride for county residents, and more broadly known than they are now.
These resources can serve as points of attraction for promoting the image of the County to improve
pride in the community, improve tourism, and encourage economic development clients to locate in
Churchill County. The County motto as “The Oasis of Nevada” is well known and should be linked
to all of the County’s unique places.
Goals and Policies
 GOAL ED 1: Promote the County for tourism and economic development, by increasing the
knowledge and appreciation of local resources among both residents and non-residents.
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o

Policy ED 1.1: The County should work with the other entities and agencies to develop a
program of community outreach that increases knowledge and appreciation in the special
places that Churchill County has to offer. Possibilities include establishing a guided tour
program similar to the Grimes Point tours, but to other sites in the County.

o

Policy ED 1.2: The County, City of Fallon, Churchill Economic Development Authority
(CEDA) and community groups should work to develop a program that promotes the
community and the unique places within it, including historical places, to better attract
economic development to the community.

o

Policy ED 1.3: The County and City should look for opportunities to promote the area to
residents and non-residents. Possibilities include upgrading signage owned by the City and
County to video graphics, establishing new signage in other jurisdictions, and other forms
of advertising.

CHURCHILL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
In the County, the Churchill Economic Development Authority (CEDA) has been the lead agency
responsible for promoting economic and business activity. While it is undergoing structure and
mission changes that may change the name, CEDA serves as the voice of Fallon and Churchill
County businesses.
CEDA promotes private/public partnerships. Its mission is to actively engage with businesses to
support the development of jobs and business opportunities that both retain and expand existing
businesses and recruit new business to Churchill County. Successes over the last five years
include:
• Bringing Phase-3 power to the community
• Developing the Fallon Food Hub to link local farmers with consumers, and assist them
with bringing products to market
• Assisting in bringing technology and workforce training to the community
• Working to reinvigorate the historic Fallon downtown by revitalizing and supporting the
business sector that inhabits the downtown corridor.
CEDA’s primary goals include:
•

•
•

•

Economic Development: Provide support to develop and grow the region, expand the
number of businesses, and diversify markets. Establish a small business incubator.
Assist with the retention and expansion of existing businesses. Focus on supporting
agriculture, renewable energy, and the military presence; and be prepared to welcome
ancillary industry that builds on existing industry.
Workforce Development: Facilitate small business training, and programs that develop a
highly trained, qualified, and skilled workforce.
Community Development: Promote and enhance the community for economic
development, tourism, and community pride. Support the ongoing downtown
revitalization. Foster businesses, development, and opportunities that incorporate the
character of the community and our vision for the future, while sustaining open spaces.
Sustainable Growth: Work to expand partnerships between the private sector,
government, and education. Serve as the primary source of economic and business
information
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Goals and Policies for CEDA
 GOAL ED 2: Maintain and update a strategic business plan to help guide economic
development.
 GOAL ED 3: CEDA, County, and the City should work with other entities and community
organizations to identify ways to promote Churchill County as the Oasis of Nevada, particularly
using those unique features described in the Recreation, Historical Preservation, and
Conservation and Natural Resources chapters.
NEVADA BOARD OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
In February 2012, Nevada Governor Brian Sandoval initiated a statewide economic development
plan. The Governor’s Office of Economic Development (GOED) was created and tasked with
working with regional and local partners to implement the strategies and initiatives of the Plan. In
2012, Regional Development Authorities (RDA) were designated, which includes the Northern
Nevada Development Authority (NNDA) with whom Churchill County had established
membership and the City of Fallon’s US 95 Corridor group, which includes Pershing and Mineral
Counties. In 2019, Governor Steve Sisolak committed to changing the focus of the GOED to
attract higher paying jobs when using tax incentives and abatements.
AGRICULTURE
Churchill County maintains a relatively large agricultural sector centered on the Newlands
Irrigation Project. Within the County, there are nearly 50,000 acres of irrigated cropland. The
principal agricultural commodities are alfalfa hay, cattle, dairy, and to a lesser extent, grass hay,
corn, winter wheat, teff, and specialty table crops. Wine and spirits are now being produced in the
Lahontan Valley. Milk cow numbers have increased over resent years with the installation of a
DFA milk de-hydration plant in Fallon.
The Census of Agriculture provides a national, state, and county snapshot of agriculture every
five years. The last Census was in 2017. Table 6-5 provides statistics for Churchill County. Below
are items of note:
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

The total sales value has steadily increased, even during the recession, to over $90 million
in 2017.
Irrigated agriculture is focused on forage crops and corn silage, which total approximately
40,000 acres.
Farm acreage has dramatically increased over the last 20 years to nearly 250,000 acres
in 2017. The difference compared to forage/silage acreage may be the reported acreage
for range and livestock agricultural lands.
Farm size has steadily increased over the last 20 years to nearly 500 acres each, based
on total farmland acreage.
The County consistently ranks at or near the top for the production of a number of
commodities in the state. Rankings vary by census, with goat products and corn silage
consistently ranked as number one.
Goat, sheep, and chicken production has increased many times over the last 20 years.
The cattle inventory decreased in 2007 but dramatically increased again by approximately
50 percent in 2017, reaching over 60,000.
The cow milk production value has fluctuated greatly over the last 20 years.
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Table 6-5
2017 Census of Agriculture - Churchill County Profile
OVERALL STATISTICS
Number of Farms
Acres in Farms
Average acres / farm
INVENTORIES
# Cows and calves
# Goats
# Horses and ponies
# Sheep and lambs
# Chickens (layers)
Ac Forage crops
Ac Corn for Silage
VALUES (in $1,000s)
TOTAL
Grain related food crops
Vegetables and related
Forage and other
Cattle and calves
Milk from cows
Sheep/goat/milk & related
Equine (horse, burro, etc)
Poultry and eggs
Source: USDA

2002
498
149,487
300
47,136
1,295
1,957
810
657
34,756
3,055
50,615
730
384
10,094
10,773
27,995
117
413
14

%
chg
-13
+134
+31
State
Rank
3
2
2
9
3
5
1
State
Rank
4
2
4
4
6
1
8
2
5

2007
529
131,448
248
36,834
4,638
1,766
2,946
884
29,976
2,073
66,921
907
269
12,298
8,141
43,948
821
461
21

%
chg
+6
-12
-17
State
Rank
3
1
4
7
2
6
1
State
Rank
3
4
5
5
7
2
5
4
3

2012
672
197,232
294
38,814
13,574
2,872
4,845
3,770
44,159
3,986
89,936
--1,249
--14,004
37,369
6,012
1,382
61

%
chg
+27
+50
+19
State
Rank
4
1
2
5
3
4
1
State
Rank
4
3
5
5
5
2
1
2
3

2017
504
249,832
496
60,209
7,797
1,382
4,816
2,334
36,901
4,785
90,698
4,739
254
14,721
22,095
44,157
4,081
409
23

%
chg
-25
+27
+69
State
Rank
--------------State
Rank
3
1
6
6
4
2
1
5
3

In addition to high state rankings noted in the table, the Census of Agriculture (2017) also provides
national rankings. Churchill County ranks among the top national producers for some agricultural
values. Of the roughly 3,000 reporting counties in the country, Churchill County ranks 183rd for
cow milk, 35th for sheep and goat products, 525th for equine animals (horses, burros, etc.), and
167th for hay and other forage crops
Hay and milk are major agricultural products in the County. The total tons of hay and feed crops
produced historically ranges from 150,000 to 160,000 tons annually, depending upon hydrologic
conditions and the availability of water for irrigation. In 2017, the tonnage was 136,000. The total
number of milking cows has historically fluctuated between 11,000 and 12,000, producing, on
average, 20,300 pounds of milk per head. In 2017, the milking herd was over 13,000.
The 2017 Census of Agriculture indicates that the sales value of $90 million resulted in a net cash
farm income of $28.6 million, which averaged to $56,870 per farm. Of this $90 million total, $70
million was for livestock and products, and $20 million was for crops. In 2017, there were 47,000
acres of total cropland, 45,000 acres of irrigated cropland, 42,000 acres of harvested cropland,
and nearly 37,000 acres in forage crops.
In addition to the agricultural acreage reported in the Census of Agriculture, Truckee Carson
Irrigation District (TCID) has information about lands under irrigation. Map 3-1 in the Conservation
and Natural Resources Chapter shows the 2020 irrigated area that is served by the Newlands
Project as well as the boundaries of the project. Those limited areas of irrigation that are not
served by the Project, but instead served by irrigation wells, are not shown on the map. Map 3-2
shows prime farmland that has been identified on local soil surveys. Additional prime farmland
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exists in the County (particularly in Edwards Creek Valley) but is outside the boundaries of the
mapped area.
The University Center for Economic Development prepared a study for Churchill County in 2009
(Technical Report UCED 2009/10-01) that determined multipliers for the agricultural sector’s
economic activity that could be used to calculate the sector’s impact on Churchill County’s
economy. The Nevada Department of Agriculture began producing similar assessments of the
impact on agriculture in 2013 and produced reports giving the breakdown by County for 2015,
2017, and 2019. Some of the general statistics are summarized in Table 6-6
Table 6-6
Economic Impact of the Agricultural Sector
2009*
2015**
Churchill County
(2007 data)
(2012 data)
Economic output of
m$ 122.6
m$ 156.4
Agricultural Sector
With Multipliers
m$ 175.4
m$ 171.9
Agriculture jobs
531 (4.2% #)
695 (7.0% #)
With Multipliers
977
964
Labor income
m$ 0.7
m$ 22.2
With Multipliers
m$ 1.43
m$ 26.4
Exports (out of Co.) of
+ m$ $52.3
+ m$ $96.5
Agricultural Production
(compared to Imports)

2017**
(2015 data)
m$ 223.2
(9% ##)
m$ 319.7
948 (9.6% #)
1701
m$ 38.0
m$ 59.9
+ m$ $58.9

2019**
(2017 data
m$ 161.4
(8% ##)
m$ 226.0 ^
894 (8.6% #)
1609 ^
m$ 14.8
m$ 26.6 ^
+ m$ $92.4

m$ Millions of dollars
*
UNR University Center for Economic Development, An Economic Description of the
Agricultural Sectors in Churchill County, 2009; Technical Report UCED 2009/10-01
** NV Dept. of Agriculture, Economic Analysis Of The Food And Agriculture Sector In
Nevada for 2015, 2017, and 2019
# Percent of County total employment for data year from Table 6-1
## Percent of County economic output
^
Due to errors in the report, the 2017 report multipliers were used (1.4 for economic
output; 1.8 for jobs and labor income)

The export surplus of the agricultural production sector shows that it is a positive economic sector
because of its contribution to the balance of trade in Churchill County. Dairy cattle and milk
production, crop farming, and cattle ranching sectors were some of the leading economic exports.
The agricultural and food manufacturing sectors do not have a similar surplus.
Churchill County has an interest in protecting the agricultural sector. Agriculture provides a
stabilizing effect on the economy, as can be seen by the recession-resistant agricultural values in
Tables 6-5 and 6-6. The County has incorporated a variety of protections and opportunities in the
land use regulatory framework to help agricultural landowners maintain the viability of agricultural
operations. While the County cannot directly affect the agricultural economics that farmers must
deal with, tools have been established to reduce negative economic forces and provide alternative
economic opportunities, such as:
•

•

The development code includes features to protect agriculture from incompatible
development, including providing buffers in new land developments, friction zone
setbacks, etc.
The development code allows crop-based agriculture in all zoning districts to reduce
pressures on existing and future operations from other developments.
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Where the development code does not allow normal businesses to locate in agricultural
zoning districts, businesses that are agriculture-related are allowed. Unfortunately, zoning
districts have been inaccurately placed in the past and can result in pressures to end
agricultural operations on a property.
The County has implemented a Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) program to allow
developers to purchase development rights from farmers, allowing economic benefit
without the cost of development. Unfortunately, a market for the development rights did
not emerge, and the County holds a large number of them. Changes to the program are
needed to make it viable.
The County has partnered with the Navy and the Natural Resource Conservation Service
(NRCS) to establish a program (coordinated through the TDR program) to purchase
conservation easements. The current agreement allows federal agencies to pay for the
majority of the easement cost.

Because of Churchill County’s location, transportation does have an impact on the cost to deliver
products to markets outside Northern Nevada, most notably California. Having local abilities to
produce and process certain finished products can be very beneficial to farm and ranch operators.
Additionally, agricultural processing facilities will assist in the County’s efforts to achieve economic
diversification in the agricultural sectors as well as other sectors in the local economy.
As an example, in 2012, Dairy Farmers of America, Inc. began construction on a milk dehydration
plant that dehydrates 2,000,000 pounds of milk into 250,000 pounds per day of dried dairy
ingredients. In the Fallon area, 22 dairy farms currently produce about 1,000,000 pounds of milk
per day, therefore, expansion of dairies and cattle feed should continue into the near future.
As another example, CEDA was awarded a technical assistance grant from the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) in partnership with the USDA to establish a co-op Food Hub facility that
will give farmers a value-added place to prepare their product in Fallon. The Food Hub is under
development and will provide a commercial kitchen so farmers and local producers can package
their products in a commercial kitchen, which allows them to sell their products to institutions and
the public. This regional project benefits farmers and producers from Silver Springs, Dayton,
Schurz, and the Fallon Paiute-Shoshone Tribe.
Goals and Policies for Agriculture
 GOAL ED 4: CEDA, the County, agricultural agencies and organizations should collaborate
to develop ideas, strategies, and funding sources to establish new or expanded agriculturebased businesses that support/sustain existing agriculture. Examples include
slaughterhouses to support a beef cattle industry, processing and canning plants to support a
vegetable industry, grain mills to support a grain industry, pulp mills to support a paper pulp
industry, etc.
 GOAL ED 5: Protect the economic viability of existing agricultural operations from business
and residential development. Incorporate these concepts and policies into the Land Use
Chapter activities and the development code.
o

Policy ED 5.1: Provide additional economic opportunities to agricultural operators by
promoting and supporting the TDR program and the conservation easement program that
will, in turn, ensure that an adequate amount of water and land is secured to sustain
agricultural production.
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o

Policy ED 5.2: Review the TDR and conservation easement programs for code and
administrative changes that will improve their function, and especially create a viable
development rights market.

o

Policy ED 5.3: Review and amend the development code to improve the effectiveness of
code standards that protect the economic viability of agriculture.

o

Policy ED 5.4: Review the zoning district map for accuracy regarding zones placed on
agricultural lands and regarding agricultural zones place on non-agricultural land.

o

Policy ED 5.5: Require that new and expanded developments comply with TruckeeCarson Irrigation District (TCID) requirements to maintain the viability of delivery and
drainage features.

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY RESOURCES
Churchill County has a broad array of potential renewable energy resources, which are described
in more detail in the Conservation and Natural Resources chapter. These include geothermal,
hydropower, solar, biomass, and wind. Some are actively exploited, some are not, but all have
the potential for expansion.
These facilities can operate in relatively remote areas of the County as well as areas that are in
close proximity to the population. Site development impacts can create conflicts among the
alternative energy facilities as well as adjacent property owners and land users. Intense conflicts
with landowners have happened in the County. Understanding potential impacts, along with
monitoring and mitigation, are essential to ensure that conflicts are eliminated or minimized.
Because there is some uncertainty associated with the life span of alternative energy facilities,
Churchill County, along with state and federal agencies, should ensure that facilities and sites
have adequate reclamation standards.
State and federal taxation laws currently provide little in the way of a local revenue source, while
local expenditures to support these facilities can be significant. Major companies involved in the
alternative energy industry reside outside Churchill County. Such companies should be
encouraged to have a greater presence in Churchill County. In addition, renewable energy
projects provide very few jobs in comparison to the expenditure for construction. Much of the
reason is that they are highly automated or may even be operated remotely. In some cases, staff
that works onsite live out of the area and commute long distances from other cities.
The current circumstances associated with alternative energy require Churchill County to take a
stronger role in the permitting and regulatory process of site and facility development and
operations. As Churchill County becomes one of the largest producers of geothermal power in
the U.S., efforts must also be made to ensure that the economic benefits in terms of jobs and tax
revenues accrue to Churchill County.
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Goals and Policies for Alternate Energy Resources
 GOAL ED 6: Encourage renewable energy to provide greater economic benefits within
Churchill County.
o

Policy ED 6.1: Continue working with the Congressional delegation to restore and maintain
geothermal rents and royalties, and to remove the 20-megawatt solar power limits on
federal (BLM) lands.

o

Policy ED 6.2: Enforce Churchill County Payment in Lieu of Taxes (PILT) policy.

o

Policy ED 6.3: The County should periodically review revenue systems related to
renewable energy and update requirements.

NAVAL AIR STATION (NAS) FALLON
Naval Air Station Fallon provides a significant positive economic impact on Churchill County. From
payroll and contract figures for the installation to the influx of up to 20,000 personnel annually that
come to the base for training, the increase in revenues and taxes are felt throughout the local
community. See Table 6-7 for information about the economic impact of the base.
Table 6-7
NAS Fallon Economic Contributions
Contributions within a three-county region of influence
Active Duty Personnel
Civilian Personnel
Total Staff
Total Estimated Direct and Indirect Jobs
Staff Payroll
Contracts and Purchasing
Federal Impact Aid for schools

Total Direct Spending

Amounts
710
713
1,423
4,586
$84.6 million
$273.0 million
$0.6 million
$358.2 million

Visitor days in lodging (on-base & off-base)
Estimated Direct Visitor Spending

320,000
$17.2 million

Direct and Indirect economic activity from NAS Fallon
Annual state/local taxes paid (all payroll and spending)

$517 million
$22 million

Source: NAS Fallon Economic Impact Assessment, May 2016 (using financial data from
Fiscal Year 2015)

Service personnel and contractors that are employed at NAS Fallon require technical skills. Since
these positions pay better and are highly desirable, the County wants to encourage their retention
and wishes to fill them from local residents. Education and training programs are needed to provide
the workforce with skills suitable for these job opportunities.
Historically, Churchill County has worked closely with NAS Fallon to ensure that the military
operations remain viable over the long term. This participation has included interlocal agreements
and land use regulatory measures to limit development that will conflict with or encumber the base’s
operations, which is further described in the Land Use chapter. It also includes a partnership
program to pay willing farmers for conservation easements to keep farms operating rather than
converting them to residential or other incompatible uses. Continued partnerships with the Navy will
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allow for the protection and preservation of land and airspace necessary to support the base’s
military training mission.
In recent years, the Navy has pursued the Fallon Range Training Complex (FRTC) Modernization
effort. The proposed modernization increases some ranges approximately four-fold in area. Most
of the expansion areas will be withdrawn from public access, which will have significant impacts on
the County and its residents. Churchill County supports efforts to ensure the continued future
viability of NAS Fallon but also wishes to ensure that impacts on local residents are accounted for.
The County has been working closely with the Navy to mitigate these impacts.
Goals and Policies for NAS Fallon
 GOAL ED 7: Protect the viability of future operations of NAS Fallon
o

Policy ED 7.1: Prohibit high-density developments (residential or business) within the NAS
Fallon overlay zones (near the base and ranges). Encourage the continuation of the
Readiness and Environmental Protection Integration (REPI) and TDR programs regarding
conservation easements to perpetuate land uses compatible with NAS Fallon operations.

o

Policy ED 7.2: Establish a working group of representatives from local businesses, public
agencies and private groups to devise methods and programs that will accommodate the
needs of expanded military operations.

o

Policy ED 7.3: Coordinate with NAS Fallon to establish an annual forum to discuss current
Department of Defense (DOD) activities and publicize potential business opportunities in
Churchill County that are open to defense contractors and suppliers.

o

Policy ED 7.4: Continue to work with the Navy on the FRTC Modernization effort and other
efforts to mitigate impacts of the range expansion.

o

Policy ED 7.5: Update all interlocal agreements, memorandums of understanding, and
development code regulations based on outcomes of the FRTC Modernization effort. This
should include the TDR program.

TOURISM
Tourism plays a role in the economic development of the county. As tourists are drawn to our
area, they tend to spend money at local businesses and improve the quality of life that draws
people to Churchill County as a place they would like to live and bring their businesses.
Tourism at Local Sites and Areas
Several recreation areas, historic sites, and natural resources attract tourists to the County. These
are more thoroughly described in the Recreation, Conservation and Natural Resources, and
Historical Preservation Chapters. The visitor information for some of the sites are provided below.
The Stillwater National Wildlife Refuge attracts a wide range of visitors to the area. While visitation
can vary from year to year due to refuge conditions, they have been reported as high as 21,163
total visitors (for 2006). Visitor can include hunters, wildlife observers, environmental education,
interpretation, and photographers.
The Sand Mountain recreation area attracts off-highway vehicle (OHV) users at approximately
50,000 to 70,000 annually. Many people visiting the area also take time to explore the historic
1860s Pony Express station and Sand Springs Desert Study Area. Most Sand Mountain users
travel from areas outside Churchill County, including California.
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Lahontan State Recreation Area (the reservoir) is the second most used facility in the Nevada
park system. While visitation can vary from year to year due to reservoir water levels, the park
can attract more than 350,000 visitors a year. Visitors utilize the reservoir for water sports, fishing,
camping, and day use. Competitive water sports functions are also held at the reservoir. The
reservoir is an important recreational resource for Churchill County residents.
The Grimes Point and Hidden Cave Archeological Site is located approximately twelve miles from
downtown Fallon, just off Highway 50. Information about the site’s history can be found in the
Historical Preservation Chapter. Hidden Cave tours are on the second and fourth Saturdays of
each month except holiday situations. The BLM and Churchill County Museum provide guided
tours to around 1,500 people annually.
The Churchill County Fairgrounds attracts a number of visitors for livestock events, agricultural
festivals, and other community activities. Many people attend events at the Fairgrounds, and a
large percentage are from out of town. Events include rodeos, livestock shows, fairs/festivals,
farmer’s markets, cultural events, carnivals, motorsports events, and recreation programs/events
Other Sites – There are many private tourism venues in Churchill County. These facilities create
economic activity by supporting tourism and visitor activity in the county and attracting significant
non-local visitation, for example, local shooting clubs host annual events. As another example,
more than 45,000 visitors attend events at the raceways annually. Many people come to visit local
specialty farms and businesses as well. Estimates in 2013 show that Fallon’s major special events
have approximately 88,000 attendees (Source: Churchill County Baseline Report-Update 2015).
Goals and Policies for Tourism
 GOAL ED 8: Promote tourism events.
o

Policy ED 8.1: Promote agritourism facilities with farmers.

o

Policy ED 8.2: Work with athletic and recreation organizations to promote athletic tourism
by holding tournaments in softball, baseball, basketball, Lacrosse Jamboree, SYFL
football events, soccer, trap shooting events, etc.

o

Policy ED 8.3: Promote teamwork and cross-promotion between sports tournament events
and agritourism opportunities, including local businesses and restaurants.

o

Policy ED 8.4: Develop food tourism, including wine/distillery and local specialty crops.

o

Policy ED 8.5: Develop and continue to improve the regional park facilities at the
fairgrounds, and pursue feasibility studies of an indoor arena, more lighting for the existing
fields, and development of the parcel of land south of Miners Road.

o

Policy ED 8.6: Develop or facilitate the development of meeting room venues that can be
used by community groups and to draw regional meetings.

o

Policy ED 8.7: All local agencies and community organizations should incorporate the
Oasis of Nevada concept in their tourism promotion efforts, including the unique features
of the County identified in the Historic Preservation, Recreation, and Conservation and
Natural Resources Chapters.
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INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
While Churchill County averages more industrial jobs than the State, as shown in Table 6-2
(manufacturing, transportation, and warehousing), the County has been working for a long time
to attract more industrial development to make manufacturing one of the pillars of the Counties
economy. Many areas of the County have already been designated for industrial activity in both
the Master Plan and Zoning Map, mainly along the state highways and interstate freeways, but
little industrial development has been attracted. More recently, the County has been working with
developers to establish large industrial centers in the western area of the County. Recent efforts
have highlighted the potential of designating industrial lands along the railroad line between
Hazen and Trinity, particularly where there are existing railroad sidings. The Transportation
Chapter provides additional details about highway and railroad infrastructure. The Land Use
Chapter includes additional proposed changes regarding industrial land uses.

Goals and Policies for Industrial Development
 GOAL ED 9: Establish industrial uses as a fourth pillar of the economy.
o

Policy ED 9.1: The County will continue to coordinate with landowners, developers, and
industrial businesses to identify suitable industrial areas along major highways and
railways.

o

Policy ED 9.2: The County will continue to work toward providing additional industrial and
manufacturing employment opportunities, and attracting a greater variety of industries into
the area.
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The recreation component contains information about the existing park and recreation facilities and
other recreation opportunities within Churchill County and Fallon. It also includes projected needs
for the coming years, and guidelines and recommendations to achieve the goals.
There is a great diversity of recreation opportunities available in Churchill County for residents and
visitors. These include traditional organized sports, as well as sightseeing, ORV (off-road vehicle)
touring, swimming, boating, birding, bicycling, camping, hunting, fishing, and hiking.
Churchill County's vast number of natural areas, historical and archaeological sites, and developed
recreational facilities are valued and used by the residents and provide significant potential for
increasing the tourism economy.
OASIS OF NEVADA
The County motto as “The Oasis of Nevada” is well known and should be linked to the County’s
wealth of recreational opportunities, natural resources, and historic resources, as described in this
chapter and in the Conservation and Natural Resources and Historic Preservation chapters. The
County should take advantage of these resources in promoting itself to its residents, visitors, and
potential economic development clients. Non-locals often have an unflattering image of rural areas.
It may even be that residents share this pessimistic view and are unaware of the County’s recreation
opportunities. Promoting the image of the County using these resources can improve pride in the
community, improve tourism, and encourage economic development clients to locate to Churchill
County. The Economic Development Chapter describes this effort in more detail.
COMMUNITY NEED
A Community Needs Survey was completed in 2004. Ninety percent of the respondents indicated
that parks and recreation were very important (52%) or important (38%). According to the survey
results, the following is a list of the community’s top desires for recreational facilities:
Athletic Fields and Courts
Bicycle Paths
Children’s Playgrounds/Tot lots
Hiking/Jogging Trails
Hunting and Fishing
Multi-Use Events Center
Open Space/Natural Areas

Outdoor Basketball Courts
Picnic and BBQ Areas
Public Golf Course
Off-Highway Vehicle Trails
Sand Mountain
Shooting Range
Stage and Drama Facilities

These survey results coincide with the results of the previous community surveys conducted in the
years 1991, 1995, and 1999.
Survey respondents were supportive of impact fees to help cover the cost of new parks and
improvements. Seventy-four percent were in favor of impact fees, some strongly in favor. In 2005,
the County Commission passed a resolution imposing a residential construction tax on new
residential dwellings. The funds are used for acquiring, improving, and expanding parks and
recreation facilities.
Recreation opportunities can be divided between improved recreational facilities or sites and
dispersed recreation. The majority of improved recreational facilities are administered by the County
Parks and Recreation Department, or the City of Fallon. The remainder are administered by private
groups (racing and shooting facilities, etc.), other County officials (Golf Course), the State of Nevada
(such as the Lahontan State Recreation Area), or the federal government (mostly on Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) lands, along with the Bureau of Reclamation (BOR)). Most dispersed
recreation opportunities are on state and federal lands, though some are designated sites where
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there are limited improvements to support dispersed recreation in specific areas. Examples are the
Sand Mountain Recreation Area, Grimes Point, and the Stillwater Wildlife Refuge - each spans
many square miles but also has some facilities for visitors.
In addition, many of the organizations that provide or use recreational facilities also sponsor events
that serve as cultural, entertainment, and recreation opportunities. These events are not listed
individually because they are numerous and changeable. Examples include the Cantaloupe Festival
at the county fairgrounds, hunting club events, the No Hill Hundred bicycle event, etc.

IMPROVED CITY AND COUNTY FACILITIES
Most recreation opportunities operated by the City and County are improved facilities, except as
noted below.
Golf Course
Churchill County currently owns the Fallon Golf Course. This nine-hole golf course located along
the Carson River is the only golf course in the community. The County acquired the course in
2013 and operates it separately from the Parks and Recreation Department. The benefits of this
golf course include the recreation opportunity and over 120 acres of open space, much of which
is irrigated. That acreage includes approximately 34 acres on the south side of the river, which
could be developed into an additional nine holes as originally planned when the course was
privately owned.
Parks
The City of Fallon and Churchill County have a variety of park facilities administered by the two
government entities. Table 7-1 provides information about specific facilities in different parks. Some
of these parks are described in more detail below.
The City of Fallon oversees Laura Mills Neighborhood Park, Oats Community Park, Venturacci
Park, Millennium Park, Pioneer Park, the men’s softball field, and three small neighborhood mini
parks. The parks have a variety of amenities such as picnic tables, barbecue grills, an outdoor
stage, playgrounds, an outdoor swimming pool, a rose garden and gazebo, a skate park, and
restrooms.
Through a joint effort between the City of Fallon and Churchill County, an indoor multi-use facility at
Venturacci Park was constructed. A $350,000 Community Development Block Grant was received
to erect a pre-engineered steel building with bleachers and restrooms. The facility is used for
basketball, volleyball, and other indoor sporting events, and can be reserved to hold private events
as well. The Venturacci Gym is operated by the City of Fallon.
Churchill County administers the 114-acre Regional Park (including the Fairgrounds and multipurpose building), the Churchill County/University Research Park, the Lions Park softball fields
(North Maine Street with County fields on east side and City fields on west side), and the 1001-acre
Soda Lake Conservation Area.
The Regional Park facilities include an Olympic-sized indoor swimming pool and aquatic center;
lighted softball field; hard ball field; a four and one-half acre multi-use field for soccer, football and
baseball; group picnic area; concession stand; sand volleyball court; horseshoe pits; playground;
Pioneer Gardens; four tennis courts; a nine-hole disc golf course; a five-station high challenge
course; and a twelve station low challenge course and climbing wall.
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The Liberty Pond /University Research Park, located on Schurz Highway, includes eight acres of
open play area, a community fishing facility with accessible pier, restrooms, concession, disabled
accessible playground, and a dog park.
The Multi-Purpose Building, at the Regional Park, is available for events or classes and sits beside
a festival area with a covered performance pavilion with a stage and five acres of grassy area with
electricity and water. These spaces can be rented for festivals and events.
The Cottonwood building for Summer Day Camp, SUMFUN, and after school programming
(CARE) for children from ages 6 through 12 has a capacity of 55 campers and 25 students.
Within the Regional Park, the Churchill County Fairgrounds is a regionally important events center
providing economic benefits to the community. With two arenas, covered seating for 3,000 people,
200 animal stalls, stall rentals for animals, and ten acres of camping with 88 RV hookup sites, this
complex continues to draw more and larger events. Recent improvements included grant-funded
paving and grandstand improvements to enhance accessibility along with updated lighting and
sound system, and an expanded secondary arena (Green Arena) with roping capabilities. The
facility also has three covered parking structures with solar fields.
Other facilities are planned for the future, including an Indoor Arena/Event Center to attract
additional events to the county, which is currently under development. The County has acquired
the Soda Lake Conservation Area. It is one of the County’s few dispersed recreational areas in
operation. There are no facilities available, though there are planned improvements for the site,
such as a trail system, parking for horse trailers, and limited site amenities. Churchill County also
plans on acquiring properties along the Carson River to provide access for canoeists and innertubers. One parcel on Sheckler Cut-Off was purchased, and there is a proposed park downstream
in the Onda Verde planned unit development. The Fallon Bowmen currently use the Sheckler CutOff parcel as an outdoor shooting range. In 2006, the County acquired a parcel in the proposed
River Park planned unit development, downstream from the other river parks. The 3.26-acre park
will be accessed from Rice Road and will include a walking trail along the river, wildlife viewing, and
watershed education. South of the fairgrounds (and Miner Road), the County owns a 37-acre parcel
that is suitable for future expansion of the Regional Park with new facilities and sports fields.
Since 2005, several planned unit developments (PUDs) were proposed in Churchill County. As a
requirement of the development, park space or open space was set aside within the PUD. Parks
in those PUDs are dependent on their completion. But due to the 2008 recession, several PUDs
went away, and most others have been on hold. Onda Verde is the only PUD that was completed.
It was intended for expansion of the golf course with long spaces for fairways that were not
constructed. The Sky Ranch PUD is still active and includes several areas for community parks
with undefined facilities. Uncompleted PUD parks are not specified in this Master Plan because
the future of these developments is unclear. However, the provision of parks and/or open spaces
will remain a requirement in the County Code.
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Table 7-1
Park Features
Features
Picnic Tables

Venturacci Laura Mills
Oats
Churchill
Pioneer Neighborhood Lions Research
Park
Neighborhood Community
County
Park
Park(s)
Fields
Park
Park
Park
Regional Park
10
14
12
6
3
2
3

Group Picnic Area

1

Gazebo or Pergola

1

1

Playgrounds

1

1

1

2

1

1

Exercise Course
Restrooms

1

1
1

1
2

6

Open Space/Walkway

1

1

Swimming Pool/Outdoor
Swimming Pool-Olympic
size
Tennis Court

1
2

1
1

1
2

Fairgrounds

1

Arena

3

Pens

40

Stalls

200
1

1

1

2

Multi-Purpose Room

1

Staging

1

Baseball Field

5

Softball Field

5

Multi-Use Field

1

Horseshoe Pits

1
1

12
1

Basketball court

1

1

Dog Park
Gym
Nine-hole Disk Golf

3

1

4

Skate park

1

1

Lighted Tennis Court

Concession

1

1
1

1
1

Source: Churchill County Parks and Recreation Department

Park Facility Standards
Park facility classifications determine the level of service provided by a park to the community and
establish the park amenities that land developers must provide when permitting new projects. The
following is a list of different classes of park facilities based on size, service area, and use.
Developers shall work with the Planning Department and Parks and Recreation Commission to
determine which park is appropriate for the development based on location, number of people
served, and desired recreation opportunities. Refer to National Recreation and Parks Association
standards and specifications for specific information regarding parks.
Mini parks, pocket parks, tot lots, and children’s playgrounds are all small single purpose areas
designed for active use by children and passive use by adults.
Design Standards:
• A children’s playground
• Small, open grass play area
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Site amenities (picnic tables, benches, bike racks, drinking fountains, trash receptacles)
Security lighting and clear unobstructed visibility where possible

Neighborhood parks are generally five to ten acres in size. Approximately two and one-half acres
of park is required for every 1,000 people. They serve an area with a half-mile to one-mile radius
based on other available recreational resources. Typical facilities include picnic areas,
playgrounds, open grass areas, trails, and sports courts and fields. Portable or permanent
restrooms may also be included. Parking is generally provided on the street. An ideal location for
neighborhood parks is next to elementary schools.
Design Standards:
• Unobstructed open play areas and practice fields
• Children’s playground
• Picnic areas with shade shelters and shade trees
• Pathways and access trails
• Site amenities
• Security lighting and clear unobstructed visibility
• On street parking
• Optional—basketball and tennis courts, handball walls
A community park is planned to provide primarily active and structured recreation opportunities.
They are designed for organized activities, although passive activities are encouraged. They
typically serve an area up to three miles in radius and range in size from 10 to 30 acres.
Community parks are intended to support a variety of needs ranging from those that are
“neighborhood” in orientation to those that are more “community” in scale such as undeveloped
open space, large group picnic areas, and formal/informal activity areas.
At least two thirds of the park should be made available for active, structured recreation activities.
Community parks should be located in an area that provides adequate vehicle access.
Design Standards:
• Designated sports facilities (lighted fields)
• Tennis and volleyball courts
• Parking facilities
• Site amenities including permanent restroom facilities
• Location of non-traditional recreational facilities such as community gardens, skate parks,
challenge areas, and natural areas
• Complementary recreational, educational, cultural, and public facilities
• Trail system
• Picnic area with shade shelters and shade trees
• Adequate buffering to existing residential areas
A regional park contains unique natural features and ranges in size from 100 to 200 acres. It
offers recreational opportunities that are not generally available in neighborhood or community
parks. Although a regional park can include structured recreational facilities such as an athletic
complex or swimming pool, in Churchill County the emphasis will be on natural features and open
natural areas.
Design Standards:
• Multi-use natural open space areas
• Multi-use trails
• Limited site amenities
• Structured recreational facilities (reserved)
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Shooting or archery ranges
Community fishing resource and support facilities
Complementary recreational, cultural, educational and public facilities (reserved)
Picnic and group areas
Equestrian facilities

Goals and Policies for Parks
 GOAL R 1: Continue implementation/construction of improvements to regional park facilities
and fairgrounds.
o Policy R 1.1: Prepare a master plan for the fairgrounds and regional park to include:
1. necessary expansion of the facilities to accommodate increased use and demand for
more recreational resources,
2. safe pedestrian and traffic routes to access different recreational facilities,
3. parking and restroom facilities, and
4. covered arena
o Policy R 1.2: Provide lighting to increase use of existing fields.
o Policy R 1.3: Develop newly acquired property on Miners Road, moving the soccer fields to
the site.
o Policy R 1.4: Move festival area to the south side of the indoor pool where the soccer fields
currently exist.
o Policy R 1.5: Maintain adequate buffers between existing land uses and regional park
facilities.
o Policy R 1.6: Discourage incompatible residential development adjacent to the fairgrounds
complex.
 GOAL R 2: Finalize a plan outlining improvements to River Park System.
o Policy R 2.1: Begin implementing improvements as funding becomes available.
 GOAL R 3: Continue discussions for future use of the Indian Lakes recreation area and identify
potential funding options.
 GOAL R 4: Require the dedication or reservation of park sites and trail easements in new
developments.
o Policy R 4.1: When a tentative map for a residential development is proposed, the developer
will consult with the Churchill County Parks and Recreation Department and the Parks and
Recreation Commission prior to the submittal of the proposal.
o Policy R 4.2: Recommendations will be provided to the Planning Commission regarding
parks and open space in new residential developments when a final map is submitted.
o Policy R 4.3: New parks and recreation facilities will be developed consistent with the
demands of new growth and development.
 GOAL R 5: Examine revenue options for the development of new park and recreation facilities
and the maintenance of existing facilities.
o Policy R 5.1: Based on growth and development, the Parks and Recreation Commission
shall provide recommendations to the County Commission regarding establishment of
additional districts and service areas.
 GOAL R 6: Develop additional infrastructure such as:
1. Lights, scoreboards, continued utility upgrades through technology advances (Wi-Fi,
hookups or charging stations), utilities, and playgrounds.
2. Aquatic – splash pads, large attraction for indoor pool.
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OTHER IMPROVED FACILITIES
Cultural Activities and Programs
The Churchill County Museum, located at 1050 S. Maine Street in Fallon, brings the past to life. The
quality and variety of the exhibits are largely due to the generous contributions of the county
residents. Visitors can experience in vivid detail the events of historical significance as well as the
everyday patterns of life of the peoples of Churchill County. The Museum also organizes tours to
historical sites such as Grimes Point/Hidden Cave.
Western Nevada College is located at 160 Campus Way, Fallon. It offers a broad curriculum
including art, music, theatre, recreation, and physical education classes.
The William N. Pennington Life Center was opened in 2017, located at 952 S. Maine Street in
Fallon, offers various activities, arts, and crafts in a social setting, generally to senior citizens.
The historic Oats Park Art Center is located at 151 E. Park Street in Fallon and includes a performing
arts theater, galleries, exhibits, classrooms, and a store. It has become an invaluable community
resource. The Art Center has a performing and visual arts venue that hosts exhibitions by regional
artists, and it also presents concerts featuring an eclectic range of musical artists. The center is
managed by the Churchill Arts Council, a nonprofit local arts agency.
The Churchill County High School (now referred to as the “Old High School”), located at 690
South Maine Street, was built in 1917 and opened in 1918. At the time, it was the third largest
high school in Nevada. It was an advanced building for its time with many features we take for
granted today, including forced-air heating and an emphasis on natural lighting in the classrooms.
In 2012, the Old High School was renovated to provide office space for school district
administrative and support staff. In addition, the building serves as the Churchill County Middle
School. Of particular interest is that the stage and balcony (referred to as the “Pit”) remain in the
same configuration as when the building was built and are used as a meeting area and performing
arts auditorium.
Naval Air Station Fallon (NAS Fallon)
NAS Fallon provides parks and recreational services through their Morale, Welfare, and
Recreation Department and exclusively serves Navy personnel and their families. Their facilities
include fields, swimming pools, fitness centers, and many other forms of recreation. These facilities
generally are not open to the public and are for use only by military personnel, retired military, civilian
employees, and their dependents.
In addition, NAS Fallon offers two publicly accessible parks - The Wetlands Nature Trail and
Veteran’s Memorial Park. The 2-acre Veteran’s Memorial Park offers picnicking and bird watching
near the Pasture Road and Drumm Lane intersection. The 40-acre Wetlands Nature Trail (open
since 1993) is just north of the Crook and Wildes Roads intersection, accessed along the canal
road. The 0.75 mile trail encircles a pond, and 0.25 miles is accessible to all visitors. Facilities
include a 1996 footbridge (constructed by the Seabees) across a small pond, 14 interpretive signs
explaining plants and wildlife, and 20 plant signs. The site offers picnicking, hiking, walking,
jogging, and wildlife watching.
Motor Sports Tracks
Churchill County boasts two active racetracks. Rattlesnake Raceway is located at 2000 Airport
Road in Fallon and hosts looped dirt track races several times a year. Top Gun Drag Strip is
located at 15550 Schurz Highway south of Fallon and hosts straight-line drag racing events
several times a year.
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In addition, BLM authorizes a small number of off-road race events in a dispersed recreation
setting that provides intense activity once a year. These events have changed names, race types,
and routes over the years, as an example, the Las Vegas to Reno race is for all vehicle types,
and the route passes through Churchill County. Also see Sand Mountain, below.
Field Sports Organizations
Churchill County is home to several organized field sports organizations that serve as recreation
for many residents. The focus of the larger organizations is on youth sports, including football,
baseball, basketball, soccer, tennis, pickleball, etc., and they most often use the City and County
courts and fields. Similarly, adult field sports organizations also use public facilities.
Hunting and Shooting Clubs
While hunting in general is a dispersed form of recreation, clubs also incorporate improved
facilities. Churchill County is home to several shooting clubs with hunting areas or ranges. Some
of these are private, with privately owned lands. Others are open to the broader population. Some
have areas that are intensely developed, such as cabin subdivisions or campgrounds. Others
have very small amounts of development. Most include large areas of dispersed recreation for
hunting. Some shooting clubs are for range shooting, rather than hunting. The US Fish and
Wildlife Service’s Stillwater Wildlife Refuge also sponsors hunting-related events throughout the
year. Shooting clubs include (alphabetically):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Canvasback Gun Club (next to the Stillwater Wildlife Refuge)
Desert Gun Club (along the railroad east of Hazen).
Fallon Bowmens Club (archery shooting range along the Carson River).
Fallon Trap Club (skeet shooting range near Rattlesnake Raceway)
Greenhead Hunting Club (south of NAS Fallon on Pasture Rd.)
Lahontan Valley Bird Dog Club (on Berney Rd.)
Mahala Gun Club (off the north end of Bench Rd.)
Stillwater Firearms shooting range (on Indian Lakes Rd.)

DISPERSED RECREATION AREAS AND SITES
There are several natural, recreational, historical, and archaeological sites located within Churchill
County that could enable the County to become a destination and vacation area for visitors. Most
sites have minor improvements that support the larger dispersed recreation areas.
Biking and Hiking Trails
Churchill County has broad open spaces suitable for bicycling, hiking, and walking. These
activities are often done for recreation and can take place almost anywhere; but they are facilitated
by a trail, path, or road, and often coexist with other transportation facilities. The established
County trail system is covered in detail in the Transportation Chapter, under the Trails Across
Churchill County (TRACC) Plan and Bike Plan discussions. Major elements of the TRACC Plan
include a bike lane along US Highway 50 west of Fallon, a shared bike/pedestrian path near the
fairgrounds, and a bicycle route south of Fallon running through farmland. Other established trails
are found at the variety of recreation, historic, and natural areas around the County. Most of these
areas are covered in this chapter. Hiking and biking can also take place on informal trails or in
untrailed areas.
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Lahontan State Recreation Area
Lahontan State Recreation Area (the reservoir) is located on the Carson River, 18 miles southwest
of Fallon. The reservoir is almost 17 miles long with 69 miles of shoreline and has 10,000 acres of
water surface area when full. This recreation area is open all year with maximum use starting in late
spring through summer. Lahontan became a Nevada State Recreation area on July 1, 1971.
This recreation area supports dispersed fishing, hunting, boating, camping, and hiking. There are
also improved facilities in some locations. Facilities at the reservoir include picnic areas, boat
launching areas, and shower facilities. -The number of visitors has exceeded 500,000 in past years.
Sand Mountain Recreation Area
Sand Mountain Recreation area is a 4,705-acre historical, natural, and recreational site under the
jurisdiction of the Department of Interior’s Bureau of Land Management (BLM). It is located in central
Churchill County about 23 miles east of Fallon. The mountain itself is approximately 3.5 miles long,
one mile wide, and rises 600 feet above the valley floor. Predominantly composed of well-rounded,
well-sorted quartz sand, the mountain is known as a sound-producing dune that "booms." When
steep unstable slopes are disturbed, the dune emits a low-frequency sound. This has given rise to
its local name of "Singing Sand Mountain." The peak elevation of the mountain is 4,610 feet. The
area also contains the ruins of the Sand Springs Pony Express Station (see the Historical
Preservation Chapter).
A designated natural area is located around the station and contains unique species and trails to
observe them. In recent years, the existence of an endangered species (Sand Mountain blue
butterfly) and its food source, Kearney buckwheat, have threatened to reduce or eliminate OHV
use at Sand Mountain. Conservation efforts are now underway, and an adaptive management
plan is in place to restore important habitats, establish approved routes, and place information
kiosks at key locations.
Sand Mountain receives more than 40,000 recreational visits per year, making it one of the most
popular recreational attractions in the county. In the past, most of this area's use was passive in
nature such as sightseeing, hiking, and nature study. However, with the advent of the motorcycle,
four-wheel drive vehicles, three wheelers and dune buggies, the types and number of visitors to
Sand Mountain increased dramatically. Most activity concentrates on the mountain itself, which is
a small portion of the larger recreation area. The natural area and station are also protected from
motorized activities in the section of the recreation area that is closest to the highway. Today,
motorized recreation accounts for over 90% of the total visits to the area. About 53% of the visitors
to Sand Mountain originate from California or other states. Most overnight visitors reside in selfcontained recreational vehicles that are restricted to a designated area with a pay station and limited
facilities. The average length of a stay for campers is about 32 hours. Day use (mostly from Fallon
and Reno) ranges from one to eight hours.
Grimes Point and Hidden Cave Archeological Site
The Grimes Point and Hidden Cave Archeological Site encompasses about 720 acres and is
located twelve miles east of Fallon along US Highway 50. The history of the site is provided in the
Historical Preservation Chapter. The BLM has provided covered picnic tables, restrooms, parking
areas, interpretive centers to preserve this cultural heritage and reduce vandalism. There are also
hiking trails throughout the larger site, including a viewpoint on the hilltop. The site holds a dense
concentration of petroglyphs across the hillside, and the Grimes Point Petroglyph Trail provides
access and interpretation to them. Many of the petroglyphs are not marked but can be viewed
from the path. In 1978, this area was designated as a National Recreation Trail and is one of the
largest petroglyph sites in the United States, containing several hundred petroglyph boulders.
Hidden Cave is a mile east on the gravel road from Grimes Point. The BLM and Churchill County
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Museum provide guided tours of Hidden Cave (which is otherwise closed to the public) and other
locations nearby. (Check with the Churchill County Museum for times and dates of tours.)
Cold Springs Pony Express, Overland Stage, and Telegraph Stations
The Cold Springs Stations site is a 3,840-acre historical site located 59 miles east of Fallon along
US Highway 50 that holds the remnants of three stations in close proximity. The history of the site
and trails can be found in the Historical Preservation Chapter. The site includes the station for the
Pony Express located 1.5 miles to the east at the mouth of Pony Canyon. It also includes two
prominent sets of ruins along the highway that are the Overland Stage Station (south) and telegraph
office (north). Trails run between them and the information kiosk across the highway, where there
is a trailhead to the Pony Express Station. Cold Springs has been known for some time as having
the best-preserved Pony Express Station in Nevada. In addition to this and other stations, each
June, there is a “re-ride,” a re-enactment of the Pony Express ride, coordinated by the Nevada
Division of the National Pony Express.
The Clan Alpine and Desatoya Mountains Wilderness Study Areas
The Clan Alpine Mountains, 196,128 acres, and Desatoya Mountains, 51,262 acres, are proposed
as wilderness areas. The BLM is preparing a resource management plan and environmental impact
statement to analyze the consequences of designating these areas as wilderness areas. These
mountain ranges are important destinations for campers, hikers, and hunters. The Desatoya
Wilderness Study Area covers the headwaters of Buffalo Creek basin east of Eastgate and north of
Carroll Summit. This includes the Big Den Creek slot canyon, containing what may be the only
continually flowing waterfall (approximately 30’) in Churchill County. A road extends from Eastgate
to the wilderness boundary, and a trail provides access up the slot canyon up to the waterfall.
Under the proposed alternative, motorized recreational use will not be allowed within designated
wilderness areas. These proposals are preliminary and subject to change by the BLM Director,
Secretary of the Interior, or the President before they are presented to Congress for legislative
action.
Stillwater National Wildlife Refuge (NWR) Complex
The Stillwater NWR Complex is located approximately 20 miles northeast of Fallon, is the largest
wetland complex in Nevada, and provides habitat for nearly 400 species of wildlife, including over
260 species of birds. The 79,570-acre refuge is open year-round and has areas for a variety of
activities, such as hunting (in season), wildlife observation, wildlife photography, horseback riding,
hiking, boating, un-developed camping, and picnicking. Facilities include trails, boat launches,
observation platforms, photo blinds, boardwalks, and restrooms. The primary uses are waterfowl
hunting and bird watching, which are enjoyed by many people from Nevada and all around the
U.S. See the Conservation and Natural Resources Chapter for other details about the Refuge.
Viewpoints and Scenic Areas
Sometimes it is not easy to appreciate the grandeur of the County when most of the spaces that
people occupy and travel through are so flat. Viewpoints, where the landscape is on display, can
bring a greater appreciation of Churchill County to everyone. Viewpoints will usually have some
kind of access path to get to it, whether it is a rudimentary trail, or more developed vehicle road.
Some limited improvements would be needed to promote these viewpoints, such as installing
signage, improving trails, or improving roads. Examples of existing or potential viewpoints include
the following:
•
•
•

Rattlesnake Hill can provide views of Fallon and the surrounding farmland.
Grimes Point Hill can provide views of salt flats and the Stillwater Marsh.
Lahontan Reservoir Hill can provide views of the lake, which wraps around it.
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White Throne Hills can provide views north over the Carson Pasture.
Fairview Peak can provide extensive views of the Dixie, Fairview, and Antelope Valleys; the
surrounding mountains; and beyond.

Similarly, scenic drives can provide an increased appreciation of Churchill County. The County
boasts many beautiful and interesting areas that are not specific locations but are suitable for scenic
drives. Some are through farmland, along the river, to natural areas, and along impressive
mountains. All can incorporate visits to other specific locations described in this chapter, the
Conservation and Natural Resources chapter, or the Historic Preservation chapter. Below are some
scenic drives that are worth special recognition, and can be promoted to the community and visitors:
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

River and Farmland Drive: Fisherman/Cadet Road and Pioneer Way provide views of the
river corridor and the riverside farmland.
Farmland Drive: Allen Road south of Fallon is one of the most beautiful farm areas in the
County. The bike route in this area can be used to turn this drive into a loop.
Stillwater Refuge and Farmland Drive: The Refuge includes a viewing platform at the
reservoir and an interesting loop drive through the marsh. The drive to and from it provides
views of farmland, canals, and ponds along the following roads: Indian Lakes, Reservoir,
Stillwater (south), Stuart, Ditchhouse, Agency, Stillwater, and Refuge Loop.
Soda Lakes and Farmland Drive: This drive provides views of the area farms and Soda Lake
along the following roads: Soda Lake, Workman, the Big Soda Lake Rim Trail, and Cox.
Indian Lakes and Farms Loop: This drive provides views of a beautiful farm area, the Indian
Lakes, and the Carson River along the following roads: Indian Lakes (out and back to the
ponds), Tarzyn Road, Old River Road, and Bafford Lane.
Mountain Edge Drive: This drive provides spectacular views of the length of the Stillwater
Mountains and canyons, foothill grasslands along the mountains, and sand dunes. The
route follows Stillwater Road, East County Road, and Coal Canyon Rd. (to Lovelock).
40 Mile Desert Drive: This drive gives an appreciation of the California Trail emigrant
experience. It passes near the Northside Pothole Wetlands (north of Fallon) and Soda
Lakes. A 4WD vehicle is necessary due to sand, rocks, and possible mud. Topographic
maps that show the trail are needed to assist in navigation. The route follows US 95 from
Trinity, south to the concrete monument at the Carson Sink, then it follows the dirt road of
the trail through the desert, ending at either Soda Lake Road or Lucas Road.

Dispersed Recreation – County-Wide
Aside from improved recreation sites and designated areas for dispersed recreation (many
described above), there is also general dispersed recreation that can take place county-wide. This
includes recreation activities such as hunting, fishing, hiking, wildlife viewing, mountain biking, offroad motor vehicle riding, dirt road running, etc. – all of which can use little or no improved facilities.
These activities can include traveling with or without a destination, and destinations can include
anything from natural features of interest (mountain tops, springs, canyons, etc.), to the water
features described in the Conservation and Natural Resources chapter, to historical sites (mines,
trails, camps, petroglyphs, etc.) that are described in the Historical Preservation Chapter, to
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viewpoints and scenic driving routes described below. Several areas of the County are particularly
beautiful or interesting, especially at certain times of the year.
Dispersed recreation in Churchill County is heavily dependent on federal lands remaining open to
public access. This issue is discussed in detail in Chapter 12 – Policy Plan for Public Lands. BLM
is under continual pressure by interest groups to close areas to public access. Churchill County is
opposed to such actions. One example is the Wilderness Study Areas. More recently, the Navy has
petitioned to close large areas of federal land for the expansion of the three bombing ranges and
the Dixie Valley training area. The County has participated in the expansion process and is
requesting mitigation to address the impacts of closing access to these lands.
Goals and Policies for Dispersed Recreation Areas and Sites
 GOAL R 7: Use the unique recreation opportunities in Churchill County to promote the County
for tourism, economic development, community image, including in the Oasis of Nevada
marketing.
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The purpose of the Transportation Element is to provide guidance for the development of
transportation improvements in Churchill County through 2030. The recommendations and
proposed activities in this transportation element are driven largely by the Fallon Urban Area 2020
Transportation Plan (Appendix H) that was adopted by the Planning Commission in 2000.
However, the future projections made at that time were interrupted and put on hold because of
the 2008 recession and the County’s subsequent recovery over the next 10 years. Consequently,
the current transportation conditions in the County are roughly equivalent to where they were at
the time of the last plan, and the future projections, needs, and projects from that plan are roughly
applicable today. Only recently have some of those projects started moving forward again. Traffic
conditions have changed, and there are new priorities, so the Transportation Plan is tentatively
scheduled to be updated in the near future.
The Churchill County Road Department is responsible for the maintenance of roads that have
been approved and adopted into the County road maintenance program. A two (2) year
maintenance plan is adopted by the Highway Commission each year and implemented as funding
is made available through gas tax revenues and road impact fees.
The best planning involves an ongoing, dynamic process that allows choice, accommodates
change, and responds to growth and the development of the community. The transportation plan
is not a commitment or promise to implement any of the recommendations. This plan identifies
recommended transportation improvements and provides justification for the expenditure of funds
from various sources. Future implementation of any plan recommendations will be based on
periodic review and decision-making and on the availability of federal, state, and local funding
specifically approved and committed in a timely manner by the appropriate public officials. Ideally,
this plan will be updated periodically to ensure that it is responsive to the transportation needs of
Churchill County.
The purpose of the Fallon Urban Area 2020 Transportation Plan is:
1) to analyze the Fallon area transportation system including the roadway network, transit
and paratransit services, pedestrian/bikeway facilities, airport facilities, and the freight
movement system including trucking and rail;
2) to identify future travel demand and transportation needs for the 2000, 2010, and 2020;
3) to evaluate alternative transportation improvements;
4) to recommend short-range and long-range transportation system improvements;
5) to identify funding sources and opportunities; and
6) to develop a fiscally-constrained, multi-modal 2020 Transportation Plan for the Fallon
Urban Area.
The intent is to develop the most appropriate long-range (year 2025) transportation plan, given
expected growth and development patterns as well as desired travel patterns.
This Transportation Plan is not intended to address all of the small-scale transportation issues
such as pothole problems, snowplowing, sign placement, speed limits, bus schedules, etc. This
plan also does not dictate project priorities for implementation but provides input to the annual
process of developing the Capital Improvement Plan (CIP).
The Transportation Plan contains key principal elements: 1) public transportation element, 2)
pedestrian and bicycle element, 3) airport, rail, and freight movement facilities, and 4) street and
highway element. In addition to being within the Transportation Plan, each of these have later
been the subject of specialized planning efforts:
•

Public Transportation Element: The bus system has transferred operations from the
Senior Center to the Churchill Area Rapid Transit (CART). Planning for the CART system
would supplement information in the Transportation Plan.
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•

Pedestrian and Bicycle Element: The TRACC Plan and Bike Plan described below would
supplement the information in the Transportation Plan.

•

Airport, Rail, and Freight Movement Facilities Element: The City of Fallon is currently
updating the Fallon Municipal Airport Plan, and the state is actively planning for rail and
freight issues.

•

Street and Highway Element: In 2005, the submittal of a number of major residential
developments instigated the need to study capacity limits of local facilities that those major
developments might affect. This was entitled the Churchill County Cumulative Impact
Study. As a separate but related study, the County undertook public brainstorming
sessions to develop ideas for regional connectivity projects that would be needed by or
provide benefit to those major developments. These ideas are summarized in the 2005
Churchill County Fallon Area Transportation Plan and Map 8-1 (Appendix I).

Map 8-1
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PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
Commuter Rail Service
There currently is no rail service for commuters between Fallon and Reno. It was suggested in
the Community Assessment performed in February 2010 that a commuter rail system should be
considered, but no proposal has been offered to Union-Pacific Railroad for their approval.
Commuter Rail systems are currently not economically viable in most areas of Nevada, and until
the population increases to the point that one could be considered, it will be a desire more than a
reality. The Fallon Branch railroad track has severe operational limits that would prevent it from
being used for commuter service. Limitations include weight limits and a ten-miles-per-hour speed
limit along its length due to track and bed conditions. Also, see the freight discussion (below)
regarding rail service.
Existing Public Transportation Services
CART
The Churchill Area Regional Transportation Program (CART) is a 501(c)3 non-profit
transportation provider that uses vehicles purchased by the Nevada Department of Transportation
(NDOT). Funding for this service is supplied by Federal Grants from the Federal Transit
Administration, Division for Aging Services as well as local matching funds provided by Churchill
County and the City of Fallon. CART has been operating in Churchill County since January 2000.
CART has expanded its public services to accommodate the growing needs of its clients, such
as Lift Assist transportation for persons using mobility aids, giving priority to Seniors, low income,
minorities, veterans, and people with disabilities. CART also provides daily transportation services
for Northern Nevada Human Services, a service provider for persons with disabilities. This service
provides a ride from home to the worksite and back.
CART is working with the Fallon Paiute-Shoshone Tribe Transit program to provide training and
technical assistance as needed for their drivers. Also, the CART director is coordinating with
agencies from other counties such as the Lyon County Human Services, Pershing County Senior
Center, and Yerrington Senior Center to provide professional training and technical assistance to
work toward a “United We Ride” Program. As funding becomes available for a Tri-County system,
the Federal Transit Administration has recommended that the agencies combine resources to link
the counties together so that services and routes are not duplicated, making it more cost-effective
in the future.
Currently, CART is providing transportation from Fallon to Reno with stops at the Fernley Senior
Center for medical and essential services that are not available in other counties. This service is
contingent upon funds available in the future,
Other Bus Systems
The Churchill County School District provides transportation for Pre-K through high school
students with 40 buses and two wheelchair buses. The Transportation department also provides
transportation for students to the various after school programs throughout the county. The
Churchill County Department of Parks and Recreation, Veterans Administration, PaiuteShoshone Tribe, and Naval Air Station Fallon also provide services as depicted in Table 8-1.
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Table 8-1
Fallon Urban Area Existing Paratransit Services
Days/Hours
Agency
Clientele
of Service
CART
Elderly,
Mon.-Fri
Disabled,
General Public

Average Pass. Trips
per Month
2,500-3,000(incl. Trips
to & from Reno).
Approx. 3,000 riders
per month

Vehicles
12-14 pass. Buses w/ 2wheel chair stations,
ADA compliant for
accessibility

Churchill County
Dept. of Parks &
Recreation

General Public;
students

As needed

20 (special events
only)

40-pass.bus

Veterans Admin.
Hospital
PaiuteShoshone Tribe

Vet. Patients

3-days per
week
As needed

200 (trips to/from
Reno)
500 (incl. Out-of-area
trips)

10-pass. Van

As needed

200

Bus, van & cars

Fallon Naval Air
Station

Colony and
reservation
residents
FNAS
personnel

5 vans, incl. One
accessible

Source: 2005 and 2010 Master Plans (Churchill County)

Taxi Service
There is one private, for-profit taxi company–Capitol Cab Company–providing service for the
general public. Some casinos also provide shuttle service between NAS Fallon and their facilities.
Goals and Policies for Public Transportation
 GOAL T 1: Continue to explore and evaluate alternative modes of public and commercial
transportation.
o Policy T 1.1: Continue to explore the possibility of commuter rail service to the TahoeReno Industrial Park, Fernley, and Reno with a commuter parking area near Fallon.
o Policy T 1.2: Look for opportunities expand existing bus services into regularly scheduled
workforce transportation, such as for employees of the Tahoe-Reno Industrial Center.
o Policy T 1.3: Work toward linking the County’s bus services to adjacent counties bus
services.
PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE FACILITIES
Pedestrian and bicycle facilities represent additional non-motorized modes of travel that offer
alternatives to the single-occupant automobile. The Pedestrian and Bicycle Element in the 2020
Transportation Plan (adopted in 2000) focuses on these two modes and the recommended
improvements.
Pedestrian Facilities
Improvement to pedestrian facilities should be targeted at the safety and convenience of the user.
Amenities for pedestrians such as lights, benches, and adequate crosswalks with associated
warning signs can further encourage walking as a viable form of transportation.
Many parts of the City and County are limited in the availability of pedestrian facilities. A dedicated
pedestrian and bicycle trail system is planned as illustrated in the TRACC (Trails Across Churchill
County) plan (see TRACC section below). It identifies key locations in the downtown central
business district and commercial areas along Williams Avenue. It also identifies a need to educate
drivers about the fact that pedestrians have the right-of-way at crosswalks. The Churchill County
Bicycle Plan prepared by Nevada Dept. of Transportation (Appendix J) was adopted in 2015 and
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includes additional changes and improvements beyond the TRACC plan. It is focused on bicycle
facilities, but includes some limited pedestrian facilities. The goal and policies below are based
on the Transportation Plan developed and adopted in 2000.
Bicycle Facilities
The Bicycle Element in the 2020 Transportation Plan is based on the TRACC Plan. The text, goal,
and policies below are generally based on the Transportation Plan, but have been updated in
subsequent Master Plans. In addition, the 2015 Churchill County Bicycle Plan identifies a
multipurpose trail system in the County. Within the city limits, a potential network of bicycle routes
was identified following a simple compatibility analysis. Development of the TRACC plan included
public participation. The major areas of public concern related to bicycling in Churchill County are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of continuous routes to major destinations.
Major physical barriers (canals, US Highway 50, US Highway 95 and railroads).
Conflicts with motor vehicles.
Need for additional trails and the completion of crucial trail links.
Need to promote bicycling as a beneficial, legitimate form of alternative transportation.
Lack of places to lock up your bike upon arrival at most locations.

Trails Across Churchill County (TRACC) and the Bicycle Plan
Bicycling, hiking, and walking are forms of transportation, usually for recreation or destination
purposes. They can take place almost anywhere but are facilitated by a trail, path, or road, so
they often coexist with other transportation facilities. Consequently they are addressed in the
Transportation Chapter, rather than the Recreation Chapter. For road use, low traffic roads are
best. For high traffic roads, dedicated space is recommended, such as sidewalks for pedestrians
and bike lanes for bicycles. For non-road use, some type of trail is helpful and often preferred.
The County’s trail planning effort began in 1998 with Trails Across Churchill County (TRACC),
which focused on bicycle routes but also included hiking and equestrian trails. A planning group
was formed to develop a Master Plan for trail development. A route plan was recommended by
the Parks and Recreation Commission and passed by the Churchill County Commission to
become part of the County's Master Plan (See Map 8-2). The TRACC Plan was incorporated into
the 2003 Master Plan update.
With adoption of the TRACC plan, several bicycle routes were designated. These are identified
on the TRACC map and mostly follow low-traffic routes that have the appeal for leisurely travel:
•
•
•

A separate bike lane on Highway 50 west of Fallon between Coleman Road and Soda Lake
Road (2.2 miles), with signs, road striping, and widened shoulders.
A paved, shared-path (bicycle and pedestrian lane) north of Sheckler Road (between the road
and the canal), and running from the Schurz Highway to Allen Road (1 mile) - installed 2008.
A bike route with signage that follows a winding 7.2 mile route through the farmland south of
Fallon. It starts at the Allen Road/Sheckler Road intersection (at the end of the shared path
described above), and runs generally south along Allen Road, St. Clair Road, Bass Road,
Schindler Road, Solias Road, and Lone Tree Road, ending where the road changes to a state
highway. The shared path and signed route form a single continuous bike route.

In the 2015 Churchill County Bicycle Plan (approved 9/3/2015), the biking component was more
developed than in the TRACC Plan. The TRACC Plan and Bicycle Plan are similar but propose
different facilities and have some route differences. The main differences are that the Bicycle Plan
is focused on bicycles (including shared-use paths) and mainly recommends bike lanes outside
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the City. Two shared-use paths are included in the Bicycle Plan. In addition, it is mainly intended
to obtain funding for bike improvements during local and state government road projects.
Map 8-2

The TRACC Plan covers a broader range of users and facilities (including pedestrians/hikers and
horses). It is also intended to be implemented during development projects, as required in the
Master Plan policies, the County Code, and during road projects. In addition to bike routes, the
plan includes shared hiking, mountain bike, and equestrian routes along mainly gravel or dirt
roads, as well as equestrian riding and wildlife viewing areas. Most of the designated bike routes
are paved, with a few gravel segments. The TRACC Plan describes different bike facilities but
does not connect them to AASHTO (American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials) standards, so Policy T 3.2.1 does so. The pedestrian and bicycle policies below
incorporate the TRACC Plan policies.
In 2018, the State designated US Highway 50 as a segment of the US Bicycle Route System
across Nevada. This route runs from Border, Utah, through Nevada including Churchill County
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west to Stateline, Nevada (which is the California state line). It is the only designated segment in
the State and creates part of the planned route for all of US Highway 50 across the United States.
Goals and Policies for Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities
 GOAL T 2: Ensure safe and convenient movement by pedestrians and wheelchairs within the
County to access schools, recreation facilities, and public facilities.
o Policy T 2.1: Continue to review sidewalk standards regarding width and timing of
installation.
o Policy T 2.2: Review and improve coordination of multi-use trail crossings of roadways
identified on the TRACC system.
o Policy T 2.3: Conduct a comprehensive assessment of the current pedestrian network
that evaluates existing facilities and identifies recommended improvements. Particular
attention should be given to the areas around schools, parks, and high traffic areas.
o Policy T 2.4: Incorporate appropriate pedestrian crossing signs, striping, and signal
buttons to facilitate safe crossing.
o Policy T 2.5: Implement a process by which additional improvements can be constructed
with available funds.
o Policy T 2.6: Develop design policies for pedestrian circulation and access in developing
areas of the County consistent with established Federal and State design standards and
regulations, including American Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements.
 GOAL T 3: Continue to develop a safe and functional bicycle system that includes safety
education for bicyclists and motorists, promotes bicycling as an alternative mode of
transportation and recreation, and enforces regulations affecting cyclists.
o Policy T 3.1: If segments of rail line are abandoned, Churchill County should enter
discussions with railroad companies and adjacent landowners to investigate opportunities
to establish trails using the railroad bed/easements.
o Policy T 3.2: Continue to implement the TRACC Plan and Bicycle Plan throughout the
County.
o Policy T 3.2.1: Follow the American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials
(AASHTO) guidelines for bicycle and pedestrian facilities to establish and expand a trail
system that links parks, schools, open areas, and shopping areas to neighborhoods, and
encourage and support recreation and alternate forms of transportation. Include walking
paths, bike routes, mountain bike trails, and separated paved bike paths in the trail system
to accommodate all potential users. AASHTO standards shall be applied to TRACC plan
routes as follows:
a) Bike Route designation. “Map-only” with no improvements or signage. Uses AASHTO
Shared Lane standards, including both paved and gravel surfaces.
b) Bike Route with Signage designation. Only one was proposed south of Fallon and is
already completed. Uses AASHTO Shared Lane with signage standards.
c) Shared Use Path designation. Only one was proposed north of Regional Park and is
already completed. Uses AASHTO Shared Use Path standards.
d) Marked Bike Lane designation. Only one was proposed on US Highway 50 and is
already constructed. Uses AASHTO Bike Lane standards
e) Bike Route Wide Shoulders designation. Only one is proposed on US Highway 95
south of Fallon. Uses AASHTO Paved Shoulder standards, which looks the same as
the Bike Lane except for ground painting.
f) Hiking/Mountain Biking/Equestrian designation. “Map-only” with no improvements or
signage. No AASHTO standards. Suitable for gravel and dirt roads and trails.
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Policy T 3.2.2: Establish equestrian trailheads and, where practical, equestrian trails that
provide access to open space, water sources, and historic trails.
Policy T 3.2.3: Work with landowners, developers, agencies to obtain appropriate trail
easements, especially along the Carson River corridor.
Policy T 3.2.4: When obtaining funding and designing projects for local roads and highways,
the Nevada Department of Transportation (NDOT) and County Road Department should
include bicycle improvements identified in the Churchill County Bicycle Plan, TRACC Plan,
and State bicycle plan.
Policy T 3.3: Create and install a signage and marking program to identify the bicycle
system as well as alert motorists to the presence of bicyclists and the necessity of sharing
the road.
Policy T 3.4: Ensure that all bicycle systems are consistent with the TRACC corridors and
connections.
Policy T 3.5: Promote safe on-street routes along all streets and highways by removing
portions of on-street parking or widening sections of the roadway to safely accommodate
bicycles.
Policy T 3.6: Ensure that all streets and highways are maintained for safe bicycle riding.
Policy T 3.7: Continue to consider adding bike lanes or widened shoulders to Countymaintained roads when road improvements are done.
Policy T 3.8: Continue to work with NDOT to build awareness of TRACC and ensure that
bike routes, lanes, and facilities are incorporated into NDOT’s highway maintenance and
construction programs including widening shoulders, and designated bike lanes along US
Highway 50 which is a state approved bike route across the United States.
Policy T 3.9: Ensure that public facilities are equipped with secure bike racks.
Policy T 3.10: Consult with Churchill County cyclists to determine priorities regarding
bicycle issues.

AIRPORT, RAIL, AND FREIGHT MOVEMENT
Highway Access for NAS Fallon
Naval Air Station Fallon (NAS Fallon) is located approximately five miles southeast of the City of
Fallon. This facility is exclusively for military use and allows limited private or civilian air activity.
Due to the federal status of the Navy base, the State maintains several highways that would
otherwise be the responsibility of the County.
Access to NAS Fallon is provided from both State highways and County roads. East-west access
is provided by Union Lane, Berney Road, and Wildes Road, all of which are also state highways
between US Highway 95 and the base. These roads are connected from north to south by
Harrigan Road, which is also a state highway that links to Stillwater Street in Fallon. Pasture Road
(mainly a county road) also connects these roads from north to south along the west side of the
base, and continues south of Berney Road as a state highway running to US Highway 95. A state
highway also exists along Lone Tree Road and part of Curry Road to connect the base to its B16 range, east of US Highway 95. The primary base access is north of Union Lane. A few minor
access locations exist around the base perimeter. However, these locations have secured gates
and are not available to the general public. Wildes Road continues eastward as a county road
along the northern boundary of NAS Fallon as a connection to State Highway 50 (Austin
Highway). On the south side, Macari Lane and Depp Road provide a southern route around NAS
Fallon between Highway 50 on the east and Highway 95 on the west.
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Fallon Municipal Airport
Owned by the City of Fallon, the Fallon Municipal Airport (airport code FLX) operates and
maintains a general aviation facility approximately two miles northeast of the City, covering
approximately 440 acres. The City has an airport plan for the facility that is currently in the update
process. This facility has no scheduled air service and can currently support most general aviation
aircraft up to small business jets, with larger business jets possible when not fully loaded. There
were over 22,000 flight operations (local and visiting) for the airport in 2017. The primary runway,
3/21, is 5,703 feet in length with an asphalt surface. The secondary runway, 31/12, is 3,650 feet
in length and constructed of graded dirt. There are no passenger facilities and only general use
buildings for the businesses that operate in the vicinity of the airport. The updated plan may
provide access to funding for facility improvements.
The main access route to the Municipal Airport is from the south via Rio Vista Drive from US
Highway 50 (Williams Avenue). Secondary access is from the west via Airport Road from US
Highway 95, but it travels through residential neighborhoods. Additional traffic from any future
expanded airport operations should be investigated to determine all adverse impacts to this
access route.
Future travel demand for passenger or freight air service is not currently projected for this facility.
The Carson River is located on the northwest side and the 225-foot high Rattlesnake Hill is located
on the southeast side, and these features limit any major expansion of the airport. But minor
runway expansions are being investigated in the plan update. The existing land area of the airport
property could accommodate expansion of the existing businesses at the airport. The adjacent
property could be used to establish an industrial or light-manufacturing center to serve the Fallon
area.
As Northern Nevada continues to urbanize, there may be increasing encroachment around the
Reno Tahoe International Airport and the smaller airports and airfields in the region. Alternative
locations within the region should be identified to ensure that passenger and freight airport
services can expand and accommodate the economic needs of the region. The northwest area
of Churchill County, south of the Union Pacific Railroad’s main branch line and north of the Reno
Highway (US Highway 50A), may be an appropriate location for an airport in the future. Efforts
should be undertaken to determine the appropriateness of this area for passenger and freight air
services.
Goals and Policies for Airport Facilities
 GOAL T 4: Identify locations in Churchill County that are appropriate for passenger and freight
airport services.
 GOAL T 5: Develop a strategic plan that clearly identifies the actions, stakeholders, and
funding opportunities needed to secure and develop an airport facility.
Railroad
Having access to rail infrastructure provides a significant economic boost to local economies.
Churchill County is served by two class one railroads; Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) and
Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railway (BNSF). Union Pacific is the primary railroad, and it
operates the “Fallon Branch” as well as the “Mina Branch” that runs to Silver Springs, Yerington,
and Hawthorne, Nevada. Both lines branch off the main railroad line at Hazen. BNSF has trackage
rights on the UPRR, and at this time, only serves a small portion of Churchill County called Darwin
at the County line near Hazen. There are several existing railroad sidings within the County along
the main-line, and a roughly equal number that have been removed over the years. These existing
sidings are important because it is extremely difficulty and costly to build new ones, and
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substantially less so to upgrade or rehabilitate existing sidings. It is unknown how difficult it is to
re-establish previous sidings that were removed. County sidings include:
Main Line
• Darwin (west of Hazen) – siding actively used, including spurs for the Western Nevada
Rail Park.
• Hazen – major track facilities that are actively used - multiple sidings and spurs.
• Massie – single siding exists, but not actively used.
• Falais – siding removed.
• Upsal – double siding exists, but not actively used.
• Desert – siding removed.
• Parran – double siding exists, but not actively used.
• Huxley – siding removed.
• Ocala – single siding exists and is actively used.
• Miriam – siding removed.
Mina Branch
• Diatom / Bango (end of Bango Road) – multiple sidings and spurs on both sides of the
line are actively used, including for the Safety-Kleen oil re-refinery and the diatomaceous
earth facility.
Fallon Branch
• Overpass siding (east of US Highway 50A overpass at Hazen) – single and partialdouble siding is actively used.
• Trento Lane area rail spur – actively used.
• Gummow Road area rail spur – not actively used, but also has a loading dock.
• Venturacci Lane siding – actively used.
• End-of-line sidings and spurs (at North Taylor Street) – multiple sidings on both sides of
line, and a spur for the magnesium loading site. Also has three rail-side buildings for
cargo handling. Railroad holds extensive land area along the line.
Churchill County is “rail ready” particularly just to the East of Hazen where UPRR has installed a
“run around” track with a siding on the Fallon branch line. This is significant because installing a
siding for a rail supported business can run into millions of dollars.
Train service on both branch lines has varied in the past but generally runs multiple times a week.
However, if an industry can prove that it is financially beneficial to the railroad, then service could
increase to daily runs.
The Fallon branch line has older, lighter rail which require slower train speeds. In addition, bridge
and railroad bed conditions limit the weight that the line can support. This can be an issue if
industries want to run heavy loads on the line. UPRR would most likely be willing to upgrade the
track if it proves economically beneficial to the railroad. The “Mina Branch” is heavier rail and can
handle slightly heavier loads.
Churchill County should aggressively advertise its ability to provide rail service for various
industries, including:
•

The Western Nevada Rail Park at the county line in the Hazen area,

•

The planned Churchill Hazen Industrial Park (CHIP) just south of Hazen,

•

The Trento Lane area which already has rail spurs, and

•

Large properties along the rail corridor.
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Goals and Policies for Railroad Facilities
 GOAL T 6: Fully support the Churchill Economic Development Authority’s effort to reach out
to industries that require rail access to include continued development of a rail-supported
business team to plan for, guide, and work with industries requiring rail access.
 GOAL T 7: Focus on necessary actions to make the Fallon Branch more attractive to
industries to include making plans for improved infrastructure in the near term.
o Policy T 7.1: Look for opportunities to encourage the railroad company to make
improvements to the Fallon Branch that will upgrade current limits on speed and weight.
o Policy T 7.2: Assess the suitability of properties along the Fallon Branch corridor for railbased businesses, and change the zoning to prevent their conversion to residential or
other incompatible uses.
 GOAL T 8: Explore the possibility of expanding rail service in areas with existing rail sidings.
o Policy T 8.1: Catalogue and assess the condition of all existing sidings, including those
on the main line, the Fallon Branch, and the Mina Branch.
o Policy T 8.2: Assess the development code and zoning map for changes to encourage
the use of existing sidings.
 GOAL T 9: Develop long-range Churchill County rail plans coordinated with the Nevada State
Rail Plan.
o Policy T 9.1: Continue working with the class one railroads to ensure that the needs of
Churchill County businesses are considered in their future business plans.
o Policy T 9.2: Work to incorporate Churchill County rail needs into the State Rail Plan, and
access funding opportunities for rail improvements that address problems on the Fallon
Branch.

Freight Movement Services and Facilities
The 2020 Transportation Plan addresses the movement of people and goods, which are very
important to the overall economic condition of the area. The Plan includes assigning functional
classifications to area roads and includes bypass options built on the 1993 Hazardous Materials
Transportation Route study. The data below is likely out of date, and will be updated when the
Transportation Plan is updated in the near future.
Trucking Services
The Fallon Urban Area is a significant hub for freight movement with its location at the crossroads
of US Highway 95 and US Highway 50. These two routes carry the majority of truck traffic to, from
and through the city, with some segments carrying more than 1,200 trucks per day (more than
8,000 tons per day), which represents as much as 27% of the average daily traffic (ADT).
Typically, trucks represent 9-12% of total traffic. Food is the commodity with the highest truck
tonnage through the area, followed by lumber and wood products, petroleum and coal products,
farm products, metal products, and general freight. Currently, there are no intermodal (e.g.,
truck/rail transfer) facilities in the Fallon urban area. However, transfers of an intermodal nature
occur in the yard just east of the county offices on North Taylor Street where materials are
transferred from trucks directly to railcars. Also, there are some sites along the tracks where grain
products are conveyed directly from gondolas to trucks.
There is an average daily volume of approximately 30 hazardous materials shipments by truck
through the Fallon urban area. The hazardous materials include a wide variety of flammable
liquids, gases, explosives, and poisonous materials but very little radioactive material.
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Even though Fallon is at the intersection of major highways (US 50 and US 95) and the County
has a long segment of I-80, the County has no major truck stops. A previous truck stop at the
Trinity interchange (I-80 and US 95) has been out of business for decades. Minor truck stop
services are incorporated into some service stations within the City. This is currently changing
with the 2020/2021 expansion of the Golden Gate station to include truck stop services. Fallon
is the largest full-service city between Las Vegas and Reno. Providing a full-scale trucking
services center appears to be an untapped economic opportunity within the County. Such an
operation could partner with other businesses to offer more amenities than those of a standard
truck stop, particularly amenities found in a full-service city that smaller communities cannot
provide.
The 2017 Nevada State Freight Plan addresses many freight issues at the state level, including
truck parking, hazardous materials, rail planning, and the I-11 corridor planning. The Freight Plan
has been undergoing implementation work in coordination with local governments, other
agencies, and freight stakeholders. The implementation planning includes truck parking
improvements to deal with mountain pass closures in bad weather and Washoe County
congestion. The Trinity Junction (I-80 and US 95) rest stop is planned for 2 truck parking
expansion projects – one to double existing parking, and another to double it again - and it is rated
highly for funding purposes. The implementation also relates to work on the I-11 corridor, which
is likely to come near Fallon along US Highway 95. The Freight Plan also deals with “critical
corridor” designations for funding, which are mainly placed along US Highway 95 in Southern
Nevada, but could be changed further north.
Rail Services
A UPRR mainline crosses the northwest corner of Churchill County between Hazen and the Trinity
area (on I-80). A 15.9-mile branch line that extends from the mainline at Hazen to Fallon (Fallon
branch) provides rail transportation for the community. A north-south UPRR mainline (Mina
branch) also extends south from Hazen to the Hawthorne Army Depot.
Additional study of potential increased railroad usage is recommended in order to evaluate:
• economic development opportunities that will attract new industries to the Fallon area,
• additional industrial spur tracks to serve new customers,
• possible freight intermodal facilities, and
• other railroad improvements.
There are twelve at-grade crossings of the railroad tracks and one overpass. All are for local roads
except for two highway crossings (the overpass in Hazen and the at-grade crossing near Trinity).
Maintenance and upgrade of the railroad crossings to accommodate the increased traffic,
primarily from residential development, is very costly. Residential growth in and around the
truck/rail transfer facilities also creates potential conflicts. To minimize the costs of maintenance
and upgrade of these crossings and to ensure safe and effective pedestrian and traffic routes,
alternative rail design and locations should be identified.
Goals for Freight Services
 GOAL T 10: Identify appropriate locations west of the Fallon urban area for an industrial rail
park.
 GOAL T 11: Develop plans for a rail-served industrial park that accommodates current and
future users.
 GOAL T 12: Identify potential uses for any future abandoned rail line right-of-way and work
with UPRR and NDOT to develop design changes to existing railroad crossings appropriate
with the change of use.
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STREETS AND HIGHWAYS
Level of Service and System Deficiencies Analysis
In the Fallon Urban Area 2020 Transportation Plan, the transportation system in Churchill County
was assessed to determine the current operating characteristics (level of service) and was also
examined for system deficiencies. The system was examined from the perspective of roadway
capacity, intersection capacity, ability to handle both general vehicle and truck vehicle traffic, and
general circulation.
A capacity analysis was performed for the 1998 roadway network and counted street volumes.
Based on the volume-to-capacity ratio analysis, there are a few roadway segments that have
capacity deficiencies under observed traffic volumes, but specific characteristics of roadway traffic
may create conditions that are unacceptable to the motoring public including side street delay,
inability to maneuver, hindered travel speeds, and roadway ingress/egress. Based on analysis of
current traffic conditions, interviews with City and County staff and input from the general public,
the following roadways were found to operate under less-than-desirable conditions related to
traffic congestion:
•
•
•

US 50—from approximately the V-Line canal to US 95/Maine Street intersection in the
downtown area;
US 95—from Front Street on the north to St. Clair Road on the south away from the
business district; and
Wildes Road—from Taylor Street to Pasture Road (because of school needs).

System Deficiencies and Potential Solution Alternatives
The 2020 Transportation Plan includes alternative solutions. The transportation system
deficiencies from that plan are summarized below. Analysis and modeling, interviews with City
and County staff and maintenance personnel, and input from the general public were utilized to
formulate the list of issue areas. Some items on the original list have been addressed and
removed, and new items were added. In addition, the two studies in 2005 (described above)
developed other potential projects that are not in the list below.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Congestion on access routes to NAS Fallon;
Intersection safety along Wildes Road;
Sheckler/Taylor/Maine/Wildes intersection (a round-about is currently planned);
Wildes Road/Pasture Road intersection congestion and safety;
Wildes Road/Harrigan Road intersection congestion and safety;
Williams Avenue/Taylor Street geometry and safety;
Williams Avenue/Maine Street geometry and safety;
Pedestrian safety and traffic congestion at Sheckler/Maine/Taylor/Wildes intersection
(school-related);
Pedestrian safety and traffic congestion at Merton and Taylor Streets before school,
lunchtime, and after school (school-related) – the City of Fallon provides a crosswalk
guard to help traffic flow as smoothly as possible and get the students safely across Taylor
Street;
Railroad crossing at York Lane;
Maintenance of roadways;
Multiple jurisdiction maintenance;
geometric deficiencies for truck travel;
Sheckler Road truck traffic; and
Congestion on Williams Avenue from Maine Street to Harrigan Road.
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Improvement Alternatives Development and Analysis
Based on the existing and expected system deficiencies, various improvement alternatives were
developed to alleviate current and expected congestion, improve circulation, decrease accident
experience, and improve regional and community mobility. Many individual system improvement
alternatives were developed for testing (by the travel demand model) and further evaluation.
Improvement project alternatives that address these deficiency locations are illustrated in Tables
7 and 8 of the Fallon Urban Area 2020 Transportation Plan. Included in the system evaluation
was testing of a “bypass” facility for truck and other through traffic, illustrated in Figure 25 of the
Fallon Urban Area 2020 Transportation Plan. A bypass facility was evaluated to assess its utility
to address local transportation system deficiencies. As part of another study, this bypass facility
was evaluated as a solution for transport of hazardous materials.
Selection/Prioritization of Long-Range Street and Highway Improvements
Table 7 of the Fallon Urban Area 2020 Transportation Plan provides the list of potential longrange street and highway improvement projects that could be considered to meet future travel
needs in the Fallon Urban Area. This list includes all of the possible projects that could support
future travel demand for 20 years and beyond. The table also contains planning level cost
estimates for the long-range project alternatives. The total cost range of $30M to $67M (in 2000
dollars) far exceeds the available funding over the next 20 years.
Churchill County undertook efforts in 2005 to determine major improvements to the transportation
system to accommodate several large developments in the urbanizing area of the County. The
study (Fallon Area Transportation Study, June 2005 prepared by Lumos & Associates and
adopted by Churchill County on June 15th, 2005) identifies new roadways, road alignments, and
road and intersection improvements necessary to accommodate the increased traffic resulting
from new growth. Map 8-1, earlier in this chapter, identifies necessary improvements. The
analysis and resulting costs associated with these improvements form the basis of the Capital
Improvement Plan for road system improvements and expansion, and it must be implemented as
developments are approved through the collection of impact fees or developer constructed
roadways.
Several approved subdivisions and planned unit developments (PUD) approved in 2005 were
required to make improvements to the existing transportation system as outlined in the Fallon Area
Transportation Study, June 2005 and the Fallon Urban Area 2020 Transportation Plan. As these
developments are constructed, they will be required to conduct additional traffic analyses and
studies to verify current and cumulative future impacts. Because of the recession, many of these
proposed developments were put on hold or were terminated. This has also caused a hold on the
future expansion of roads until the developments move forward.
Standards and Specifications for Road Construction
Design standards and specifications for streets are adopted by the Board of County Commissioners
and amended as necessary. The Churchill County Road and Planning Departments review all
developments located within Churchill County to evaluate impacts on the existing road network and
determine the most appropriate improvements for the construction of effective highways and
streets. The development of the Onda Verde subdivision, with its urban densities and urban street
facilities has highlighted the difficulties of maintaining these settings for the Road Department.
Urban streets bring different challenges than rural roads in maintaining concrete surfaces,
stormwater facilities, and pedestrian facilities. More important are the difficulties in funding these
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maintenance-intensive facilities. A review of current practices, facility standards, and funding
sources is needed to ensure the maintenance requirements stay within the County’s financial
means. A review of funding options is needed to determine how to cover the added cost of
maintaining urban facilities using rural funding levels.
Goals and Policies for Streets and Highways
 GOAL T 13: Adhere to adopted standards and specifications.
o Policy T 13.1: All work in the County rights-of-way shall be constructed to Churchill County
specifications in accordance with “Standard Specifications for Public Works Construction
(Orange Book)”.
o Policy T 13.2: Legal and physical access shall be established prior to approval of
development plans. Easements shall be provided as outlined in Churchill County Code
and Uniform Fire Code.
o Policy T 13.3: Traffic studies are required to adequately assess the impact of a proposed
development on the existing and/or planned highway system.
o Policy T 13.4: Churchill County shall work cooperatively with Nevada Department of
Transportation (NDOT), City of Fallon, Bureau of Reclamation (BOR), Bureau of Land
Management (BLM), the Truckee-Carson Irrigation District (TCID) and Union Pacific Rail
Road (UPRR) to ensure that future road projects meet all necessary requirements.
 GOAL T 14. Review the current road maintenance capabilities, facility design standards, and
funding sources, and make modifications to ensure the long-term maintenance viability for roads
of all types.
o Policy T 14.1: Consider altering urban standards to reduce unnecessary costs.
o Policy T 14.2: Consider establishing additional funding requirements for development
projects using urban standards, such as special assessment districts (SADs) or other
options.
o Policy T 14.3: Establish requirements to ensure that both development project features
(landscaping, etc.) that are placed in the County rights-of-way, and county facilities
(stormwater, etc.) that lie outside of rights-of-way have ownership and maintenance
responsibilities clearly determined during review.
o Policy T 14.4: Encourage and in some cases require that Low Impact Development (LID)
standards be incorporated into projects to reduce the need for stormwater infrastructure
(such as piping, curbs, gutters, etc.) that unnecessarily increases the County’s
maintenance burden.
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As growth continues, the demand for public services and facilities will increase. The intent of this
section is to provide a guide for an orderly and planned extension of the public services and facilities
needed for the present and future residents of Churchill County.
This section provides information on water services, sanitary sewer services, other utilities, schools,
fire, and police protection. Other public facilities, such as recreation and transportation, are presented
in separate sections of the Master Plan. Existing and proposed land uses, existing services and
facilities, and service standards are used to determine the needs of future services and facilities in
Churchill County.
The goals and policies for public services and facilities are presented within this section. These goals
and policies along with those contained in other parts of the Churchill County Master Plan serve as
a guideline for providing public services and facilities that are necessary for growth as anticipated in
the Land Use Plan. The Churchill County Master Plan also seeks to reinforce specific goals for the
needs of current and future public facilities and services.
WATER AND SEWER FACILITIES
Churchill County currently operates both a water system and wastewater system to provide service
to customers in the unincorporated areas west and north of the City of Fallon.
Thoughts of providing County-supplied services began with the Sand Creek and Pine Grove
Subdivisions, which operated multiple small private water and sewer systems. There was concern
regarding the quantity of domestic water provided from groundwater wells in the Lahontan Valley,
including the basalt aquifer. There was also local and State concern with groundwater pollution
caused by the broad use of 1-acre developments using septic systems. Changing that common
development pattern was essential in serving future growth in unincorporated Churchill County. And
changing that development pattern required the ability to provide community water and sewer
services in areas outside the City of Fallon.
The County’s initial plans centered around the systems in the Sand Creek and Pine Grove
subdivisions. In the early 2000s, proposals for an increasing number of large developments and
pressure from those developers spurred action by the County. The County took over and
consolidated the multiple small systems, upgraded facilities and worked on expansion of the
systems to serve the large developments. The systems were partly funded through outside monies,
and partly funded through contributions by the developers. By around 2005 the systems were ready
for operation, though ongoing changes were being made, including a sewage system at the golf
course that was quickly replaced by the current sewer plant on Moody Lane. The only major
development that was connected before the recession of 2008 is the Onda Verde subdivision. The
other major developments have not proceeded, which has created complications for the County
systems. Over time, improvements were made to serve the additional customers and mobile home
parks near the County facilities, including taking over the Country Club Estates water system near
the golf course.
The County effort to provide community systems seeks to:
1. consolidate a number of private water systems into a larger municipal water system;
2. expand the municipal water and sewer systems to the larger Urbanizing Area over time;
3. curtail the development of individual domestic wells and septic systems by having new
developments connect to the community systems;
4. encourage existing developments to retire their individual systems and connect to the
community systems;
5. facilitate economic development, particularly for commercial and industrial development;
and
6. create infrastructure to support future development.
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Water and Sewer Service Area
In 2019, Churchill County completed the 2019 Water and Wastewater Utilities Master Plan
(Appendix F). The purpose of the Plan was to provide the County with an evaluation of the current
facilities, review the capacity to serve customers, evaluate system deficiencies, and provide a
blueprint for expansion of facilities into the future. It does not include the goals and policies for how
and when developments need to use the water and sewer systems – those are established in this
Chapter. The Utilities Master Plan establishes the Utility Service Area for where service can be
provided, which is used by the goals and policies in this Chapter. Map 9-1 shows the service area,
as well as some of the remaining major developments that may use County services.
The evaluation of development potential in the service area estimates that it could hold over 8,000
dwellings, and over 400 acres of commercial development. The service area applies to both water
and sewer services, and changes to it would accommodate both services at the same time. The
service area is located within the Urbanizing Area land use designation, as described in the Land
Use chapter and as required in the policies of this chapter.
The City of Fallon also has sewer and water systems. The use of City services requires annexation
into the City, and conversely, development in the City must use those systems rather than on-site
wells and septic systems. Consequently, the annexation of land also changes the City’s service
areas. Where County service areas abut the City boundary, annexation into the City could change
the County service areas as well. Coordination between the City and County would be prudent to
confirm which jurisdiction will serve the lands near the city limits and what happens when a site
served by the County is proposed for annexation into the City.
Municipal Water
Currently, the vast majority of businesses and residents in Churchill County rely upon individual
unregulated domestic wells for water service. The Nevada Division of Water Resources database
shows that there are over 8,000 domestic wells in Churchill County, of which over 7,400 are within
Basin 101 (stretching from below Lahontan Dam to the Carson Sink). Supporting a municipal water
system in Churchill County requires higher density development, so it must occur in areas zoned
for higher-density developments.
Determining a system’s capacity requires converting commercial uses to a residential equivalent
volume called an Equivalent Dwelling Unit (EDU). Thus, a commercial use may consume multiple
EDUs, depending on the business. The Utilities Master Plan indicates that the County’s water
system currently serves less than 400 EDUs, and is capable of providing service to less than 1,000
EDUs. This includes providing fire flows. The County is continually and proactively undertaking
incremental improvements to remove limits to the system, upgrade facilities, and meet state
requirements. Such improvements allow increases to system capacity and improves the system’s
reliability.
Map 9-2 shows the existing and planned water facilities within the service area. The service area
is divided into 4 zones, with most of the existing system in the South Zone, south of the river. The
remainder of the existing system (Onda Verde subdivision and residences near the golf course) are
in the West Zone. Each zone will eventually have its own wells, storage tanks, treatment systems,
and service piping. Each zone will be largely independent but will have inter-ties to other zones for
safety and reliability.
In the near future, extensions of the system are planned along Coleman Road to the County’s
workforce housing project (which also requires extending the service area) and along Rice Road
and Moody Lane to serve the Sky Ranch Planned Unit Development (PUD). In addition to serving
new development, there are a number of already developed areas that could be candidates for
future extension of water facilities, though that will depend on constructing infrastructure within the
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applicable zone. Such areas include higher density subdivisions and private water systems
operating within or adjacent to the service area. Commercial and industrial development will require
distribution system expansion west along U.S. 50.
Churchill County may also develop additional water sources to serve industrial development on
lands further removed from the current service area – particularly in the Hazen area. These would
be smaller stand-alone facilities constructed by a developer but owned and operated by the County.
The 2019 Churchill County Water Conservation Plan is provided as Appendix G, and can be
reviewed on the Churchill County website. It includes strategies for water conservation, water reuse, and drought contingency planning.
Public Water Systems and Source Water Protection
In addition to the County and City water systems, there are multiple other water systems within
Churchill County that provide the public with water for human consumption and are regulated as
“public water systems” by the State of Nevada. These include the Fallon Paiute Shoshone Tribe,
NAS Fallon, mobile home parks, restaurants, gas and convenience stores, and two water
companies serving small subdivisions (Carson River Estates and Old River Water Companies).
Many of these water systems participated in developing the 2015 “Community Source Water
Protection Plan for Public Water Systems in Churchill County” (CSWP Plan - Appendix B). The
purpose of the plan is to create awareness of the importance of protecting areas of influence
surrounding community wells to provide safe drinking water to the public. The CSWP Plan was
presented and approved by the Board of County Commissioners and can be reviewed on the
Churchill County website.
Wastewater Treatment
The vast majority of residential and commercial developments outside the Fallon city limits are
served by on-site septic systems. The total number of septic systems is unknown, but the density
of septic systems in some areas of the County has raised groundwater contamination concerns.
Centralized wastewater collection and treatment services are intended to limit the number and
density of individual septic systems, especially larger commercial systems. Like a water system,
supporting a municipal wastewater system requires higher density development, and thus lands
intended for the wastewater system need to be zoned for higher-density developments
The Utilities Master Plan also covers wastewater treatment. The Moody Lane wastewater treatment
plant is the primary facility for the entire system and is capable of processing approximately 600,000
gallons per day. Like the water system, the sewer system’s capacity is evaluated using an
Equivalent Dwelling Unit (EDU). The Utilities Master Plan indicates that the County’s wastewater
system currently serves less than 400 EDUs and is capable of providing service to less than 2,500
EDUs. Much of the existing capacity is currently allocated to a number of residential subdivisions,
though some of these may not come to fruition and those allocations may be used for other
developments.
Map 9-3 shows the existing and planned wastewater facilities within the service area. Most of the
current and future service areas are virtually flat, which creates more difficulties for sewer service
than for water service. Lift stations will have to be used, which adds costs to system construction,
and especially to long term operation, maintenance, and repair. Careful planning is needed to
minimize those costs. Consequently, the service area is divided into 15 zones, each based on using
gravity flow to a central pump station. Most zones also have a major gravity-flow sewer main
passing through it. Each pump station lifts and sends the effluent through a force-main to the next
zone’s major sewer main, where it can flow by gravity through the zone. The sequence of pump
stations, force mains, and major sewer mains get larger with each consecutive zone, and eventually
end at the Moody Lane facility.
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The Moody Lane facility incorporates the most advanced wastewater treatment process producing
high quality effluent. The County selected this technology to meet the ever-increasing requirements
for treated effluent and the difficulty associated with its disposal in the service area. Application and
reuse of effluent was also an important consideration of the Moody Lane facility. In 2009, Churchill
County received a permit to discharge treated effluent into the TCID/BOR drainage system. When
available the treated effluent can be used to supplement flows to local wetlands. As demand
increases, treated effluent from the Moody Lane facility can be applied to a variety of outdoor
irrigation uses, including but not limited to parks and recreation facilities, local crop irrigation, and
common area landscaping associated with new development or as a drinking water source.
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Source: Churchill County Utilities Master Plan Figure 2.1
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Map 9-2 – Water System Buildout Source: Churchill County Utilities Master Plan Figure 3.7
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Map 9-3 – Wastewater System Buildout

Source: Churchill County Utilities Master Plan Figure 4.3
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Goals and Policies for Water and Sewer Facilities
 GOAL PSF 1: To protect and preserve water rights and water supply in Churchill County.
o Policy PSF 1.1: Implement the recommendations of the Churchill County Water
Resources Plan.
• Policy PSF 1.1.1: Churchill County shall monitor water supply and water quality that
satisfies all water resource goals, objectives, and policies contained in the Master Plan
and that attains and maintains federal, state, and local water quality standards.
o Policy PSF 1.2: Coordinate all water supply management facilities in Churchill County.
• Policy PSF 1.2.1: Churchill County shall have planning, design, and construction, plus
operation and maintenance responsibilities for all new water supply facilities in
unincorporated Churchill County (See Map 9-1).
• Policy PSF 1.2.2: New service areas (including expansions) for public water utilities
are only allowed in the Urbanizing and Industrial land use designations and may not
overlap with other water utility service areas.
• Policy PSF 1.2.3: Development that is served by a centralized/community water utility
must be located within the service area for the utility.
o Policy PSF 1.3: Consolidate water management and supply in Churchill County to reduce
the duplication of services and facilities, and provide consistent noncompetitive water
management.
o Policy PSF 1.4: Prohibit the creation of new private water and wastewater utility companies
in Churchill County.
o Policy PSF 1.5: Ensure that existing private water and sewer companies with insufficient
equity to remain viable do not become certificated utilities under the jurisdiction of the Public
Utilities Commission of Nevada.
• Policy PSF1.5.1: Churchill County will review all water and sewer utility applications
for Certificates of Public Convenience within Churchill County and make
recommendations to the Public Utilities Commission of Nevada.
o Policy PSF 1.6: New facilities or water rights required by a private water utility shall be
financed, built, and owned by the utility or shall be provided by developers and retained in
public ownership by dedication to Churchill County. Churchill County will then lease the
facilities to the private utility company at a cost of the normal maintenance of the facilities.
o Policy PSF 1.7: During the creation of a parcel located in a service area created or
recognized by the Public Utilities Commission of Nevada, Churchill County will determine
the type and amount of water-right dedication. These water rights will then be allocated to
Churchill County and leased to the water purveyor when service is extended to the parcel.
o Policy PSF 1.8: During the creation of a parcel located in a service area created or
recognized by the Public Utilities Commission of Nevada, water service to the new parcel
must be capable of meeting all drinking water standards and providing adequate flow and
pressure to the parcel in case of fire. Facilities shall meet County standards to serve new
parcels.
o Policy PSF 1.9: Ensure that water systems and facilities meet all applicable state and local
requirements, and make adequate provision for matters including, but not limited to, the
minimum size of the system, inspection, fee collection, and maintenance. The standards
and procedures for the creation of water systems and facilities are subject to review and
approval by the Board of County Commissioners.
o Policy PSF 1.10: Require the uniform mandatory installation and use of water meters in
Churchill County when connecting to the County water system or those assisted by the
County system. Water meters are essential for water conservation, equity in billing for
water use, and effective management of water resources.
• Policy PSF 1.10.1: Water meters will be required to the extent allowed by law on all
new residential, commercial, and industrial construction.
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Policy PSF 1.10.2: Allow the use of water meters to monitor and enforce water
conservation.
Policy PSF1.11: Discourage long-term groundwater withdrawals when they exceed
available aquifer recharge.
• Policy PSF 1.11.1: Churchill County shall work with state agencies to manage local
groundwater resources in providing for annual use of these resources that does not
exceed levels sustainable at current rates of inflow and recharge.
Policy PSF 1.12: Churchill County will continue to examine and evaluate potential water
supply alternatives, including the Carson Water Subconservancy District’s (CWSD)
Regional Water Plan, that are capable of meeting future demands consistent with the
County’s Water Resource Plan as updated periodically.
Policy PSF 1.13: Plan the water supply for Churchill County based upon meeting the
average water demand in normal to dry years with additional water conservation measures
or other actions in periods of severe drought.
Policy PSF 1.14: Ensure that a safe and dependable water supply is provided.
• Policy PSF 1.14.1: Areas planned for urban or suburban development (residential
densities greater than one unit per five acres or comparable non-residential
development) will be served by a community water supply system. In accordance with
adopted and existing County policies and ordinances, all new systems and facilities
shall be dedicated to Churchill County.
• Policy PSF 1.14.2: In cooperation with other departments and agencies, Churchill
County shall develop water service plans to coordinate the expansion of existing and
new water systems. Where appropriate, the plans shall include groundwater recharge
and the identification of recharge areas to be reserved from development.
• Policy PSF 1.14.3: Stored water without a replenishing source shall not be used for
purposes other than fire protection. The use of stored water for fire protection is
allowed only with the approval of the appropriate fire protection agency.
• Policy PSF 1.14.4: Water supply planning and development must not adversely impact
adjacent water users or other uses of water.
• Policy PSF 1.14.5: The cost of water service to new development shall be paid by the
new development, and the cost of the service shall include extending service lines or
facilities to the site.
• Policy PSF 1.14.6: Churchill County will work with the State Engineer to develop water
budgets for each hydrographic groundwater basin that has the potential to support
future growth and development.
• Policy PSF 1.14.7: Churchill County will work toward preparing an estimate of total
water demands in the Lahontan Valley (Basin 101) based upon current zoning, waterright commitments, existing parcels, and future parcel creation.
Policy PSF 1.15 Acquire and manage existing irrigation water rights as a method to
increase the total municipal water supply by maintaining recharge and providing a
supplemental source of water for municipal and industrial use.
Policy PSF 1.16: Require dedication of water rights to the County as outlined in the
Churchill County Code. A plan approved by the County for the transfer, change in point of
diversion, or change in use shall be outlined in sufficient detail to clearly state intended
use.
Policy PSF 1.17: Protect groundwater recharge areas.
• Policy PSF 1.17.1: Known recharge areas along the river and canals shall be protected
and maintained to allow recharge to continue.
• Policy PSF 1.17.2: Churchill County will consider the adoption of an ordinance to
protect recharge areas along the river and canals.

•
o

o

o
o

o
o

o
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Policy PSF 1.18: Encourage new public and private developments to use water
conservation landscaping and fixtures, including xeriscaping, reclamation, and reuse of
wastewater for parks, medians, golf courses, and other appropriate application uses.
o Policy PSF 1.19: The County will include provisions for reclamation of water resources and
appropriate uses for wastewater application in the Churchill County Development Code.
o Policy PSF 1.20: For proposed or existing development to be served by the County utilities,
adequate land or rights-of-way shall be dedicated to public facilities. During the development
review process, necessary easements, rights-of-way, and lands shall be made available for
the installation, construction, and operation of public facilities and utilities.
o Policy PSF 1.21: All planned unit developments and subdivisions shall be served by a
centralized/community municipal water system.
o Policy PSF 1.22: Require all developments taking place near public water facilities to connect
to them with limited exceptions.
 Goal PSF 2: To protect, improve, and maintain water quality, both surface and underground, in
Churchill County.
o Policy PSF 2.1: Coordinate all wastewater management facilities in Churchill County.
• Policy PSF 2.1.1: Churchill County shall have planning, design, and construction, plus
operation and maintenance responsibility for all wastewater treatment and collection
facilities in unincorporated Churchill County and will consult with the City of Fallon on
service areas adjacent to the City limits.
o Policy PSF 2.1.2: Develop wastewater treatment and collection facilities in accordance
with a capital improvements program. See Map 9-1.
o Policy PSF 2.1.3: New service areas (including expansions) for public wastewater utilities
are only allowed in the Urbanizing and Industrial land use designations and may not
overlap with other wastewater utility service areas.
o Policy PSF 2.1.4: Development that is served by a public wastewater utility must be
located within the service area for the utility.
o Policy PSF 2.2: Construct sewage treatment facilities concurrent with the development of
land uses that are generating demand for those facilities.
• Policy PSF 2.2.1: All planned unit developments and subdivisions with residential
densities of more than one unit per five acres shall be served by a community sewage
treatment facility.
• Policy PSF 2.2.2: Churchill County will ensure that all capital improvements
programming, funding, and construction for sewage treatment facilities shall be
consistent with the goals, objectives, and policies contained in the Churchill County
Master Plan along with the appropriate service and facility plans.
• Policy PSF 2.2.3: Churchill County shall establish programs for the provision of a
centralized service to those areas with failing septic tanks or other services that are
inadequate to meet existing needs as well as areas with potential to pollute the water
supply if developed on septic systems. The County will continue to monitor areas that
have a history of domestic well and septic failures. Areas with high failure rates will be
considered for municipal sewer and water service. The County should continue to seek
financing sources that can address problem areas. If percolation test results on new
parcels are very poor, an alternative method of sewage disposal shall be considered
and or required.
• Policy PSF 2.2.4: New development proposals should be encouraged to utilize treated
effluent, including the installation of conveyance facilities for landscaping, common
areas, and median strips where treated effluent is shown to be cost effective to reuse.
• Policy PSF 2.2.5: The Churchill County Planning Department will coordinate with the
Building Department in reviewing all projects to ensure that sewer costs directly
o
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attributable to new development are paid by the new development. Costs of the service
shall include extending service lines or facilities to the site.
• Policy PSF 2.2.6: If a new land division development proposes the use of on-site
sewage treatment and disposal systems on lot sizes of less than one unit per five acres
or smaller, the proposal shall not be approved unless it qualifies for one of the following
exceptions:
a. The development combines or reconfigures existing parcels, which have the legal
right to use individual on-site sewage treatment systems, and the new or
recombined lots are equal to or larger than the existing parcels.
b. The development is designated for E-1 (First Estate District) or a less dense
development by the appropriate Churchill County Land Use Plan map and:
(1) The area is scheduled for connection to a sewer system within the next five
years;
(2) The development is served by a community water system and will have
minimum one-half (1/2) acre lot sizes;
(3) The project includes dry sewer lines and is designed for future connection to a
community sewer system;
(4) The conditions of project approval require the creation of a financing
mechanism, such as an improvement district for sewers, so that property
owners will make regular payments toward future sewer connection and
construction costs; and
(5) The conditions of project approval require a recorded waiver of protest to the
formation of a sewer improvement district and to the payment of sewer financing
charges by the original and subsequent purchasers.
c. The land division meets limited exceptions established in County Code to provide
for infill development. When allowed, the development should be designed or
conditioned to avoid obstructing further development at allowed densities in the
future, for example:
(1) avoiding the placement of structures where they will obstruct or reduce the
future land division potential at allowed densities, and
(2) ensuring that pass-through options are included so that future development
on adjoining parcels is not obstructed.
• Policy PSF 2.2.7: Require all developments taking place near public sewer facilities
to connect to them with limited exceptions.
Policy PSF 2.3: Design and construct sewage treatment facilities that minimize their
impacts on the environment and on surrounding development.
• Policy PSF 2.3.1: Churchill County will support efforts to reuse effluent for irrigation,
wetlands production, groundwater recharge, or other activities consistent with
accepted public health and water quality objectives.
• Policy PSF 2.3.2: Churchill County shall ensure that discharge and disposal of effluent
and sludge from sewage treatment facilities do not violate applicable discharge and
water quality standards.
• Policy PSF 2.3.3: Encourage new developments to incorporate effluent reuse into
open space and common area irrigation systems.
Policy PSF 2.4: Ensure that a safe and effective wastewater treatment system is provided.
• Policy PSF 2.4.1: All new projects may be required to connect to a sub-regional or
regional wastewater treatment plant or to design the project so that the residences can
be served by sewers installed in the public rights-of-way.
Policy PSF 2.5: Ensure that future and proposed development is consistent with
wastewater disposal facilities and the ability of the environment to assimilate effluent
without violating applicable water quality standards.
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Policy PSF 2.6: Establish a water quality-monitoring program in Basin 101 in the
urbanizing areas to determine the rate and extent of contamination that may result from
wastewater disposal practices.
• Policy PSF 2.6.1: In cooperation with the State Engineer and the Nevada Division of
Environmental Protection, Churchill County will establish a groundwater quantity and
quality monitoring program.
Policy PSF 2.7: Churchill County will work to implement a Community Source Water
Protection (CSWP) Plan for current and future municipal groundwater wells, including
areas where future wells will be developed or have been identified in the Churchill County
Water Resources Plan as areas that have the potential for groundwater development.
Policy PSF 2.8: To ensure that public drinking water sources are protected, Churchill
County will work with property owners within each Community Source Water Protection
Area (CSWP Plan) to raise awareness of the need to protect these areas from
contaminants for the health and safety of the public.

SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT SERVICES
The City of Fallon has mandatory trash collection within the city limits. It operates a landfill south
of Fallon on U.S. 95 and a solid waste transfer station on Enterprise Way, northeast of the city.
The transfer station has a reasonable fee for the disposal of residential trash and accepts
recyclables at no cost.
Unincorporated areas of Churchill County do not have mandatory trash collection and recycling
programs. Waste disposal can be handled by using a private commercial trash hauling company,
of which the County has several, by using the City of Fallon facilities or by trash burning outside
of a one-mile radius from the city limits. Churchill County should consider the necessity of trash
collection and recycling programs for urbanizing areas of Lahontan Valley and evaluate disposal
alternatives.
It is illegal to dump trash and debris on public or private land. It is also illegal to dispose of
household trash in receptacles on City of Fallon property. For further information, please contact
the Churchill County Public Works and Planning Department.
CEMETERY
The cemetery located northeast of Fallon on Rio Vista is maintained by the Cemetery Staff under
the County Parks and Recreation Department. It currently occupies a parcel that is 50.4 acres in
size. However, in the past, ownership and boundaries were in dispute, and eventually Churchill
County took over operations. In 2018 much of this was resolved, and the parcel reached its current
configuration and ownership under Churchill County. Most of the parcel will be usable for cemetery
purposes (excluding the steeper hillside on the north edge).
The facility includes:
• 14 acres of landscaped burial area (and adjacent roads) in the original section
• 3 acres or more of landscaped burial area (and adjacent roads) in the new section, east of the
original section, and east of Garden View Street
• 1-2 acres of maintenance/operations area along the north side
• 3 acres being prepared for landscaped burial area, east of the new section
• large miscellaneous operations area in the east part of the parcel
The maintenance/operations area includes an office building, a large shop, a storage shed, an
information/restroom kiosk, a wall of columbarium niches, an open operations area, and a visually
screened yard where vehicles and maintenance equipment are kept.
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The landscaped burial area is divided into mostly regular grave spaces. Each regular size space
can accommodate one adult coffin or several cremation vessels. There are over 11,000 burials
within the cemetery. The cemetery’s original section is 85 percent or more full, with the majority of
the remaining spaces already reserved. To provide additional capacity in the original section,
walkways were developed as burial plots many years ago and are near capacity as well.
The bulk of the remaining spaces are located in the “new” section to the east of Garden View Street.
Spaces available will sustain the needs of the community for several years to come but expansion
plans are in the works to create enough space to last several decades or more. The cemetery
averages less than 100 burials per year, counting full burials and cremations.
The cemetery master plan has been developed and approved by the county commissioners, which
outlines the future direction of the expansion of the facility. Upon completion of the master plan,
almost 8,500 new grave spaces will be provided, along with rest areas, maintenance facilities, and
many other decorative and functional additions. More recent additions to the cemetery include the
implementation of a memorial tree or a memorial bench placement program, the information kiosk
to aid visitors on the weekends, and a columbarium wall for cremated remains.
The cemetery is taken care of all year long by 2 full time staff members. During the busy growing
season of the summer months additional part time employees are brought on to help with the
workload. The cemetery owns all the necessary equipment used for all burial needs instead of using
those belonging to the funeral homes, allowing the cemetery to earn additional revenue to help
replenish the general fund of the county from which it gets its budget.
Note: The cemetery has a policy that they remove all items (flowers, vases, etc.) left at
gravesites in order to care for the facility in the first week of June, and the first week of
February. Family members are encouraged to gather the items beforehand and bring them
back after the clean-up of the property is completed.
TELEPHONE AND BROADBAND SERVICES
Churchill County Telephone, dba CC Communications (for Churchill County Communications, and
locally known as CC Comm), is the telephone provider of last resort (POLR) for Churchill County, as
designated under federal law. While the 1996 Telecommunications Act and FCC regulations allows
for competitive providers of telephone service in Churchill County, CC Communications is the only
provider required to serve the entire County. CC Communications is currently the only facilitiesbased (as opposed to cellular or VOIP – voice over internet protocol) landline telephone provider in
Churchill County. It also provides data services. However, the FCC has licensed seven cellular
companies in the major trading area covering Churchill County. Two of these currently maintain local
retail offices, while the others have offices in Reno or online. All of the licensees would normally offer
mobile data plans.
Telephone service is available throughout Churchill County via landline wire, landline fiber-optic, or
cellular facilities. The area most readily served is within a nine-mile radius of the center of Fallon.
Continuing technological improvements are being made to improve the quality of the system.
Traditional landline telephone usage is projected to follow national trends, with usage falling as more
residents choose substitute services, abandon second lines, and abandon dial up Internet service.
As such, capacity with respect to these facilities is not likely to be an issue. At the same time,
telephone and data usage via broadband fiber optic and cellular services has increased and will likely
continue to do so.
Major concerns for both telephone and data service are reliability and safety. Underground
broadband facilities using fiber-optic cables are less likely to suffer from outages. Widespread use of
fiber optics is in place and, in conjunction with road construction, most services have been installed
underground. CC Communications currently provides more than 85 percent of residents with FTTH
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(fiber to the home) and 90 percent with FTTN (fiber to the node). It also plans to install FTTH to all
new developments, and to build additional fiber capacity for existing copper-fed homes and
businesses to eventually use. Remote locations can be served by using microwave towers providing
the jump from a fiber-served location to the user. In addition, CC Communications has expanded
fiber-optic facilities and services to locations outside the County. This includes connections to
Fernley, Silver Springs, the TRIC industrial park, Schurz, Yerington, Hawthorne, other locations on
the US Highway 95 corridor to Las Vegas, and soon to Elko. Some locations are focused on local
government users, some on large commercial users, and some on residential users.
Broadband connectivity for residents of Churchill County is vitally important. For individuals,
broadband provides access to many services and opportunities that used to be lacking in rural
communities. For businesses and government, broadband connections are vital for communication
both up and down the supply channel. For education, broadband enhances educational opportunities
and helps prepare students for the world today. A robust and ubiquitous broadband network is
necessary for both economic development as well as an increased quality of life for individuals.
Churchill County enjoys two facilities-based broadband providers with speeds that far exceed the
FCC’s definition of 10 mbps. These are CC Communications, which serves the entire County, and
the local cable company Charter, which serves around 2/3 of the County. Greater than 80 percent
of households are taking broadband service, and over 96 percent of homes can receive broadband
service today.
While the ability of facilities-based providers to deliver broadband service is significant, one issue
shared by providers is the lack of “smart” homes, or homes wired to receive today’s communication
technology. The provider’s equipment (electronics and fiber) stops at the network interface device
(NID) attached to the home. While it is expected that older homes will not be wired to take full
advantage of today’s services, new homes continue to be constructed with minimal regard for the
broadband connection. This may cause the homeowner additional costs to get their home ready for
the services ordered, or may even prevent them from receiving the service altogether.
Goals and Policies for Telephone and Broadband Services
 GOAL PSF 3: Provide adequate public services and facilities that support development,
improve the overall quality of life and meet future needs in a cost-effective manner.
o Policy PSF 3.1: Churchill County will coordinate with other utility providers to determine if
undergrounding of utilities such as telephone and power will have a long-term cost benefit.
Open space and aesthetic values will also be a consideration for underground utility
requirements. Situations where exceptions are allowed should be determined.
o

Policy PSF 3.2: Churchill County should coordinate with CC Communications and other
internet service providers to determine how to encourage the installation of smart home
technology into newly built homes.

ABOVEGROUND UTILITY CORRIDOR
Aboveground utility means an aboveground electric transmission line which is designed to
operate at 200 kilovolts or more and which has been approved for construction after October 1,
1991, by the State or Federal Government or a governing body” (Nev. Rev. Stat §278.0103).
Aboveground Utility Plan: Churchill County has adopted the maps on file with the Nevada State
Office of Energy, and the Bureau of Land Management depicting corridors for aboveground
electric transmission lines as presently depicted in Map 9-4. Map 9-4 illustrates both the Nevada
Office of Energy and the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) recognized corridors, but those
listed as over 200 kV will need to be verified through the Nevada Office of Energy, BLM and
Churchill County Planning Department. Transmission lines under 200kV, or not recognized by the
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Nevada Office of Energy, BLM, or Churchill County are required to follow the Churchill County
permitting procedure in Churchill County Code. The correct location and width of the corridor may
differ across BLM districts or Regional Management Plans so verification of detailed information may
be required.
As required by NRS 278.160 and -.165, and upon request from a developer of aboveground utility
projects, amendments may be proposed to create, amend, or delete utility corridors as designated
in this section. Such changes must be approved through the Master Plan Amendment process.
Goals and Policies for the Aboveground Utility Corridor
 GOAL PSF 4: Adopt and maintain an Aboveground Utility Plan as required by NRS 278.165.
Churchill County’s adopted Aboveground Utility Plan consists of this Goal and associated
policies and those Aboveground Utility Corridors illustrated on Map 9-4, with exact location
and width details determined by documentation filed with the Office of Energy or BLM. The
Aboveground Utility Plan approval process required under NRS 278.165(2) shall be the
Master Plan amendment process under NRS 278.
o Policy PSF 4.1: In the course of reviewing and approving changes to the Aboveground Utility
Plan, Churchill County will coordinate the creation or amendment of aboveground utility
corridors as follows:
• Policy PSF 4.1.1: Creation or amendment of corridors will involve cooperation with
adjacent jurisdictions, the Nevada State Office of Energy, and the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) to ensure that the aboveground utility plan is consistent with any
resource management plan prepared by the BLM, any transmission plan adopted by the
Office of Energy or any above ground utility plan of any adjacent jurisdiction;
• Policy PSF 4.1.2: Corridors must not conflict with any existing or planned infrastructure
or utility projects;
• Policy PSF 4.1.3: Proximity of the proposed corridor to any school, hospital, or urban
residential area with a dwelling density greater than 2 units per gross acre will be taken
into consideration and appropriate setbacks will be applied to the new corridor.
o Policy PSF 4.2: Prior to a public hearing on the creation or amendment of an aboveground
utility corridor Churchill County will follow the following process to ensure consistency and
continuity with other aboveground utility plans:
• Policy PSF 4.2.1: County staff will coordinate with the following entities: any electric
transmission service providers within Churchill County; adjacent jurisdictions including all
adjacent counties; the Nevada State Office of Energy; and the Bureau of Land
Management.
• Policy PSF 4.2.2: Churchill County will hold at least one public workshop to discuss the
location of the aboveground utility corridors and provide information to the public about
proposed changes to this Section of the Master Plan.
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Map 9-4
Aboveground Utility Corridor Plan Map

Source: Churchill County GIS
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PUBLIC SAFETY
Law Enforcement
The Churchill County Sheriff's Office provides professional, effective and efficient public safety
and law enforcement services to the residents and visitors of Churchill County, Nevada. The men
and women of the Sheriff's Office are tasked with enforcing Nevada’s Revised Statutes, Churchill
County’s Criminal Codes, serving civil paperwork and acting as county coroners. They complete
this mission with unwavering integrity, strength, compassion and empathy.
Delivery of these services is no small task in a County that encompasses just over 5,000 square
miles of land and over a thousand miles of County and State roads, including portions of four of
Nevada’s major highways (I-80, US 95, US 50, and US 50A). The population of Churchill County
is comprised of many ethnic and socio-economic groups, as well as an ever changing and
revolving populace as a result of Churchill County hosting NAS Fallon and TOPGUN. This
expanse of roads, residents and businesses provides daily challenges to the personnel of the
Sheriff's Office as they work to complete their mission around the clock and every day of the year
in the most efficient and effective manner.
In addition to standard law enforcement activities, the Sheriff's Office is also responsible for the
following:
• Bailiff duties for the Tenth Judicial District Court.
• Proprietary law enforcement responsibilities within the NAS Fallon naval base.
• Operation of the Churchill County Detention Facility - this facility houses adults that are
awaiting trial or have been sentenced to the county jail by one of the local courts.
• Operation of the 911 center - this center receives all 911 calls placed within Churchill
County regardless of jurisdiction. The Dispatcher will then notify the appropriate agency,
dispatch the needed resources, and will monitor the situation in case additional support is
needed. These resources include Sheriff’s Office, Fallon Police, Tribal Police, Fire
Department, medical units, Search and Rescue, and State Park Rangers.
• Providing law enforcement related information, assistance, training, and prevention
inspections.
The Sheriff’s Office has the responsibility to plan for the future law enforcement needs of the
County. A major planning effort came to fruition in 2017, with the completion of the new Churchill
County Law Enforcement Center at 180 West A Street. The project modernized the Detention
Center and expanded its capacity along with providing a safer environment for Deputies and
inmates. This facility also co-located the Patrol Division in the same facility as the Detention
Center and Dispatch Center, which was a welcome change and great improvement. However,
some functions of the Sheriff’s Office were not moved to the new facility. Plans for the future will
include expanding the current facility to co-locate all aspects of the Sheriff’s Office, and also
provide an even more efficient and effective Sheriff’s Office for the residents and visitors of
Churchill County.
As our community grows and, as has been the current procedure, the Sheriff’s Office needs to
continue to be a component of the review process for proposals for new residential and industrial
development projects.
Churchill County Juvenile Justice Center
The Churchill County Juvenile Probation Department (also known as the Teurman Hall Detention
Facility) is the arm of the Juvenile Division of the Tenth Judicial Court and is charged with the
responsibility of working with juvenile offenders and their families and providing prevention
services to youth and families in the community. The Department's efforts are to be such that
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each juvenile is to receive such care, guidance and control, preferably in their own home, as will
be conducive to the best interests and safety of the community and the offender.
The Churchill County Juvenile Probation Department holds juvenile offenders accountable for
their actions by providing meaningful consequences which restores the victim and rehabilitates
the offender, to create methods and programs which reintegrates them into the community
through the process of competency development, and to provide the supervision necessary to
protect the community.
The Churchill County Juvenile Probation Department will provide, to the extent possible,
community-based programming for those youth and families referred for services. Community
based programming provides for family involvement, a continuum of care for the youth and
eliminates the problem and stigma associated with a youth attempting to be reintegrated into the
community after several months in a correctional facility. No recommendation for correctional care
should be made until all avenues within the community setting have been explored, unless the
risk to the community is too great. This department also creates and promotes programs
pertaining to the prevention of delinquency, to defer youth from formal court proceedings
whenever possible, and to create and promote programs that deter further delinquent behavior,
develop competency and protect the community.
The probation personnel work primarily with school age youth between the ages of 10 and 18,
although pursuant to NRS, these youth may be supervised per the Court until age 21.
Youth are referred to the juvenile authorities by numerous agencies, including Churchill County
Sheriff's Department; Fallon Police Department; Nevada Highway Patrol; Churchill County School
District; Nevada Divisions of Parks and Recreation; Division of Wildlife; Child and Family Services;
and Fallon Rural Mental Health. In addition, youth are also referred by their parents or they may
contact the Department on their own and request assistance.
The Churchill County Juvenile Probation Department opened the current Detention Facility
(Teurman Hall) on August 15, 2011, and is staffed by over 20 people. Teurman Hall is located
within the Churchill County Juvenile Justice Center at 335 North Broadway Street. It is a 16-bed
secure detention facility designed to detain male and female delinquent youth offenders on a
short-term basis. There is also a programing component within the facility. Teurman Hall contracts
with other counties to detain their youth as well.
Fire Service
The Fallon/Churchill Fire Department protects both the City of Fallon and Churchill County residents
and lands. Service is provided throughout the County’s 5,000 square miles of land.
In August 1995, the department was awarded an Insurance Services Offices (ISO) Class 1 rating
within the City limits, and a Class 3 rural rating within 1000 feet of all hydrants (shuttles, drafting
and relays) within five road miles of all four county fire stations. Both ratings are the best ratings
ever given a volunteer fire department (The rural rating is the lowest (best) ever given any fire
department paid or volunteer). The department has the 25th ISO Class 1 ever awarded out of
approximately 88,000 ratings. The County was awarded the first ISO Class 3 out of only two ever
given to departments without a water system.
The Fallon/Churchill Fire Department operates two engines (each with 2500-gallon water storage),
and two ladder trucks (each with 2000 gallon water storage), three conventional engines, three
3000-gallon tenders, a dozen tenders, a rescue unit, two hazardous materials trailers, a water
shuttle trailer, and a dive van. A replacement plan for older equipment is in place. The funding for
equipment replacement comes from a local tax dedicated to the Fallon/Churchill Fire Department.
The fire department is mostly staffed by volunteer firefighters and responds to roughly 300 fire and
extrication calls a year. The fire department does not provide EMS service. Average response time
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for all calls is less than six minutes. Because of its faster response time, the fire department also
responds to calls on state and federal lands and then hands off the operations to those agency
firefighters upon their arrival.
Federal Fire at NAS Fallon is staffed by civilian employees that provide response services on the
airfield, ranges, and structures located on NAS Fallon. These staff have specialized skills related
to military aircraft and the use of specialized equipment. Federal Fire has a Mutual and Automatic
Aid Agreement with the Fallon/Churchill Fire Department, which has helped the fire district achieve
its ISO Class 1 rating due to the ability to count the federal resources and joint training. The
agreement allows staff to keep their skills sharp and bring specialized firefighting skills to the aid of
the community. Federal Fire responds to a variety of community incidents roughly six times a month
using equipment that includes one aerial truck, two pump trucks, one brush truck, and staffing that
includes emergency medical training. Federal Fire also has a Mutual Aid Agreement with Banner
Health (Hospital) to provide supplemental ambulance services.
Goals and Policies for Public Safety
 GOAL PSF 5: Ensure that public safety services meet the needs of local residents.
o Policy PSF 5.1: Provide adequate levels of police and fire protection and appropriate
response times for areas within the Lahontan Valley including areas adjacent to Lahontan
Reservoir, and the Hazen area.
• Policy PSF 5.1.1: Encourage the development of fire protection and police protection
facilities in relationship to planned development.
• Policy PSF 5.1.2: The adopted Land Use Plan map shall be used as a guide in
determining where additional fire protection and police protection facilities are to be
located. Funding mechanisms for public safety facilities shall be included as part of the
development review process.
• Policy PSF 5.1.3: Churchill County should give high priority to addressing the fire and
police protection needs of the developing areas which are currently not protected or are
under-protected.
• Policy PSF 5.1.4: Future development will require water distribution systems to meet fire
department standards.
DISTRICT ATTORNEY AND THE COURTS
District Attorney
As the population in Churchill County continues to increase, the number and complexity of crimes
prosecuted by the District Attorney’s Office rises annually. The District Attorney’s office is also asked
to provide legal assistance and guidance to other County departments in addition to maintaining a
child support office for the collection and enforcement of child support obligations.
A number of technological advances have been made by the District Attorney’s office in recent
years to manage the ever-increasing caseload and stay abreast of current laws and courts’
interpretations of those laws. A state-funded grant made it possible to install a sophisticated case
management system to aid in tracking and managing cases. The Child Support Division has
recently changed its method of tracking payments and histories on their cases as a result of federal
mandates.
The District Attorney’s office is located on North Ada Street in proximity to the County Administrative
complex and the Law Enforcement complex.
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Court Services
The Court Services Department was established by the Board of County Commissioners and began
operation on November 30, 2009. Creation of this department in conjunction with other components
of our Corrections Master Plan will directly benefit our community in many ways. Not only will it save
taxpayer dollars by reducing current inmate population, but it will also provide much needed
services to the courts, detention facility, law enforcement, prosecutors, defense attorneys, and our
criminal offenders themselves, reducing recidivism. It is the eventual plan for this department to
offer services, in phases, for the following areas: Pre-Trail, Misdemeanor Probation, Alternative
Sentences and Work Programs. Initially, they will implement Phase 1 or Pre-Trial services.
The main function of pre-trial services is to collect background information by interviewing all
defendants who are arrested and incarcerated, then verify that information and provide reports to
the court, the D.A., and the public defender. Also, in cases where it is appropriate, recommendations
for release along with the required conditions will be made. The screening process will also include
an indigence evaluation that is necessary for the appointment of counsel, as well as the Pre-Trial
Risk Assessment, as ordered by the Nevada Supreme Court.
The Pre-Trial Release Program allows for conditions of release instead of, or in addition to, the bail
set by the court. All persons released from the jail to the program will be monitored on a consistent
basis, to include drug and alcohol testing, and any other conditions as ordered by the court.
Referrals will be made to appropriate community agencies based on need or conditions of release.
In addition, Court Services will track defendants’ court dates and remind and/or accompany
defendants to their court hearings. This process will reduce the failure to appear and re-arrest rates.
It will also allow non-violent offenders to remain or become employed and assist them in becoming
more productive citizens and family contributors, while saving the county the high cost of needlessly
housing these individuals.
Justice Court
The current staff of the Justice Court consists of one Justice of the Peace, one Court Administrator,
and a number of Court Clerks or Trainees. The court is in the process of re-opening the downstairs
office which will assist with the volume of customer services they process daily.
The court is currently using the new case management system, CourtView. This program is
managed by the state; this saves the court time and money as they automatically update the
program with each new statute requirement. They update the program periodically to add useful
enhancements for the court. The Multi County Integrated Justice Information System (MCIJIS) is
now online; this allows for uploading of citations into our case management system from law
enforcement. Also, the charge dispositions are automatically submitted to DMV once entered into
the case management system. Justice Court is in the process of making online payments available
to the public, for a more convenient and efficient process.
As an option for the court patrons the Audio/Video Teleconference System and the CourtCall
Program are available to allow out-of-town witnesses or attorneys to make appearances without the
travel expense and time.
The civil and criminal case loads continue to be filed in high volume. New legislation is being
implemented continually, even with the efficiencies the court implements; the average time spent
on each case continues to increase. We are continuing to focus on finding ways to make this a more
efficient office.
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District Court
The Tenth Judicial District Court is established within Churchill County. Court facilities are located
in Fallon. There is one District Court judge handling the Court as of January 2012. The staffing for
the District Court includes a Court Administrator who supervises three Deputy Court Clerks; the
CASA Project Manager and the Law Clerk for the Judge. The District Court has two courtrooms—
one is sufficient for jury trials and the other for bench trails. At this time, staffing is adequate. The
Sheriff’s Department provides an armed bailiff in the courtrooms when required and provides
security outside the Courtroom when Court is in session. The major requirements for space
allocation are conference rooms for counsel and their clients and separate waiting rooms for
victims and witnesses.
Computers have maintained the records of the Clerk’s office since 1989 allowing for better service
to the public when searches are conducted. The Court upgraded its Case Management system and
Jury system in 2014 to follow the requirements of the Nevada Supreme Court.

PUBLIC HEALTH
Hospital
Banner Churchill Community Hospital opened in 1996 and is part of the non-profit Banner Health
system. It is a 25 bed Critical Access Hospital that offers acute and primary care, including for
prenatal to geriatric patients. A comprehensive 24-hour Emergency Department (ED) was recently
expanded and is staffed with experienced physicians and nurses that provide high quality care.
Banner Churchill operates a paramedic ambulance service that covers more than 5,900 square
miles and serves a rural population of approximately 35,000 people. Care Flight is also housed
onsite and operates a critical care air ambulance service. The hospital employs over 300 people
and has over 40 active physicians and allied health professionals.
Inpatient services include a recently renovated obstetrics suite, private inpatient med-surg rooms,
a round-the-clock hospitalist physician, and an Intensive Care Unit with eICU connectivity to
enhance patient care and safety by allowing the on-site and off-site medical professionals to monitor
patients. Outpatient services include a surgical suite for OB/GYN, orthopedics, general surgery,
anesthesiology, imaging services, infusion center, physical therapy, cardiac rehabilitation program,
behavioral health program, respiratory therapy services, laboratory services and nutritional
services.
The Banner Health Clinic Fallon is located on the campus. It provides a same day sick clinic, medical
clinics with board-certified providers covering a broad array of specialties, and monthly specialty
clinics that provide an even greater variety of specialties.
Community Health Nurse
The Community Health Nursing Services Office is a joint program in which the Nevada Division
of Public and Behavioral Health provides staffing in locations provided by local communities. The
Office provides generalized public health nursing activities in rural counties. Services include
community-focused health assessment, individual and group education for health promotion and
risk reduction, and delivery of individualized preventative health clinical services in clinics,
schools, homes and other community settings. Examples include childhood immunization, well
child services, community outreach, family planning, women’s health, and testing for certain
diseases.
The Churchill County Community Health Nursing Services Office is located at 485 West B Street
in Fallon in the County Administrative Complex Annex Building.
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Social Services
Churchill County Social Services' goal is to facilitate the self-sufficiency of program recipients.
Our emergency, temporary assistance programs provide for the health and welfare of eligible
county residents. The offices are located in the County Administrative complex annex at 485 West
B Street in Fallon.
Individuals and families have opportunities to develop, grow, and prosper as valued, respected
residents of the community. Our community is welcoming, responsive and offers opportunity and
respect for all residents through:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quality education
Livable wage jobs
Affordable housing
Recreational opportunities
Family oriented
Informal support networks
Skilled workforce
Active faith community
Diverse economy
Drug-free
Safety

Social Services prides itself on being a Community Action Agency and is dedicated to providing
wrap-around service coordination to employment, housing, food programming, other local, and
state stabilizing programs. To meet the growth of the community, these programs are maintained
by a dedicated community of volunteers. These volunteers not only participate in day to day
planning, but they also envision future needs to address poverty.
Environmental Health (Services and Inspections)
State health inspections and other health services are currently under the authority of the Nevada
Division of Public and Behavioral Health, Environmental Health Section. The local office is staffed
by two Environmental Health Specialists and is located at 485 West B Street in the County
Administrative complex annex in Fallon.
The Environmental Health Section (EHS) focuses on the prevention of disease through sanitation,
safe food and water, proper disposal of wastes, and promoting a safe and healthy environment
throughout Nevada for all residents and visitors. From a proactive stance, they utilize the following
public health protection tools: education, frequent inspections and enforcement action, when
necessary. They establish reasonable standards, perform yearly inspections, issue permits, and
operate in the following public health arenas: food establishments, drug and cosmetic
manufacturers, dietary supplement manufacturers, public bathing, correctional facilities, schools
(these are inspected twice yearly), RV parks, state parks, child care facilities, private on-site
sewage systems, septic pumpers and landfills. The staff responds to emergencies impacting
public health such as food truck wrecks, floods, sewage discharge, fires, and food borne illness
outbreaks.
Veteran’s Services
Nevada Department of Veteran’s Services maintains an office at 485 West B Street in the County
Administrative Complex Annex building. The US Department of Veterans Affairs maintains the
VA Lahontan Valley Outpatient Clinic at 1020 New River Pkwy suite 304.
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William N. Pennington Life Center
William N. Pennington Life Center (Coalition for Senior Citizens) began as the Churchill County
Senior Center in the early 1970's, providing the Meals on Wheels program to the community’s
seniors (run by the local Soroptimist’s Club). In 1991, it became a non-profit under the name of
Coalition for Senior Citizens. The name changed with the new location at 952 South Maine Street
as of June 19, 2018.
The program has grown over the last 40 plus years to serve Fallon and Churchill County with many
programs and services. Currently, the community is home to more than 7,500 individuals aged 55
and above, which will increase as the Baby Boomer generation retires and becomes seniors. The
Life Center strives be known as an “intergenerational program” and include the entire community,
and it has seen such change in programs and services since relocating to the new building. The
mission is:
“To develop, coordinate and deliver a comprehensive set of Supportive Services for the William
N. Pennington Life Center/Coalition for Senior Citizens program participants; including services
designed to ensure that seniors, their families, their caregivers and all interested community
members of all ages lead a meaningful and dignified life, while maintaining a healthy, safe,
secure, and continued independence.”
The Life Center provides nearly 400 meals a day at the facility and through Meals on Wheels
deliveries, which is extremely advantageous to many seniors by keeping them in their own homes
and living independently. Many of the participants would not eat if this program were not available,
and some would not have the daily contact with the outside world without being greeted by the
driver. The center also provides homemaking services to 80 people. The current programs are vital
to seniors, without which many of them would need to be placed in some type of group setting. The
Referral Advocacy Program assists seniors, their family, and friends with housing, benefits, longterm care planning, and financial assistance needs. The Caregiver Coordinator assists families with
respite resources, and other caregiving support. The programs are funded by a variety of agencies
and private contributions. A wide variety of information and resources are available on the website.

LIBRARY
The Churchill County Library provides materials for all ages including books, magazines, films,
and books on cd. Downloadable e-media resources include e-books, e-audio, e-magazines,
streaming videos, and databases on a wide variety of topics. Public programming includes story
times, a summer reading program, STEAM (science, technology, engineering, art, math), virtual
reality, coding, and author and artist events. High speed internet and wifi is offered and public
internet stations are available. The library is accessible 24/7 at www.churchillcountylibrary.org.
The Churchill County Library dates back to 1905 when Fallon’s first lending library was
established at the old post office. The current building was designed by Edward S. Parsons and
built in 1967. A Repurpose Project was completed in 2015 and included new windows, seismically
anchored shelving, updated electrical and lighting, new finishes, furniture, and a RFID system.
A Library Expansion Needs Assessment was completed in 2019 which identified the need for
additional space to meet the changing needs of the library community, and which can be viewed
on the library website (https://www.churchillcountylibrary.org/). Exploration for funding the
expansion began immediately.
The Covid-19 virus closed the library in March of 2020 until June when they started offering visits
by appointment only for up to 15 minutes at a time. The library is also providing Curb Pickup
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Service only for physical materials. Downloadable materials are available 24/7. It remains to be
seen what the long-term impact of the virus will have on library services.
The Churchill County Library is governed by the Library Board of Trustees which is appointed by
the Churchill County Commissioners. Fundraising is the responsibility of the Churchill Library
Association which also includes an Endowment Fund.
MUSEUM
The Churchill County Museum and Archive was established in1968 when the former Safeway
building at 1050 S. Maine Street was donated to Churchill County. The museum is a public-private
partnership between the County and the nonprofit Churchill County Museum Association. The
Museum’s mission is to help people forge meaningful connections to Churchill County’s natural and
cultural heritage, strengthen community ties and shape its future.
Since its inception the museum has been one of the most popular historic attractions in the
community. It partners with a variety of local and regional partners in its programming. For
example, the museum hosts the Bureau of Land Management’s Hidden Cave Tour program, which
offers a twice monthly tour of the cave and an interpretive hike of the area. In 2002 the museum
worked closely with the Churchill County Library, UNR, BLM and the Fallon Paiute Shoshone Tribe
on a grant to develop a Hidden Cave Virtual Reality experience scheduled to be completed in 2021.
Other long-term and temporary exhibitions are focused on local history and pre-history and are
prepared by five professional staff.
In the next few years, the museum hopes to expand its facilities. The Museum Association has
acquired an adjacent 1940s era home for use as a historic house interpretive site to tell the story of
mid-century Fallon and Churchill County. The land between the museum complex and the
Pennington Life center will be the focus of efforts to expand the Museum with a new entrance, more
exhibition areas, and additional storage for the ever-growing collections that document life and
nature in the region. The Museum Strategic Plan was approved in 2018 and can be viewed on the
museum website (https://www.ccmuseum.org/).
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The purpose of the Open Space element is to provide guidance to the community on sustaining
resources and maintaining an enjoyable quality of life. It offers specific suggestions and tools that
may be used to aid leaders in their decision-making.
Open space planning at a county level is very different from planning at a city level. Cities often
include highly developed park and plaza areas into their open space planning program. Counties
more often focus on natural open space, perhaps with facilities for public enjoyment, but may also
include developed parks.
In the early 2000’s, the impetus for an Open Space Plan resulted in the adoption of the 2003
Churchill County Open Space Plan. The Plan was incorporated, in whole, into the 2005 Master
Plan Update (as part of Chapter 13). In 2010, the Plan was converted into the Master Plan’s Open
Space Element (as part of Chapter 10) with maps and tables also added. In the 2015 Master Plan
Update, minor policy changes were made. The text in this chapter has changed little since 2003
and needs a major update effort.
At the same time as the Open Space Plan was being developed, the County and the Navy began
a partnership (starting in 2003) to protect the farming and open space lands within the valley.
This partnership eventually developed into a program to purchase conservation easements and
restrictive use easements from willing agricultural operators. The objective of the program was
to both protect the base’s training space, and to help agriculture and irrigation operations continue
into the future.
BACKGROUND
The vision of open space for Churchill County is to evolve and grow while maintaining our rural
character, which is manifested in the abundance of open spaces that provide wildlife habitat,
recreational opportunities, and economic benefits from agricultural activities while ensuring
economic vitality. This is a sustainable community realized by:




securing, enhancing, and protecting our resources;
optimizing the use of our resources; and
promoting a balance between residential and commercial growth.

The County Planning Department initiated the early stages of the Open Space Plan after its
approval by the Board of County Commissioners in 2003. Success of the plan is ultimately
dependent upon community ownership and implementation by citizens. Efforts must be focused
on achieving collaboration and support of all stakeholders, defining responsibilities, identifying
funding alternatives, and reaching consensus on the County’s vision. This plan is not intended to
be all-inclusive in terms of on-going projects and future plans. It is a dynamic plan that will change
as situations change and as projects, programs, and funding become available.
The Newlands Project created an “Oasis in the Desert” of northwestern Nevada. Churchill County
is a community with a small urban center surrounded by fields of alfalfa and other crops through
which weave complex systems of canals and drains. The water is used to irrigate fields, provide
recreational opportunities, recharge the underground aquifer, and provide rich wildlife habitat. The
desert and mountains surrounding the irrigation project provide abundant renewable energy
resources, a view of wide-open spaces, outdoor recreation, and wildlife habitat. Churchill County
comprises approximately 3,144,000 acres, 85 percent of which is in federal management or
ownership.
The goal of this plan is to aid Churchill County leaders and citizens in protecting important
agricultural lands, wildlife habitats, and scenic open spaces for today and future generations.
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HISTORY
There has been farming and ranching in the Lahontan Valley since the late 1800s. In an arid
desert valley, irrigated agriculture was possible due to the Carson River that provided a
dependable water source. Due to the river’s meandering course and the annual spring flooding,
it also produced lush meadows and grasslands. In 1903, with the construction of a federally
supported reclamation project, the Lahontan Valley was envisioned as a productive agricultural
oasis.
As the Newlands Project was developed, various agricultural and commercial ventures were tried
with both successes and failures. Since the formation of the Project, the principal activity on most
farms was the production of alfalfa, and the Lahontan Valley evolved into an oasis of green, wideopen spaces, interspersed with abundant wetlands and wildlife habitats.
Naval Air Station Fallon (NAS Fallon) was built during WWII as an auxiliary air station and was
alternately deactivated and reactivated until finally achieving status as a fully operational base in
1972. NAS Fallon and the nearby Fallon Range Training Complex are vital to national defense.
Low population density and the ability to train and operate in the region’s vast undeveloped federal
lands attracted the Department of Defense’s (DOD) investment in Northern Nevada, that in turn
produced jobs and economic stability. NAS Fallon currently brings over 200 million dollars per
year into the local economy. The lands within the air station have been farmed and irrigated for
many years. Those very same resources valued by the community, water and open spaces, are
required to maintain the viability and growth of DOD operations.
Many agencies, groups, and organizations have been involved in agriculture and water issues
over the years. There are groups that provide technical conservation assistance to landowners
as well as organizations that provide legal help in water right disputes. These groups have been
involved in programs and methods to protect and enhance the rural agricultural way of life.
As people move to the area and the population increases, the agricultural areas are being
converted into residential areas. Water rights have been removed from productive farmland,
creating unsightly acreages of weeds, dust hazards, and declining wells. Citizens became
alarmed at the rapidly decreasing acreages of agriculture, wildlife habitats, and open space.
In 1990, landmark legislation known as Public Law 101.618 created and authorized programs for
the purchase of water rights in the Newlands Project and the conversion of those water rights
from an agricultural use in Churchill County to a water quality, endangered species, or wetlands
purpose. This legislation has had a great impact on Lahontan Valley and its residents.
In 1994, the Lahontan Valley Environmental Alliance commissioned a quality of life study to
assess the attitudes of Churchill County residents concerning their view of future development
within the County. Telephone interviews were completed with 397 residents, asking for their
opinions on issues the County should address such as retaining agriculture, if there is an
adequate water supply, and if there are adequate recreation facilities. The conclusions drawn as
a result of those interviews are:
1. There is strong support for the retention and protection of agriculture.
2. There are strong concerns about the availability and quality of water.
3. There is a need for economic diversification.
In each category, respondents indicated that they would be willing to contribute funds to address
the issue. Since the 1994 study, these concerns have remained and are relevant.
In 2002, the Churchill County Planning Commission embarked on an exercise to strategically plan
for a sustainable community. Faced with the possibility of losing most or all of the water that
encouraged creation of the Newlands Project, which is the source of the community’s irrigation
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and drinking water supply, they recognized that open space planning and the development of
strategies to encourage agricultural activities to continue are the keys to preserving those water
resources. After several workshops, the Open Space Plan was approved by the Board of County
Commissioners in July 2003 as part of the Master Plan.
THE REASON FOR AN OPEN SPACE PLAN
The population of Churchill County has increased greatly over the last 25 years. From 1970 to
1997, Churchill County’s population increased by 127 percent, from 10,513 in 1970 to 23,860 in
1997 (U.S. Census and Nevada State Demographer). The State Demographer’s statistics indicate
that the population in 2006 was at a high of 27,371 and declined to 25,103 in 2014. It is anticipated
that the population will grow over the next 20 years as people and businesses are attracted to
rural areas and the overall world, national, regional, and local economies improve.
Since Public Law 101.618 was enacted in 1990, the water resources of the Newlands Project
have declined due to purchases from competing interests and litigation by the Pyramid Lake
Paiute Tribe. In addition, less water is being used for irrigation due to required levels of efficiency
in the conduits of the water system and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) mandate to
obtain and maintain 25,000 acres of wetlands in the Stillwater National Wildlife Refuge, the
Carson Lake and Pasture, and on the Fallon Paiute Shoshone Tribe Reservation.
The water used by irrigators in the Newlands Project has a multitude of uses and benefits. It is
used not only to produce crops but also to provide hydro-power resources, recharge the aquifer,
maintain and enhance wildlife habitat and wetlands, and provide recreation opportunities. Studies
suggest future potential shortages of water in the western United States. It is important for the
Lahontan Valley to conserve its water resources and optimize its use so that the many benefits
we enjoy are maximized. There may be a conflict between the retention of agriculture and other
interests, and there must be a balance and a compromise between the competing interests.
Unirrigated areas of the county, primarily managed by the BLM, also provide rangeland resources,
renewable energy resources, recreation, wildlife habitats, and viewsheds. The unobstructed view
of the mountains in the distance is important to many residents who choose to live in Churchill
County for the “wide open space” atmosphere. (Chapter 12, Policy Plan for Public Lands, deals
with many issues and concerns with the use of Public Lands.)
With an increase in population comes land use change. In an area like Churchill County, which is
historically an agricultural community, these changes can have drastic effects. Unmanaged
changes in land use from agricultural to residential can result in a loss of open space and have
unforeseen environmental and economic impacts. Churchill County needs a plan to provide
guidelines and tools to effectively preserve appropriate assets. It is important to note that this plan
is not a method to stop growth. Growth is important and inevitable, but there must be provisions
to identify which viewsheds and lands are worth preserving in an undeveloped state and an
understanding of the methods available to accomplish the goal of preservation.
Adequate open spaces benefit all members of the community, enhance environmental health,
and improve the livability and salability of the valley. Economic diversification is important and
attracts new businesses that appreciate a diverse community with green agricultural lands,
beautiful viewsheds, recreational opportunities, wildlife habitats, sufficient water quality and
quantity, and open space. Open spaces are important because they provide an opportunity for
people, especially children, to see, comprehend, and value relationships that exist between air,
land, water, temperature, climate, plants, humans, and animals.
Developing an open space plan helps community leaders to prioritize goals for the future and
enables coordinated planning efforts and identification of funding sources. An open space plan
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helps to ensure that the resources of the community are used more effectively in the conservation
of open space and water resources.
OPEN SPACE RESOURCES
According to the Nevada Revised Statutes, open space land is defined as land that is an
undeveloped natural landscape. There are several major components of open space land in
Churchill County that are discussed below.
Agriculture
Agriculture is an important part of life and the economy of Churchill County, and an important
aspect of open space. Today, the majority of cropland produces alfalfa and grain, with some
pasture. Producers have diversified to produce cantaloupes, other fruits and vegetables, and wine
grapes. Cattle and dairies remain a major economic factor.

View of the mountains from agricultural land

As the number of irrigated acres declines, as shown in Table 10-1, there is an effect on farmrelated businesses and employment in the community.
Table 10-1
Agricultural Trend Data
Year

1978
1982
1987
1992
1997
2007

# of
Farms
464
497
542
529
511
529

Land in
Farms (ac)
338,252
356,330
366,213
268,043
129,058
131,448

Avg.
Farm Size
729
717
767
507
253
248

Cropland
Acreage
Not available
64,023
63,386
56,921
53,933
Not available

Source: Nevada Agricultural Statistics, Univ. of NV, and NV Dept of Ag

Water
Water is the most limited resource in the state and water quantity and quality are foremost in
priority in any countywide plan. Water supply is dependent upon the snowpack in the Sierra
Nevada Range. Water stored in the Lahontan Reservoir comes from the Carson and Truckee
Rivers and is released and diverted as needed. Churchill County only receives about four to six
inches of precipitation annually.
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Water is utilized not only by agricultural irrigators, but it recharges the aquifer for most of the
area’s domestic, municipal, and industrial wells; generates hydropower; and supports wildlife and
wetland habitats and recreational opportunities.
The water supply in the Valley has been decreasing over the years for many reasons. There are
competing users of the water along with pressure from federal agencies to improve irrigation
project efficiencies. Statistics based on available and forecasted water resource are shown in
Table 10-2. Water supply forecasts provided by the Natural Resources Conservation Service are
based upon thirty-year-old data regarding use. A “100% year” that should supply irrigators with
their total water allocation may not supply as much water as needed due to increasing pressures
from competing interests and upstream uses. The cumulative effect of all the competing interests
has a net result of less water in the Lahontan Valley.
Table 10-2
Available Resources
Resource

Irrigated acreage
Amount of water delivered by TCID
to farmers
Lands of statewide importance
Prime farmland
Amount of water coming down
Truckee Canal to Lahontan
Reservoir from Truckee River 30year average *
Number of parcels in County (incl.
City)
Surface water rights owned by
County

2002

59,000±
192,311
acre-feet
69,000±
39,000±
116,000
acrefeet/year

2009 Forecast

59,110±
183,560

69,000±
39,000±
109,300±

11,781

13,433

405 acrefeet

956 acre-feet

*This number will steadily decrease with OCAP, WQ Settlement Agreement, and
upstream pressures on Truckee River.

Wildlife Habitat
There is great diversity in wildlife species and habitats in Churchill County. Stillwater National
Wildlife Refuge, and Fallon National Wildlife Refuge support a variety of habitats, including
marshes, riverine riparian areas, alkali playas, salt desert shrublands, and sand dunes, which
attract nearly 400 species of wildlife, including more than 260 bird species. Waterfowl, shorebirds,
and other water birds are abundant during the spring and fall migrations. For many years, up to
70 percent of Nevada’s migrating waterfowl rely on the Lahontan Valley wetlands.
Mule deer are found in the mountain ranges and in the agricultural areas along the Carson River.
Pronghorn are scattered throughout the mountain ranges with the highest densities found along
the southern and western slopes of the Stillwater Range. The Nevada Division of Wildlife has reestablished bighorn sheep into many of the historical ranges in Churchill County. The 2001
population estimate for bighorn sheep in Churchill County was approximately 490 animals. Sage
grouse, chukar partridges, quail, and wild turkeys are all found in Churchill County.
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There are also many non-game species in the County. Many of them are associated with the
Carson River and the related drains and ditches of the irrigation project. There are also species
that use the agricultural fields immediately after irrigation (for example, white-faced ibis).

Examples of other species found in the Valley are beavers, muskrats, badgers, coyotes, owls,
eagles, hawks, waterfowl, and many species of birds, reptiles, bats, insects, and fish.
The importance of agriculture to wildlife is immeasurable. The variety of animals living in and
around agricultural lands is extensive. Wildlife species thrive in large, undisturbed parcels. The
riparian zone along the Carson River is critical.

Liberty Fishpond

Recreational Areas
Churchill County has an abundance of recreational opportunities. The Department of Parks and
Recreation manages many programs and recreational areas, including the Regional Park and
Fairgrounds, Liberty Pond, Soda Lakes Conservation and Resource Area, and Trails Across
Churchill County (TRACC). There are many parks within the city limits of Fallon with plans for
expansion and improvement.
The Carson River and reservoirs (Lahontan, S-Line, Harmon, Indian Lakes, etc.) provide boating,
canoeing, camping, wildlife viewing, and fishing opportunities. Stillwater National Wildlife Refuge
and Carson Lake Pasture are well known for hunting, bird watching, and photography. Other
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designated areas are highly suitable for recreation and contribute to Open Space. The Sand
Mountain Recreation Area, Grimes Point, and the Cold Springs Stations Complex provide large
areas that the public can access.
Mountain ranges surrounding the Valley are ideal places for hiking, hunting, camping, firewood,
pine nut and Christmas tree gathering, and off-road vehicle use. The Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) has designated broad recreation areas for which off-road vehicles have preferential use.
Rangeland Resources
The Lahontan Valley is surrounded by mountain ranges and valleys that provide vast areas of
open space, the majority of which are managed by the BLM.
The Dead Camel Mountains, Stillwater Range, Clan Alpine Mountains, and Desatoya Mountains
provide grazing resources, wildlife habitats, hunting and fishing, hiking and camping, and other
recreational opportunities. They also provide a beautiful viewshed and a feeling of “wide open
spaces.”
Historic Sites
There are many sites in Churchill County listed on the National Register of Historic Places, from
schoolhouses to petroglyph sites and caves. Most are buildings, but some are associated with
large open spaces. The Newlands Project is over 100 years old, and its components are also
historical (see Chapter 5 Historic Preservation for a list of important historical sites). NRS 376.010
includes the preservation of natural resources and sites that are designated as historic by the
office of historic preservation as an open space use.
DEFINING THE PLAN
In order to develop an effective open space plan, the landscapes that we cherish and the
resources vital to them must be identified. There are two major categories of resources—those
within the Newlands Project boundary and those outside the boundaries.
Outside the Newlands Project, these landscapes include:
• Rangeland resources
• Historically significant sites
• Viewsheds
• Wildlife habitats
• Recreational sites
• Irrigated land outside the Project boundaries, such as those near Lahontan Reservoir
using pumped water, those at the other end of the system using Carson River water rights
to irrigate, and areas such as Alpine and Middlegate, east of the Newlands Project
• Stillwater National Wildlife Refuge Complex
• Renewable energy (primarily geothermal on BLM, private, and Navy lands)
The landscapes or features within the Newlands Project include:
• Lahontan Dam and Reservoir
• Irrigation canals, drainage ditches, and regulating reservoirs
• Wetlands on private lands
• Prime/irrigated agricultural fields
• Carson River corridor
• Carson Lake Pasture
• Stillwater National Wildlife Refuge Complex
• Lahontan Valley Trail System
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The Newlands Project boundaries are identified in Map 10-1 and include the City of Fallon and
the urbanizing area around the City. Map 10-2 shows the major features of the Newlands Project,
such as the reservoirs.
Some of these landscapes were a part of the environment before the Newlands Project was
developed, i.e., the Carson River. These landscapes provided wildlife habitats and were key to
the attraction of the valley as pastureland. Some of the open spaces outside the boundaries of
the Newlands Project or those within the project boundaries that are not part of the Project
infrastructure, such as city parks, public lands recreation areas, and wildlife habitats, are identified
on Map 10-3.
Map 10-1
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Map 10-2

Map 10-3
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EXISTING MEASURES TO PROTECT OPEN SPACE
Churchill County Code
The County has existing ordinances to protect and maintain open space and agriculture:
o

Chapter 8.04 addresses the issue of illegal dumping on any public or private highway or road,
any public or privately owned land including any portion of the right of way thereof, in any
drain or irrigation ditch, or in any public park or other public property. In 2007, a group of
concerned citizens organized the Churchill Desert Defense Coalition, a non-profit organization
that relied on donations from CC Communications, grants, and other soft funding. This group
worked to clean up areas on public land. (Note that the Churchill Desert Defense Coalition no
longer operates.)

o

Chapter 16.04.020 states that the purpose of zoning is to promote the public health, safety,
morals, convenience, and general welfare; to lessen traffic congestion in the streets; to
provide light and air for all buildings; to avoid undesirable concentrations of population; to
prevent overcrowding of land; to facilitate adequate provision of transportation, water,
sewage, schools, parks; to protect, enhance and preserve the county’s vast and valuable
agricultural lands and related water resources; to provide for the continued beneficial use of
all irrigation waters allocated to lands and other public requirements; and to provide the
economic and social advantages gained from a comprehensively planned use of resources.
The County’s agricultural and rural resource zones help promote resource use and limit
incompatible uses, which contributes to open space values.

o

Right to Farm Ordinance—Churchill County Code Chapter 16.04.020(F) states, in summary,
that the right to farm all land is recognized to exist as a natural right and is a permitted use in
all land use districts. This includes all uses and activities associated with generally accepted
farming practices. Examples are the use of large equipment, aerial and ground spraying and
seeding, and application of fertilizer, insecticide and herbicide, all for the purpose of producing
agricultural products. Noise, odors, dust, and fumes may be caused by these practices at any
time of the day or night, and any day of the week. Whatever nuisance may be caused by such
uses is more than offset by the benefits from farming to the neighborhood, community, and to
society in general by the preservation of open space, the beauty of the countryside, and clean
air.

o

As a condition of approval of a subdivision or parcel map of any land in Churchill County, the
owner or developer of such land and their heirs, assigns, and successors shall agree to
provide notice (concerning the Right to Farm) to any and all subsequent purchasers of the
provision of NRS 40.140 and this chapter. Such notice shall include a signed
acknowledgement on the tentative and final maps. Thereafter, such notice shall be included
in the chain of title. As a condition of approval of a subdivision or parcel map of any land in
Churchill County adjacent to an existing agricultural operation, the developer shall include a
plan to buffer the odors, sights, and noises of the existing agricultural operation from the
proposed residences and/or businesses.

o

The open space requirements in a planned unit development are outlined in Chapter
16.12.040.3:


The purpose of a planned unit development (PUD) is to encourage more efficient use of
the land and public and private services, to encourage flexibility to promote the most
appropriate and compatible use, to facilitate adequate and economical provision of streets
and utilities, and to preserve the agricultural and open space areas of our community.
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For exclusively residential projects and the residential components of industrial and
commercial PUDs, a minimum of 20% of the project site must be retained in common open
space.

o

Chapter 16.12.040.4 defines cluster developments as a situation where a parcel is developed
to cluster lots for residential uses while designating the remainder of the parcel or another
parcel for agricultural retention or open space. Several landowners in Churchill County have
established cluster developments and signed a conservation easement with the County to
ensure that the undeveloped property remains in agriculture.

o

Chapter 16.14 explains the Transfer of Development Rights Program. The purpose of the
transfer of development rights (TDR) program is to provide a voluntary, incentive-based
process for permanently preserving rural resources that provide significant community benefit
such as agriculture, open spaces, aquifer recharge for current and future water supply (water
recharge area), and a military installation buffer area. The intent of this chapter is to reduce
development pressures and minimize development on agricultural lands, habitats, water
recharge areas, flood zones, and NAS Fallon and their associated ranges and notification
areas by providing landowners a mechanism to sustain existing land uses and develop lands
more compatible for urbanization. The TDR provisions are intended to supplement land use
regulations, resource protection efforts, open space acquisition programs, and to encourage
increased residential development density inside designated areas where those provisions
can best accommodate little impact on the natural environment and provide for efficient public
services.

o

Chapter 16.14 defines sending sites and receiving sites and explains how to calculate the
number of qualified development rights per parcel as well as describing the application
process.

o

Dust and Sand Control Requirements—Chapter 16.16.010.11 states that any landowner
affecting a division of land as provided for by this title or who is otherwise subject to the
provisions of this title or any person engaging in any construction activity or other disturbance
to real property, must comply with all the provisions of Title 8, Chapter 8.15 of this code. The
provision also includes dust caused by the discontinuance of irrigation.
The purpose of the above ordinance is to limit the amount of sand and dust emitted into the
atmosphere. Emissions may affect human health or welfare; injure animals, plants, or other
property; limit visibility or interfere with scenic, aesthetic, or historical values of the County; or
interfere with the enjoyment of life or property. Land development design, acquisition of
properties, the designation of public trails, and other projects must comply with the ordinance.

o

Weed Control—Nevada Revised Statute 555.150 states:


Every railroad, canal, ditch, or water company; every person owning, controlling, or
occupying lands in this State; and every county, incorporated city, or district having the
supervision and control over streets, alleys, lanes, rights-of-way, or other lands shall cut,
destroy, or eradicate all weeds declared and designated as noxious as provided in NRS
555.130 before such weeds propagate and spread and whenever required by the State
Quarantine Officer.



Churchill County has a Mosquito, Vector, and Noxious Weed District that assists
landowners in the identification of weed species and recommends a method for control.
However, it is the landowner’s responsibility to eradicate the weeds. The District applies
herbicides to roads and other public areas. BLM and the Nevada Division of State Parks
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conduct weed control projects on the lands they manage and Truckee-Carson Irrigation
District (TCID) has a weed control program in their easements in the Newlands Project.

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
The Stillwater National Wildlife Refuge Complex is managed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS). The USFWS is responsible for planning, implementation, and monitoring. Public
involvement is encouraged during the planning process.
Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
The mountain ranges and surrounding valleys provide the vast bulk of the County’s open space
and are managed by the BLM. These lands include many of the major recreation and historic
areas described in those chapters. The BLM has a land use plan and encourages input from and
the participation of all residents and entities within Churchill County.
Bureau of Reclamation (BOR) and Truckee-Carson Irrigation District (TCID)
The Lahontan Reservoir, the subsidiary reservoirs (Sheckler, Oles Pond, etc.), the water in most
of the Carson River (and also some of the land along the river), and the canals serving the
farmland are operated and administered by BOR and TCID. Both entities manage these
resources primarily for delivery of water to agricultural lands, but the side benefit is high-quality,
green open space. The reservoir is also managed for recreation purposes as a secondary
function, specifically as the Lahontan Reservoir Recreation Area in conjunction with the Nevada
State Parks Division.
U.S. Navy
Zoning by the County, in partnership with NAS Fallon, is used to keep the density of houses
around the base low for safety reasons. In order to prevent an increase in density, the Navy has
programs such as purchase of development rights, conservation easements, and a system of
trails and buffer zones. The transfer of development rights (TDR) program is very successful and
has encouraged landowners to place conservation easements and restrictive use easements on
many properties in the accident potential zones and noise zones around NAS Fallon. These
programs are described in detail in the Land Use Chapter.
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers regulates wetlands, and a landowner must receive a permit to
develop property within a designated wetland. There also may be mitigation requirements, either
on-site or off-site. However, in recent years, the USACE has waived permit requirements below
the Lahontan Dam, but reviews this position every few years.
Nevada Division of State Lands
The Nevada Division of State Lands owns and manages the channel of the Carson river up to the
ordinary high-water mark. An adjacent landowner must receive permission from the Division to
do any work in the channel itself and may or may not need a permit from the Army Corps of
Engineers.
USING THE PLAN
This Open Space Plan will provide a coordinated guide to the County, City, and other agencies
for future change. While making decisions, it is understood that not all the goals and policies will
be met to the same degree. The Plan is flexible and should be amended and altered as
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circumstances change, but it puts on record the community’s desires and goals to preserve its
rural lifestyle while ensuring both a quality of life and sustainable community.
There must be a balance between competing interests in Churchill County, with the net result of
a healthy, sustainable community. There must be compromise and cooperation. For example,
agricultural interests may continue to explore low water use crops, or the County may begin to
require the installation of community water systems to help lessen dependence on private wells
and reduce the number of septic systems.
It is also important to note that the protection of open spaces does not occur in a vacuum with no
effect on other resources or people. A piece of land that has been cleared of vegetation or has
had the water rights removed may contribute to soil erosion, weed infestations, and other
problems in the area. Therefore, this plan advocates responsible management of open spaces.
This Plan will be used in the new development review process. Developers are encouraged to
provide methods to conserve open spaces and irrigated acres, utilize renewable resources, and
create parks, trails, and other projects that retain the quality of life currently enjoyed in Churchill
County.
Management of open spaces will require cooperation and coordination among the many entities
involved with resource protection and management. Examples of coordinated planning are:
•

The Churchill County Parks and Recreation Department is responsible for designating
appropriate regional parks and implementing the Trails Across Churchill County (TRACC)
System (see Transportation and Recreation chapters). When projects are designed and
approved, the Department should work with the County to determine if it should be
included in the Open Space Plan.

•

The BLM is developing an amendment to its land use plan. This amendment involves a
detailed analysis of the resources, including cultural resources, wildlife, endangered
species, grazing resources, and public access. The County and the Navy must participate
in this exercise and determine what information from the BLM should be included in the
County Open Space Plan, for example, the designation of wilderness areas, the
designation of off-road vehicle use areas, etc.

•

The U.S. Navy is interested in providing an adequate buffer around the NAS Fallon to
prevent encroachment. This buffer may include green space, which will remain in irrigated
agriculture, or it may be recreational trails or other options. The County and the Navy
should work together to identify these areas.

•

Conservation Districts, United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Natural
Resources Conservation Service, and private landowners have been cooperating for
decades to promote and install conservation practices on farmland, wildlife lands,
rangeland, and other lands.

CRITERIA FOR OPEN SPACE PLAN COMPONENTS
The resources that this plan is attempting to conserve and sustain are outlined in Chapter 3
(Conservation and Natural Resources). However, there must be certain criteria by which
resources and projects are judged in order to prioritize them. Important factors to consider when
evaluating a new project are:
•

Resources—a project must attempt to maintain, enhance or sustain one or more of the
following resources without creating a significant adverse impact on other resources, such as:
 Agriculture
 Wildlife habitat
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 Wetlands and riparian areas
 Viewshed
 Historical/cultural resources
 Water—aquifer recharge, flood protection
Accessibility to the public
Connection to existing open space, such as the Trails Across Churchill County (TRACC)
System
Support from the public
Interagency cooperation
Funding
Consistency with the Open Space Plan and the Master Plan
Potential benefits to the community

IMPLEMENTATION
Implementation of the Open Space Plan can be accomplished by support of programs and
projects by County administration, cooperation with other agencies and groups, and by specific
actions that the County Planning Department and Planning Commission can accomplish. The
tools and mechanisms to implement this plan are divided into eight categories with specific
objectives outlined in each category. It is understood that each category includes an education
component to provide information to residents concerning each of the programs and to encourage
community support. As projects and programs are implemented, the Open Space Plan will be
updated or amended as necessary.
Goal and Policies for Open Space
 GOAL OS 1: The County should support agricultural programs, such as through staff
assistance, funding, or sponsorship, that promote and increase the viability of agriculture, and
the open space and natural benefits it provides.
o Policy OS 1.1: Support the Newlands Water Protective Association and other agricultural
groups and their projects.
o Policy OS 1.2: Support the Small Business Development Center.
o Policy OS 1.3: Support crop diversification programs and groups, such as the Churchill
Grape Growers.
o Policy OS 1.4: Support Churchill Economic Development Authority (CEDA) efforts to
encourage agriculture-related industries to relocate to the area.
o Policy OS 1.5: Support alternative energy sources based on agricultural products.
o Policy OS 1.6: Support the continuation of a Cooperative Weed Management Area and
other weed control programs.
o Policy OS 1.7: Support education programs, such as Ag in the Classroom, FFA, and 4H.
o Policy OS 1.8: Support the efforts of the Lahontan and Stillwater Conservation Districts to
assist landowners regarding soil and water conservation practices, irrigation efficiency
analyses, and agricultural sustainability.
o Policy OS 1.9: Support vegetation conservation and enhancement programs, such as the
carbon sequestration program.
o Policy OS 1.10: Support water conservation programs, such as those of the conservation
districts, Truckee-Carson Irrigation District (TCID), Bureau of Reclamation (BOR), and the
Carson Water Subconservancy District (CWSD).
 GOAL OS 2: The County should support river corridor restoration projects, such as through
staff assistance, funding, or sponsorship, to increase the beauty of the river resources and
the open space benefits they provide.
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Policy OS 2.1: Develop standards to prevent degradation of the Carson River corridor in
new land divisions and residential developments.
o Policy OS 2.2: Support the Churchill County Noxious Weed Abatement District and
Lahontan Conservation District programs to control noxious weeds within the river
corridor.
o Policy OS 2.3: Support the Lower Carson River Coordinated Resource Management
Project sponsored by the Lahontan Conservation District.
o Policy OS 2.4: Support efforts to purchase property along the river to develop a learning
center.
o Policy OS 2.5: Support programs sponsored by the Carson Water Subconservancy District
to restore and maintain the river corridor.
o Policy OS 2.6 Develop floodplain management strategies.
GOAL OS 3: Cooperate with the BLM to maintain public lands in the viewshed. Land
managed by the BLM provides a viewshed, wildlife habitat, recreation opportunities, and
grazing resources.
o Policy OS 3.1: Participate in decision-making processes related to public lands by
attending cooperator meetings and providing comments to Environmental Impact
Statements (EIS) and Environmental Assessments (EA).
o Policy OS 3.2: Provide information and input for the BLM Resource Management Plan
amendment.
o Policy OS 3.3: Identify BLM properties in the County that the community wants to remain
in public ownership and those that may be eligible for disposal.
GOAL OS 4: Require major land developments to use designs that retain some areas as
open spaces and park areas. Provisions for open space and parks in developments provide
wildlife habitat and recreation and may aid in aquifer recharge if the open space is irrigated.
o Policy OS 4.1: Seek to provide multi-use facilities that incorporate open space, active and
passive recreation opportunities, maximize access to water resources, maintain wildlife
habitat, provide trails, and maximize maintenance resources.
o Policy OS 4.2: Preserve Newlands Project canals and reservoirs to provide visual open
space and wildlife habitat.
o Policy OS 4.3: Preserve and/or acquire recreation and open space easements along the
Carson River corridor.
o Policy OS 4.4: Promote cluster developments.
o Policy OS 4.5: Retain low-density residential use around the Fallon Municipal Airport and
NAS Fallon.
GOAL OS 5: Promote land development that uses the County’s sewage and water distribution
systems. A water and sewer system concentrates residential development so it consumes
less open space land and will also conserve water and prevent groundwater pollution from
septic systems.
o Policy OS 5.1: Develop County Codes that address the effects of new residential
developments on water quantity and quality.
o Policy OS 5.2: Continue to apply for grants to extend countywide water and sewer
systems.
o Policy OS 5.3: Ensure that aquifers serving existing domestic wells are recharged until
alternative services are provided.
GOAL OS 6: Implement conservation easements.
o Policy OS 6.1: Promote conservation easements that preserve open space by conserving
agricultural lands and valued wildlife habitat.
o Policy OS 6.2: Continue monitoring conservation easements.
GOAL OS 7: Transfer of development rights (TDR).
o Policy OS 7.1: Explore funding sources to pursue TDR projects.
o
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o Policy OS 7.2: Identify an administrator and funding sources for TDR programs.
 GOAL OS 8: Support NAS Fallon plans and projects that coordinate with the County’s plans.
o Policy OS 8.1: Coordinate land use planning in the buffer zone area around NAS Fallon
to maintain low housing density in flyover areas.
o Policy OS 8.2: Support Navy projects to maintain open space in buffer areas around NAS
Fallon.
o Policy OS 8.3: Support Navy projects to create bike trails, wildlife viewing areas, etc. in
buffer areas.
o Policy OS 8.4: Aid the Navy in applying for funding for cooperative open space projects.
 GOAL OS 9: Support development and use of renewable (green) energy sources such as
geothermal, wind, and solar.
o Policy OS 9.1: Coordinate with Federal agencies and industry leaders promoting
renewable resource development.
o Policy OS 9.2: Optimize economic benefit and environmental protection for Churchill
County.
 GOAL OS 10: Update the Open Space Chapter in the next Master Plan update effort by:
a. Moving appropriate parts to other chapters that cover the subject more
comprehensively.
b. Eliminating references to programs and entities that no longer exist.
c. Eliminating policies that do not actually protect open space.
d. Eliminating wordiness that is unnecessary.
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The purpose of this Land Use element is to establish a planned pattern for the development of
Churchill County for the next 20 years and to promote practical land use decisions. Through the
development and implementation of the goals and policies of the land use element, the County
government is attempting to preserve the health, safety, and welfare of the area’s present and future
residents.
It is essential to recognize the differences between the land use element and the zoning of property.
Zoning has immediate legal effect, precise boundaries, and detailed regulations. Nevada law
requires zoning ordinances that are consistent with the goals and policies contained in the Master
Plan. Thus, the translation of the land use element to current zoning requires continual interpretation
and application of the master plan to specific situations by the Planning and County Commissions.
LAND CLASSIFICATION
The Master Plan establishes five land use designations as a general guide for future uses and
zoning districts change requests. It also establishes two special overlay designations. These
designations are assigned to the lands within the County as shown in Map 11-1. Land use
designations also apply to federal lands. The designations are:
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Urbanizing Area: This land use designation is intended to identify where an urban density and
intensity of development is intended. Any zone is acceptable, including high-density residential,
commercial, and industrial zones. Pre-existing and new agricultural uses are acceptable. This
land use designation is focused on the northwest quadrant of the area surrounding Fallon,
generally north of Sheckler Road and the V-Line Canal and west of US 95.
Agricultural: This land use designation is intended to identify the general area that irrigated
and non-irrigated agriculture has historically taken place and planned to continue. However,
agriculture is allowed anywhere in the County. Most of these areas are zoned as agricultural,
with some exceptions. It should also be noted that a substantial portion of this designation and
the agriculture zones have never been or are not now irrigated or used for agriculture.
NASF (Naval Air Station Fallon) Buffer/Agriculture: This land use designation identifies the
large area around the NAS Fallon base, including both sides of a long segment of US 50 east
of Fallon. Within the area, agriculture is the preferred use. Most of this area is zoned as
agricultural, with some exceptions. Also, it generally coincides with the NAS Fallon Overlay zone
that surrounds the base (not the ranges). New lots, uses that concentrate people, and certain
other uses tend to be incompatible with base operations and are discouraged or not allowed
under the development code. This designation is also the core of the area in which the Transfer
of Development Rights (TDR) and conservation easement programs are focused. (See below.)
Industrial: This land use designation is intended to identify the preferred location of industrial
uses. However, industrial zoning is not limited to only this land use designation. These
designations are placed in broad areas along major transportation corridors as well as in the 40
Mile Desert and between US 50 and US 50A.
Rural: This land use designation is applied to all other areas in the County that are not
designated with the above designations and where RR-20 zoning is the predominant, but not
exclusive, zoning district. It is intended to identify lands where public services, such as fire and
police service, is extremely expensive for County taxpayers to provide, and intensive uses that
would need these services should be limited. It also identifies lands where objectionable land
uses that may not be suitable in more developed areas might be acceptable. Lastly, it provides
for resource extraction uses and power generation uses.
Hazen-Swingle Bench Special Planning Area: This area is discussed in detail at the end of
this chapter.
Opportunity Zone: This area is discussed in detail at the end of this chapter.
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Map 11-1
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The above master plan designations are generally implemented by the County Zoning Map, which
assigns the lands throughout the County with a zoning district. The zoning districts have a general
correlation to land use designations, but such relationships are advisory only. When requests for
re-zoning a property are reviewed, the land use designation is considered. However, any zone may
be requested within any land use designation, and the Board of County Commissioners may
approve it. The primary limitation on development is found in the requirements for connecting to
community sewer and water. Subdivisions and PUDs (major developments) must usually connect
to them regardless of lot size, but these connections must be within a service area, that in turn can
only be placed in the Urbanizing and Industrial land-use designations. A Parcel Map must similarly
connect to community sewer and water when it is under five acres unless it qualifies for an exception
listed under county code.
The County zoning ordinance designates five distinct types of land use districts: Agricultural (A-5
and A -10), Residential (E-1, R-1, and R-2), Rural Resource (RR-20), Commercial (C-1 and C-2)
and Industrial (I). Zoning districts also apply to federal lands. Title 16 (the Consolidated
Development Code) describes the densities, uses, and development standards for each zoningspecific designation. The overall intent of the five land use districts is as follows:
•

Agricultural: The purpose of these zoning districts is to provide for agricultural uses and largelot single-family residences. These districts are intended to preclude the premature
development of rural land on the fringes of the urban area while protecting the environment
and providing for large-lot single-family uses.

•

Residential: The purpose of these zoning districts is to provide for residential development,
and to limit business uses that are not compatible with residential uses. Urban density
residential zones (R-1 and R-2) are intended to use community sewer and water services.
The E-1 zoning district is intended to allow lower residential densities until connected to
community sewer and water.

•

Rural Resource district (RR-20): The purpose of this district is to protect and enhance every
natural resource, including historical and archeological sites, by limiting, controlling, and
prohibiting specific use of lands.

•

Commercial: The primary purpose of these zoning districts is to provide for a variety of
commercial and service enterprises and limit single family residential uses. Multi-family
residential uses are allowed. The C-1 district is intended to provide for more retail and
customer service-oriented uses, while the C-2 district is for heavier commercial and some
industrial uses. Industrial: The purpose of this district is to provide for industrial activities and
land uses that have the most potential for impacting adjacent land uses and infrastructure.

•

NAS Fallon Overlay Zone: This zone is discussed in more detail below.

The pattern of land uses (their location, mix, and density) is a critical component of any community’s
character. The land-use designation map and zoning district map are intended to provide sufficient
land for agricultural, residential, commercial, industrial, and public uses; to locate these various uses
appropriately in order to enhance community balance and character; to preserve and protect
important natural resources; and to enable the County to provide adequate public services to the
community. An unfortunate character of the zoning map is that there are large discrepancies in the
location of the zoning districts compared to the existing land uses. Below are some examples:
•
•

Large areas are zoned A-10, but perhaps the majority is not farmed or is no longer farmed.
Federal ownership may also be nearly half of the area due to very large federal parcels.
Much of the land zoned A-5 is no longer farmed because it has been converted to residential
use. The distinction between A-5 and A-10 zones is not evident, even though A-5 has some
of the best farmland and larger lots.
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Most C-2 land is located away from the City, and most C-1 land is typically closer to the City.
However, patches of C-2 zoned land are located very close or adjacent to the City even
though the developed uses within it match the C-1 zone better.
R-1 and R-2 zones are very limited even though there are other areas adjacent to
community sewer and water service that would be suitable for those zones.

LAND USE CONCEPTS AND STRATEGIES
The assignment of the above described land use designations and associated zoning districts to
lands across the County was made with a logical basis. The land use map developed in the 1990
Master Plan established the concept of providing for growth by concentric expansion from the
existing urban center of Fallon. This concept accomplishes the following:
a. allowing for gradual expansion of the County's services as the growth occurs and not
requiring the provision of remote facilities;
b. retaining farmland for agricultural use;
c. directing urban development to vacant parcels in existing areas of similar development;
d. preserving the County's character, agriculture, and open spaces;
e. providing greater financial justification for the future development of county or joint
city/county services, such as water and sewer; and
f. providing justification for increased joint city/county planning efforts.
In 2005, responding to new federal guidelines, the County decided to construct and operate water
and sewer utilities, and a revised land use map was adopted into the Master Plan (Map 11-1). In
addition to describing general locations appropriate for agriculture and low-density residential uses,
the plan included an Urbanizing designation for the area where the intention is to gradually
encourage more intensive, mixed uses that are conducive to an urban environment.
At this time, the NAS Fallon Overlay Zone was established. Part of the reasoning for this designation
was to support two of the pillars of the local economy – the agricultural industry and NAS Fallon.
Specifically, programs were set up to protect the continued economic viability of agriculture, and the
continued operational viability of the military base. Policies to support and protect them are found
throughout this Master Plan. Additional information about land use protections used for NAS Fallon
is provided below.
Churchill County values its agricultural heritage that, in conjunction with the vast open spaces,
provides an unrivaled quality of life. The County’s agriculture, open spaces, Carson River corridor,
and other valuable resources must be protected. Future urbanizing development should be guided
away from the County’s important wetland and wildlife sanctuaries in the northern and southeastern
areas of the Fallon area. The Land Use Plan designates these areas and the areas around NAS
Fallon and west toward the Lahontan Reservoir for low intensity uses. Agricultural uses and open
spaces should be promoted in this area to protect the County’s water resources and preserve the
County’s essential farmlands, wildlife, and open spaces. Residential growth that requires the
provision of water and sewer services should not be permitted in these areas but encouraged to
locate within the urbanizing area. Policies on community water and sewer systems outside the
urbanizing area are addressed in the Public Services and Facilities chapter.
Residential growth without a diverse and stable economy cannot sustain itself. Therefore, the
need to attract and expand the industrial base to provide sufficient employment opportunities and
strengthen the County’s economic base is vital. As described in the Economic Development
element, our primary economic pillars are agriculture, a military presence, and our renewable
energy resources, particularly geothermal. To supplement these three pillars, the County is
working to develop its manufacturing sector as another pillar. Expansion of each of these
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economic pillars will require varying degrees of public services and infrastructure, and support
industries must be appropriately located to ensure compatibility with surrounding land uses.
As the population grows, market demand for services and commercial facilities will increase. Sites
and facilities must accommodate a variety of economic conditions. Therefore, a number of factors
should be considered to ensure that each business is in an appropriate location. These factors are:
•
•
•

group convenience and service facilities closer together to minimize transportation;
make commercial land more easily accessible to the residents; and
encourage appropriate building design, signage, and landscaping that promote a positive
business image.

PROTECTION OF AGRICULTURAL AND NAS FALLON
Protection of the agricultural industry and NAS Fallon are core concepts in the Master Plan and
Development Code. Some strategies that are centered on protecting only one or the other, but there
are other strategies that are blended to protect both.
Agriculture
The protection of the economic viability of agriculture uses two approaches. The first approach
consists of the traditional land use strategies of protecting agricultural areas from incompatible
development that pressures them to stop operating. These include (a) applying the Agricultural
land use designation, (b) applying the A-10 and A-5 large lot agricultural zoning districts, and (c)
establishing associated limits on land use for those zoning districts. Other code protections are
described below.
The second approach is to offer the agricultural community alternatives to development using
several strategies in the County Code which result in conservation easements. These include (a) a
Cluster Development option in the land division code (b) the Transfer of Development Rights (TDR)
program, and (c) a partnership with NAS Fallon’s Readiness and Environmental Protection
Integration program (REPI - described in detail below) to purchase Conservation Easements. The
County’s objective in establishing conservation easements is to ensure that lands stay in agricultural
production, permanently prevent water from being moved out of the County, reduce area dust
problems from farmland that goes out of production, and (for lands near NAS Fallon) reduce
incompatible uses near the base.
The Cluster Development option is a stand-alone strategy that allows farmers to create their allowed
number of lots without meeting the 10- or 5-acre lot size limits. Small lots can be created, while the
remainder is kept for farming but placed under a Conservation Easement. The option can be used
to protect non-farming values as well, such as floodplains and wetlands.
The TDR program and the NAS Fallon REPI program are related. The TDR program is established
in the County Code and administered by the County, and the REPI program targets properties
participating in the TDR program. The TDR program is broader than the REPI program, and was
intended to establish a market for development rights whereby developers can purchase them from
farmers and transfer them to their development at another location. The market system has not
been fully implemented to date. There are a small number of privately held development rights, but
the County became the “purchaser” of most of them through its partnership with NAS Fallon.
NAS Fallon
The protection of the operational viability of NAS Fallon is achieved through a partnership between
the base and the County that sets up a system of standards and programs, of which the TDR and
REPI (see below) programs are part. NAS Fallon joined in the partnership in order to actively protect
its operations from encroachment by incompatible land uses, especially large residential land
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divisions. The partnership was established through a number of formal agreements with the
County.
The County’s actions included:
•
•
•
•

Establishing the NASF Buffer/Agriculture land use designation that is placed around the
base, which emphasizes agricultural land uses
Establishing the NAS Fallon Overlay Zone around the base and bombing ranges, which
establishes a system to notify the base of development projects and tall structures, and
establishes additional limits on certain land uses (in the use table),
Establishing (in various parts of the County Code) a notification system to builders and land
buyers located in the overlay areas.
A commitment to (a) financially assist with purchasing the conservation easements, (b) link
the REPI program to the TDR program, (c) act as the holder of the development rights
purchased from farmers that participate, and (d) hold and monitor the conservation
easements.

NAS Fallon’s actions were to:
•
•
•

Establish the local REPI program in partnership with the County
Provide the majority funding to purchase conservation easements from willing sellers,
Dedicate resources to actively participate and provide input to land use reviews permits.

The REPI program leverages federal funding with local partnerships (in this case Churchill County
and the Natural Resources Conservation Service) to obtain easements from willing sellers that
preserve critical areas near military installations and accomplish proactive land use planning and
conservation. Locally, the objective is to preserve and stabilize local agriculture, buffer the local
community from noise impacts generated by the base, and remove potentially unsuitable
development rights from lands surrounding NAS Fallon. Applicants are first approved through the
TDR Program, and then are eligible for the REPI program. The private landowner maintains
ownership of the land but must continue to farm it. So far, the partnership has purchased over 70
easements on over 7400 acres of farmland, using more than $15 million of Navy funding.
The program requires partial funding from a partner, which for NAS Fallon is Churchill County. This
cost sharing allows the county to complete more easements annually. The Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS) has recently become a funding partner to provide contributions
toward the Churchill County funding portion, though NRCS easements must meet minimum deed
requirements. This broader partnership will provide a more sustainable long-term model for
Churchill County. The success of the TDR and REPI programs is due to the comprehensive
planning approach and continuous high level of commitment between Churchill County and NAS
Fallon.
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GATEWAYS TO THE COMMUNITY
The appearance of a community as seen from the main streets and highways conveys the
community character and leaves a lasting impression on visitors and potential residents and
businesses. Thus, special attention should be given to the types of land uses that are permitted
along these corridors. Map 11-2 depicts the major highways that bisect the community and the
environment that is visible from these highways. Within these corridors, there are specific landmarks
that tell you that you’re in Churchill County. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brady Hot Springs
Churchill County border signs
Cold Springs
Harmon Junction
Hazen Townsite
Lahontan Dam and Reservoir
Leeteville Junction
Middlegate Station
Trinity Junction

Map 11-2
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To promote a positive image of the County, all development fronting the major highways must
adhere to appropriate landscaping and signage requirements, and only those land uses that are
aesthetically appealing should be encouraged.
•
•
•
•

Certain objectionable land uses should be excluded within a half mile distanced from
gateway roads. These include brothels, junkyards, and similar uses.
Water is scarce in the desert, so landscaping should not be required for new development,
except in special situations such as when buffers are needed between incompatible
developments.
Paved parking is expensive to developers, and the lack of asphalt contractors in the County
makes it difficult to pave parking lots. Surfacing should not be required for parking lots,
except in specific situations.
While Churchill County has not allowed standard-sized billboards through its history (with
some exceptions) they are important for making a good impression on the traveling public.
Standard size billboards should be allowed outside of the main populated areas. Closer to
the City of Fallon, billboards should be excluded, and signage should be limited to
monument-style signs or smaller pole signs.

INFRASTRUCTURE IN THE URBANIZING AREA
Development must also promote a safe and healthy environment consistent with the County’s rural
lifestyle and high quality of living. In 2003, Churchill County embarked on the development of a
County-owned water and sewer system, which is described in more detail under Public Services
and Facilities, in anticipation of accelerated growth and the need to prepare for the provision of
efficient public services and facilities while ensuring protection of our water and other valuable
resources. In conjunction with the provision of these utilities, the County adopted development
standards in 2005 that require appropriate infrastructures such as water, sewer, streets, and
sidewalks and also require all new development to buffer existing low-density development.
Development standards and Master Plan policies, such as the Recreation and Transportation
elements, will also ensure that appropriate connectivity between developments via the road
network, bike routes, and trails will connect and provide access to open spaces and parks.
The Land Use element establishes a planned pattern for the development of Churchill County for
the next 20 years. When reviewing any development proposals, consideration must be given to the
Master Plan as a whole to address all goals and policies and ensure that growth is sustainable,
protects the environment and our natural resources, and promotes livable, attractive
neighborhoods.
Land Use Goals and Policies
 GOAL LU 1: Retain the rural character of the County outside of the Urbanizing and Industrial
land use designations, while providing opportunities for managed growth and development
within Urbanizing and Industrial designations.
o Policy LU 1.1: Churchill County shall identify incentives for developers that will encourage
preservation of agriculture and open spaces and expand residential, commercial, or
industrial opportunities.
o Policy LU 1.2: Promote conservation easements to protect and preserve agriculture, open
spaces, and water resources.
o Policy LU 1.3: Track and update data on resource use and revenues.
o Policy LU 1.4: New development must buffer existing agricultural uses to prevent conflicts.
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Policy LU 1.5: Review the TDR program and conservation easement program for needed
improvements. Look for opportunities to use TDRs when allowing increased density, rezone
requests, and planned unit developments. Coordinate efforts with the Navy, other funders,
and stakeholders.
GOAL LU 2: All new development must be comprehensively designed to guarantee a
sustainable, safe, and healthy environment, and integrate into the surrounding neighborhoods.
o Policy LU 2.1: In reviewing any development proposals, Churchill County shall consider
issues of community character, balance, sustainability, environmental impact, safety,
aesthetics, and efficient service provision.
o Policy LU 2.2: Construct water and sewer infrastructures to County standards.
o Policy LU 2.3: Design and locate walking trails/sidewalks and bike lanes to provide
connectivity with adjoining developments and parks in the vicinity.
o Policy LU 2.4: On and off-site road improvements shall be consistent with the County
transportation plan and shall meet development standards.
o Policy LU 2.5: Churchill County shall only approve requests for special use permits, land
divisions, and other development proposals that are consistent with the land use map and
the policies contained within the Master Plan.
o Policy LU 2.6: Enforce friction zone standards.
o Policy LU 2.7: All new or expanding land uses within the gateway corridors must comply
with current landscaping and signage requirements and shall not adversely affect the
neighborhood.
GOAL LU 3: Development shall be beneficial to the County and shall promote sustainability.
o Policy LU 3.1: Churchill County shall ensure that green energy projects meet environmental
standards and have a positive impact on the community.
o Policy LU 3.2: Minimize development and encroachment within the buffer zone around NAS
Fallon and its bombing ranges. Continue implementing the NAS Fallon Overlay Zone
standards and other agreements with NAS Fallon.
o Policy LU 3.3: Continue implementing the transfer of development rights, conservation
easement, and cluster development programs to retain agriculturally productive lands.
GOAL LU 4: Infrastructure expansion shall be cost effective.
o Policy LU 4.1: Encourage infill development, particularly in the urbanizing area, to provide a
cost-effective provision of utilities.
o Policy LU 4.2: Coordinate infrastructure planning activities near the Fallon city limits with the
City government, and coordinate infrastructure planning activities east of the Hazen area
with the City of Fernley.
GOAL LU 5: Encourage industrial expansion that is supportive of economic development and
jobs creation.
o Policy LU 5.1: Undertake projects to reduce obstacles to broad development of industrial
lands, especially in the Hazen-Swingle Bench Special Planning Area.
o Policy LU 5.2: Pursue a lands bill to reduce the amount of federal land “checker-boarding,”
with a focus on areas that have the Industrial land use designation.
GOAL LU 6: Periodically review and modify land-use designation and zoning district maps to
ensure that they accurately relate to actual land uses and reflect the desired future condition for
the location.
o Policy LU 6.1: Locate different agricultural zoning districts to better support viable
agricultural operations.
o Policy LU 6.2: Locate commercial and industrial zones to better separate commercial uses
from industrial activity.
o Policy LU 6.3: Locate dense residential zones where they can take advantage of community
sewer and water services.
o
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HAZEN-SWINGLE BENCH SPECIAL PLANNING AREA
The Hazen area serves as a gateway to Churchill County along the busiest corridor into the Fallon
area – the Reno Highway (US 50A). In addition, extensive industrial development is planned for the
area. Both of these points emphasize the need for a special planning area. This gateway creates a
lasting impression of the character of the community to visitors and the traveling public. The Hazen
Townsite and its railyard played an important part in the history of Churchill County, and is discussed
in greater detail in the Historical Preservation Chapter. The current character of this gateway consists
two small industrial complexes at the county line – Resource Drive (south side) and the rail park
(north side) – though these are fleeting glimpses. The more striking elements are of the green
pastures and trees of the Hazen farmland (south side) and the more developed Hazen Townsite
(north side). East of Hazen is the Swingle Bench area – with a farming and residential area
surrounding Bench Road south of the highway, and Mahala Slough to the north. The Hazen and
Swingle Bench Areas form the core of the broader Hazen-Swingle Bench Special Planning Area.
The Special Planning Area extends along the north and south sides of US 50A from the county line
to Leeteville Junction (with US 50) and lies north of US 50 between the junction and Bench Road.
Much of the area enclosed is the dry lakebed and adjacent hillslopes on either side of US 50A, which
is planned for the Churchill-Hazen Industrial Park (CHIP). In addition, the area north and west of the
Hazen Townsite is planned for a broad area of industrial development that is partly developed (the
two small industrial areas mentioned above and the geothermal plant north of them). This broader
development is named the Geothermal Rail Industrial Park (GRIP).
Hazen Townsite
The Hazen Townsite area encompasses 157.41 acres. This area includes approximately 74 acres
of railroad and highway rights-of-way, leaving approximately 83 acres for development and streets.
The townsite is divided into small parcels. The configuration and size of these parcels vary due to
the townsite’s irregular shape as well as the configuration of the railroad and highway. However, the
majority of parcels are rectangular with a standard size of 50 feet by 130 Feet. Zoning of the Hazen
area is primarily A-10 with areas of Industrial, Commercial, and RR-20 surrounding the area. With
the exception of the existing ranches and the remaining homes of the townsite, the vast majority of
land in the Hazen area is undeveloped.
Access to Hazen is excellent with its adjacency to US 50A and its proximity to Interstate 80. US 50A
was recently widened to four lanes which consumed much of the townsite’s land area, as previously
discussed. The railroad link provides a service that would support employment and economic
development in the area as it did in the past.
Water
Surface water used to serve agriculture is available from the Truckee Canal. However, over the last
few decades, upstream users have purchased surface water in the area, turning many farms around
Hazen into vacant and bare lots. Water also used to be piped to the townsite from this source, but
those facilities are now defunct. For this to provide adequate quality and quantity of potable water, a
considerable investment must be made in a water treatment system. The extent of water rights that
are available and adequate for increased development is unknown.
Ground water is heavily saline and has other mineral content even to a depth of more than 1,000
feet. Consequently, this source will also require treatment for its suitability as a potable supply.
While the supply of adequate quality and quantity of water is currently undetermined, it is reasonable
to assume that proper technical solutions can be applied to ensure the provision of a healthy water
supply to the townsite for the needs of future development. Such development will bear responsibility
for providing the necessary water supply.
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Sewer
Sewage disposal is currently done by individual septic systems. All future development will
necessitate an evaluation and a provision of sewage disposal adequate for the development’s needs
and will be the responsibility of the development.
Streets
California Street is paved and maintained by the County, but other streets within the townsite
(including those south of the highway) are unpaved and do not follow the plat of the townsite. Where
parcels are vacant and under common ownership, abandonment or realignment of streets and
parcels will provide the opportunity for better use of the land. Construction of streets and sidewalks
will have to meet the standards of Churchill County. Such construction and any abandonments or
relocations will have to be approved by the Board of County Commissioners.
Rail
Historically, Hazen was a sizable rail hub (more information can be found in the Historical Resources
chapter. It is at the junction of three separate lines operated by Union Pacific - the main
transcontinental line, the Mina Branch, and the Fallon Branch. Although the major railroad structures
were removed, several sidings and spurs still exist. The recently approved rail tie handling center for
Omaha Track will use some of these spurs and sidings, and other businesses are also able to access
these facilities. In addition, the nearby area to the west (at the County line) includes rail facilities
associated with the Darwin siding, and the nearby area to the east (on the Fallon Spur) has recently
constructed sidings. Burlington Northern Santa Fe has trackage rights along the main railroad line
and also has service rights on some sidings or rail yards. The Darwin siding is one of these, and the
Western Nevada Rail Park (at the County line) has access to service from both railroad companies.
Both GRIP and CHIP have plans for rail-related businesses in the Hazen area.
Public Services
All public services—police, fire, and administration—to Hazen are provided from centralized
operations located in Fallon. No new facilities are planned for Hazen.
Appropriate Land Uses
Hazen Townsite
The Hazen Townsite is the core of the Special Planning Area. It should allow for any land uses that
are compatible and complementary within the townsite boundaries and with adjacent properties. The
intent is to allow flexibility in land use, to transition to higher use, or to encourage the potential for
additional investment.
The townsite will have intense uses. These uses can include commercial (retail, restaurant, farmer’s
market), traveler services, historical/cultural interpretive center, live-work artist space, residential, etc.
One or two attractively landscaped centralized parking areas should be provided to encourage a
pedestrian environment throughout the townsite area.
The land bordering the townsite to the north is anticipated as an industrial/employment or rural
resource area. All development in this area must provide for an appropriate buffer zone to the
townsite.
The southern boundary of the townsite is adjacent to agricultural land and located south of the
highway. Future development should include landscaping to act as a buffer zone from the highway
and the agricultural usage.
All new and/or alteration projects within the Hazen Townsite shall require a special use permit.
Development within the Townsite should have an emphasis on highway and commercial land uses
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that include general retail, food and beverage service, public services and facilities, and recreation
and cultural facilities. The County recognizes that not all properties will be ready for development at
the zoning intensity that is most consistent with the overlaying land-use objectives.
Entire Planning Area
A highway-landscaping project should be initiated for the area along the perimeter of US 50A for a
distance of one mile on either side of the townsite. Churchill County is recognized as the “Oasis of
Nevada” and warrants a gateway that reflects this.
Traffic control along US 50A can be accomplished initially by a speed control zone and turning lanes.
As traffic volumes necessitate, this may require signalization.
As land is developed for commercial or industrial uses, the following design standards should be
considered and incorporated into the development standards:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Establish and maintain high aesthetic standards, including landscaping, parking, and signage.
Preserve the best of the County’s history, natural beauty, and visual character.
Ensure the compatibility and complementary development of each use.
Where possible, provide shared infrastructure elements, such as entrances, parking, common
areas, and signage.

Goals and Policies for Hazen Townsite
 GOAL LU 7: Incorporate the Master Plan’s Goals, Policies, and Intent for Hazen-Swingle Bench
Planning Area into the Development Code
o Policy LU 7.1: Work with community residents, and landowners of rail-accessible and
industrial park lands to develop implementing regulations.
o Policy LU 7.2: Establish a special overlay zone for the Hazen-Swingle Bench Planning Area
that implements the Master Plan intent for the area. Include the Hazen Townsite as the core
of the overlay, with a separate zoning district or regulations that override the allowed uses
of the existing zoning districts and allow all uses through a Special Use Permit.
o Policy LU 7.3: Evaluate the need for rezoning within the Planning Area for industrial and
commercial uses, balanced by agricultural and residential uses.
o Policy LU 7.4: Establish gateway design standards to best represent the County to the
traveling public, with consideration for special landscaping, lighting, signage, and screening
standards.
o Policy LU 7.5: Developments that have special features, such as springs, wetlands,
streams, sloughs, etc. should protect them and incorporate them into parklike settings for
enjoyment of people working or living in the area.
 GOAL LU 8: Undertake projects to implement the Master Plan’s Goals, Policies, and Intent for
Hazen-Swingle Bench Planning Area
o Policy LU 8.1: Identify and implement special projects to improve the Planning Area’s
gateway character such as enhancing Oasis of Nevada features. Examples may include
Mahala Slough enhancement, Hazen Creek enhancement, extending conservation
easement opportunities to Hazen farmers along the highway, abandoning or realigning
Hazen streets and alleys to improve developability, or projects that build on Hazen’s rail
history.
o Policy LU 8.2: Evaluate the possibilities of establishing community sewer and water systems
to support development in the Planning Area.
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OPPORTUNITY ZONE
Opportunity Zones were authorized by federal legislation in 2017, as a tax incentive to encourage
long-term private investment in low-income areas. The federal program has two phases. First,
Governors in each state designate their opportunity zones, which are census tracts that could benefit
from large private investments. Second, interested private investors can invest in the opportunity
zone through special funds.
Churchill County received one of the Opportunity Zones, though the County had little input into the
selection. It is located in the northeast quadrant around Fallon, being bounded by the Lovelock
Highway (US 95), the Austin Highway (US 50), the Stillwater Wildlife Refuge, and the north end of
Indian Lakes Road. Currently, very little infrastructure is available within this area making future
projects difficult to initiate. Churchill County will investigate the possibility of extending, adjusting, or
moving the opportunity zone to reflect future economic needs of the community, and to allow it to be
better served by infrastructure.
 GOAL LU 9: Undertake a planning effort for the area of the Opportunity Zone, with consideration
for land use designation changes, zoning changes, infrastructure projects, and other efforts.
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In 1983, the Nevada State Legislature enacted Senate Bill 40 (SB40) to take advantage of the
accommodation provisions {Section 202(c)(9)} in the Federal Land Policy and Management Act
(FLPMA). This section of public law requires the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) to develop
land use plans consistent with state and local land use plans to the extent that the Secretary of
the Interior finds these consistent with federal law and the purposes of FLPMA. SB40 directed the
State Land Use Planning Agency, with cooperation from state agencies and local governments
throughout the state, to prepare plans and policy statements concerning the acquisition and use
of lands in Nevada that are under federal management and/or ownership. The purpose of this
effort is to increase the role of Nevada citizens in determining the management of public lands.
With such a large percentage of state land under the control of the federal government, federal
land managing agencies must understand and address the concerns and needs of Nevada. The
final documented policy plan was completed in June 1985. Churchill County, as part of this effort,
developed the "Churchill County Policy Plan for Public Lands." This plan was reviewed and
adopted by the City of Fallon City Council and The Churchill County Board of County
Commissioners on June 4, 1985, and June 6, 1985, respectively. The legislation did not provide
for periodic updating of the plan. Churchill County will continue to review and update its policies
concerning federal lands as part of the Churchill County Master Plan process.

LAND OWNERSHIP
The federal and state government controls over 86% of the land in Churchill County. Only 13% of
the land in the county is on the tax roll. Data in Table 12-1 is as of October 2011.
Table 12-1
Break Down of Federal Ownership
Land Ownership

Acreage 2011

Percentage of
County

Federal

2,704,533

83.88%

BLM

2,182,644

67.69%

BOR

456,231

14.15%

38,261

1.19%

27,397

0.85%

Tribal

50,938

1.58%

State

18,261

0.57%

Local Government

36,840

1.14%

3,268

0.10%

410,400

12.73%

3,224,240

100.00%

Military
US Government
(Incl. Postal)

TCID
Private Lands
Total

These numbers were derived by using the exemption codes in the
Assessor's database and rounded to whole numbers. The Acreage
for BOR is as reported by the BOR. The BOR acreage was
subtracted from the BLM acreage, found from the Assessor’s data.
All numbers are estimates and are subject to change.
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INTRODUCTION
Public Lands form the vast majority of Churchill County. As such, they contribute to the open
spaces and broad vistas that give a unique character to the high desert of Northern Nevada. The
citizens and visitors of Churchill County enjoy many advantages and opportunities afforded by
these public lands.
The Churchill County policy plan for public lands is a guide developed by the citizens and their
local government regarding the use of public lands (all lands that are not privately owned) in
Churchill County. The plan addresses federal land use management issues and is intended to be
used as a positive guide for federal land management agencies in their development and
implementation of federal land plans and management actions.
Public Lands are part of the rich heritage of Churchill County. From the earliest mining activities,
to modern day ranching, energy development, and military training, the use of public land
resources has been an integral part of the rural lifestyles and local economy. The county and
citizens support the continued multiple use of the public lands in Churchill County. The policies
are intended to further agriculture, mining, military training, renewable energy development, and
recreation as principal economic bases of the county.
Open public access to recreation, wildlife, and resources should be available to all. The multi-use
nature of public lands requires that management decisions be made with the public’s interest at
the forefront, and careful consideration to maintaining sustainable resources for future
generations. The county desires to maintain a thriving ecological balance among all species and
resources found on public lands. This includes wild horse herds, managed at populations that are
consistent with the land’s capacity to support them, wildlife populations that are sustainable via
hunting and natural predation, and livestock populations controlled by careful management of
grazing permits.
Churchill County recognizes that certain private property interests exist on public lands. Any
established private property, to include mining claims, water rights, access easements, or any
other private interests, must be upheld and the property owners should be considered as equal
stakeholders in decisions that may affect their interests.
This policy portion of the Churchill County Master Plan outlines expectations and desires of the
people of Churchill County, and requires consultation prior to decisions that affect public lands
within the County’s boundaries. Churchill County is desirous of cooperation from the Bureau of
Land Management and other Federal agencies in being guided by these policies. If at any time,
according to the National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA), FLPMA or any other legislation,
the U.S. Government (under any agency) intends to change uses or availability of resources on
public lands in a way that will impact current historical and cultural uses, input from the citizens of
the county is required and the Board of County Commissioners will be consulted. In addition, the
County Commission should be consulted on any interpretation of these policies.
AIR QUALITY
GOAL: Prevent significant deterioration of the air quality found in Churchill County.
OBJECTIVES: Churchill County will continue to support:
1. Engaging state and federal agencies in their industrial air quality permitting process for
proposed development that may impact Churchill County.
2. Developing local ordinances and requirements where gaps in state and federal law, oversight,
or enforcement exist that may allow threats to local health, welfare, or environmental
conditions or threat to the economical/developmental future of the local communities.
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3. Opposition to the reduction in or export of surface or ground water and other
commercial/industrial actions that may create uncontrolled dust/particulate matter, increased
local temperature or other deterioration or air quality. Any proposal that impacts water
resources shall trigger coordination.
4. Encouraging the use of water for recreation, irrigation, wildlife habitat, plant life (including
phreatophyte), and surface disturbing activities as known methods of air quality sustainment.
5. Conducting limited controlled burning and/or grazing to control threat of wildfire and resultant
large-scale smoke and wind-blown dust pollution.
CULTURAL, HISTORIC, AND PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES
GOAL: In coordination with federal, state, and local government planning agencies, tribal
leadership, and interested members of the public, identify cultural, historical, and archaeological
resources that may increase the opportunity for educational, recreational, socio-cultural
enjoyment for the people of Churchill County.
PRIMARY PLANNING GUIDANCE:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Antiquities Act of 1906
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966
National Environmental Policy Act of 1970
Archaeological Resource Protection Act of 1979
State Protocol Agreement Between BLM and SHPO (2009)
OPNAVINST 5090.1

GUIDANCE: The National Historic Preservation Act is the single largest piece of legislation that
governs the treatment of cultural resources. It states that “…the historical and cultural foundations
of the Nation should be preserved as a living part of our community life and development in order
to give a sense of orientation to the American people…” Put simply, the Act requires that federal
land managers consider the impacts of federal undertakings on cultural, historical, and
archaeological resources. Other important federal cultural resource laws include the Antiquities
Act of 1906 and the Archaeological Resources Protection Act of 1979, which: require protection
of archaeological resources; require permits for excavation or appropriation of such resources;
and impose fines for the disturbance or destruction of cultural resources. The National
Environmental Policy Act requires that federal agencies examine their actions in regard to the
environment and requires consultation with the public. OPNAVINST 5090.1 requires that the Navy
follow the requirements of the above-mentioned federal laws. The State Protocol Agreement
between the BLM and the Nevada State Historic Preservation Office outlines the BLM’s duties
under the NHPA.
OBJECTIVES: Churchill County supports, and it is our objective to continue to support:
1. The federal designation of historic districts and cultural landscapes and development of
cultural parks, museums, and cultural areas for preservation with open access for all. The
County should be notified for coordination of these plans and be afforded an opportunity to
respond.
2. The reasonable nomination of cultural resources to the National Register of Historic Places.
The County should be notified for coordination prior to nomination and be afforded an
opportunity to comment.
3. The excavation of archaeological sites for scientific research with limited time constraints. The
County should be given the opportunity to enter into an agreement with federal agencies that
would allow the artifacts to be displayed at the Churchill County Museum on at least a
temporary basis.
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4. Cultural, historical, and archaeological studies. A copy of the final report from these studies
should be made available to the Churchill County Museum and Churchill County Library.
FORAGE AND LIVESTOCK GRAZING
GOAL: It is Churchill County’s goal to provide for landscape vegetation maintenance and
improvement that will optimize Animal Unit Months (AUM) while maintaining a thriving ecological
balance. 1
OBJECTIVES: Churchill County supports, and it is our objective to continue to support:
1. Implementing rangeland improvement programs, including but not limited to water
developments, rangeland restoration, pinyon-juniper control, and weed control to increase
forage production; improve livestock grazing management to increase stocking rates.
Appropriation of water for each beneficial use and use of that water will be in accordance with
Nevada water law. It is the policy of Churchill County that water rights for livestock uses are
to be held solely in the name of the permittee and not held jointly with a federal agency.
2. Identification and development off-stream water sources where such opportunities exist, in all
allotment pastures with sensitive riparian areas and in all allotments where improved livestock
distribution will result from such development.
3. Stocking level adjustments only after scientifically sound monitoring techniques and the
expertise and practical knowledge of each permittee demonstrate that grazing management
(including range improvements and specialized grazing systems) are not supporting basic
soil, vegetation, wildlife and watershed goals.
4. Monitoring history, actual use or authorization of Temporary Non-Renewable grazing (TNR)
demonstrates that supplemental use is continuously available, and can or should be used to
improve or protect rangelands (e.g., reduction of fuel loads to prevent recurring wildfire),
initiate a process to allocate such use to permittees as active grazing preference.
5. Use of additional forage during those years when climatic conditions result in additional
availability.
6. Temporary “voluntary non-use” of all or a portion of adjudicated forage if necessary, on
occasion, due to drought, economic difficulties, animal health, etc., is an acceptable
management strategy. “Voluntary non-use” for the purpose of long-term or permanent
retirement of a grazing allotment is considered detrimental.
HUNTING, FISHING, AND OUTDOOR RECREATION
Outdoor recreation is important to the citizens of Churchill County. The unique outdoor
recreational opportunities found in Churchill County are many of its greatest assets. Churchill
County values the opportunity and freedom these lands provide and encourages balanced
management goals that include hiking, camping, wildlife viewing, hunting, fishing, off highway
vehicle and other outdoor recreation activities. Churchill County strongly advocates the rights of
recreationists to continued lawful access to public lands.
GOAL: It is Churchill County’s goal to provide for multiple recreation uses on Churchill County,
federal and state administered lands located within its boundaries for residents and visitors to the
County. Provide high quality recreational opportunities at developed and dispersed/undeveloped
recreation sites by allowing historic uses and access while maintaining existing amenities and by
providing new recreation sites for public enjoyment. Maintain public access opportunities in both
1 Thriving Ecological Balance (Interior Board of Land Appeals definition): The goal of wild horse and burro
management should be to maintain a thriving ecological balance between wild horse and burro populations, wildlife,
livestock and vegetation, and to protect the range from the deterioration associated with over population of wild
horses and burros. (109 IBLA 115; also ref. Dahl vs. Clark supra at 592)
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motorized and non-motorized settings through the identification of rights-of-way or easements
across government administered lands and private lands at the invitation of the property owner.
Recognize that multiple recreation uses are mandated by the multiple use concepts and that
adequate resources must be provided on the federal administered areas; keeping open all
existing access roads and the ability to maintain those same roads or accesses.
PRIMARY PLANNING GUIDANCE: The Federal Land Policy & Management Act declares it to
be the policy of the United States that BLM administered lands be managed on the basis of
multiple use in a manner which provides for outdoor recreation and human occupancy and use,
while at the same time protecting scenic, ecological, environmental, water, and archaeological
values. The Act also mandates that outdoor recreation be considered one of the principle uses in
the multiple use concept for the BLM administered lands. In 1963, Congress enacted the Outdoor
Recreation Coordination Act declaring it "desirable that all American people of present and future
generations be assured adequate outdoor recreation resources". Churchill County supports the
mandate that trails for multiple recreation uses be made available for a diversity of motorized and
non-motorized uses. Multiple recreation uses must also be provided for the elderly, physically
challenged and very young in order to provide diversity of recreation opportunities. All areas
historically accessed by off-road recreational vehicles, mechanized vehicles, horses and boats
should continue to be available for their historical uses.
OBJECTIVES: Churchill County supports, and it is our objective to continue to support:
1. Multiple recreation uses for residents and visitors to Churchill County and to provide recreation
in special and extensive recreation management areas.
2. Cooperative and coordinated planning of trailhead facilities for both motorized and nonmotorized access, development and/or maintenance of roads and trails for both motorized
and non-motorized access, restoration of those areas that are open to the public for historical
recreational uses, e.g. motorized and equestrian access for recreational and competitive
events, hunting, fishing, and camping.
3. Optimizing outdoor recreation uses based on a thriving ecological balance.
4. Planning and establishment of limited (existing roads and trails) trail systems for compatible
recreational, agricultural, off highway vehicle and other passive and active multiple uses.
5. Maintaining existing facilities at developed recreational sites and upgrade, reconstruct, and/or
increase recreation facilities.
6. The recognition that hunting and fishing are valid uses of public resources. All public lands
and waters should be open to fishing and hunting sanctioned under all federal, state, and local
laws. However, recreation on private property without the approval of the owner is not
permitted or approved.
LAW ENFORCEMENT
GOAL: Churchill County strives to protect and enhance the general safety and security of its
residents and visitors on public lands. Churchill County appreciates the presence and cooperation
of federal law enforcement officers on public lands but is opposed to any increase in BLM law
enforcement authority. The County recognizes the Churchill County Sheriff as the primary law
enforcement agency. Unless otherwise granted to another agency by specific federal or state law
or memorandum of understanding, the Churchill County Sheriff shall be the controlling authority
for any law enforcement action on public lands in Churchill County.
OBJECTIVES: Churchill County supports, and it is our objective to continue to support:
1. Ensuring that the people of Churchill County are adequately represented in all law
enforcement activities that occur on state and federal lands within the County’s borders or
involve federal actions affecting private property within the County’s borders.
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2. Resolving questions of law regarding appropriate authority over the regulation of natural
resources on state and federal land and access to state and federal lands through regularly
updated Memorandums of Understanding.
3. Supporting cooperative training in areas of public safety such as search and rescue, fire and
emergency responses, and hazardous materials. Federal agencies and State agencies
should work with the County to ensure adequate personnel, training and equipment to meet
the demand for back country rescues.
4. Fully supporting the coordinated efforts of the Churchill County Sheriff’s Department, Nevada
Highway Patrol, Federal agency law enforcement, and other pertinent entities, in the
interdiction of illegal drug production and trafficking on public lands.
MILITARY LANDS AND ACTIVITIES
GOAL: Churchill County is supportive of economic development and creating a diverse base of
commercial, industrial, agricultural and military growth in our community. Sustainment and
expansion of military operations and training at the NAS Fallon, surrounding ranges and airspace
are desired to bring additional economic benefits to the county.
OBJECTIVES: Churchill County supports, and it is our intention to continue to support:
1. The protection of NAS Fallon operations through the use of conservation and restrictive use
easements requiring compatible development within the NAS Fallon Buffer Zone. This buffer
zone is established through the use of noise contours generated by flight operations from NAS
Fallon. The noise contours will be updated as aircraft types and usage change at the air
station.
2. The protection of the airspace used by manned and unmanned aerial vehicles.
3. The protection of bombing ranges and electronic warfare ranges against encroachment from
incompatible land development and frequency spectrum interference.
4. The growth of the Navy mission and expansion of its ranges for new weapons, tactics, and
ground forces. Churchill County realizes the desired growth of the Navy’s mission may
necessitate the potential increase in withdrawing more land. Many of those areas currently
allow public access. The County supports the permitted use of federal lands for training,
greater than casual use, without the need to withdraw from public access. If land is withdrawn,
Navy should compensate and mitigate for improvements and infrastructure impacted by
withdrawal.
5. The Navy’s exploration and development of renewable energy for the use of NAS Fallon
without fees or taxes. All power developed greater than used by NAS Fallon and its facilities
are expected to pay all fees and taxes as a private developer would on public lands.
6. Navy management of resources on Navy lands and training areas, maximizing their
sustainment, minimizing detrimental impacts, allowing access to the public as much as
possible without interfering with the Navy’s training mission.
MINERALS, FLUID MINERALS, AND GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES
GOAL: Facilitate environmentally responsible exploration, development and reclamation of oil,
gas, geothermal, locatable minerals, aggregate and similar resources on federal lands.
OBJECTIVES: Churchill County supports, and it is our objective to continue to support:
1. Efforts ensuring that lands remain open and available for exploration and utilization of natural
resources unless withdrawn by Congress or federal administrative action. To the extent
practicable, land with high mineral or oil and gas values shall remain open for economic use.
Closure or exclusion of federal lands containing mineral or fluid resources requires
coordination.
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2. Active engagement in NEPA analysis of environmental and community impacts related to
proposed mineral, geothermal, oil and gas development, including social, economic, and fiscal
impacts.
3. Working cooperatively with industry to make county permitting processes as clear and efficient
as practicable.
4. The requirement for industrial projects on federal lands to be coordinated with and permitted
by Churchill County for the purpose of evaluation and monitoring.
SOIL, VEGETATION, AND WATERSHEDS
GOAL: To maintain or improve the soil, environmental conditions, water, natural vegetation and
watershed resources in a manner that perpetuates and sustains a diversity of life and uses while
fully supporting the custom, culture, economic stability and viability of Churchill County and its
individual citizens.
PRIMARY PLANNING GUIDANCE: To insure State and Federal agencies comply with the
multiple use goals and objectives of the Congress as stated in the various statutory laws, such
as: Taylor Grazing Act, Federal Lands Policy & Management Act, Public Rangelands
Improvement Act, Forest and Rangelands Renewable Resources Act, Mining Laws of 1866 and
1872, Mining & Mineral Policy Act of 1970, National Materials and Minerals Policy, Research &
Development Act of 1980, and other related federal and state laws concerning recreational and
other multiple use of natural resources which impact the soils, vegetation, and watersheds. The
National Environmental Policy Act requires consideration of all environmental actions on the
culture, heritage and custom of local government (16 U.S.C. sec. 4331 (a) (4)).
OBJECTIVES: Churchill County supports, and it is our objective to continue to support:
1. Development of a systematic procedure to coordinate all federal and state land use inventory,
planning, and management activities with Churchill County, to assure that consideration is
given to County natural resource strategies and County land use plans, and to assure that
agency land use plans are consistent with the Churchill County Master Plan to the extent
required by Federal law.
2. Review and adjustment of livestock (grazing) stocking levels only in accordance with
developed Allotment Management Plans (AMP) and/or trend in ecological status. Monitoring
data, as obtained through the use of standardized rangeland studies such as ecological status
inventory and frequency/trend monitoring completed at scheduled intervals or when triggered
by climatic or environmental events following implementation of AMPs, will be required for
stocking level adjustments. Other studies such as Rangeland Health evaluation, Riparian
Functional condition, stubble height, and livestock utilization may be useful as indicators of
the need for additional examination and objective monitoring techniques.
3. Development of prescribed fire and wildfire management plans to re-establish historic fire
frequencies for appropriate vegetation types and include in such plans, livestock grazing
techniques as a tool for fire fuel management related to both wildfires and prescribed fires.
4. Inclusion with fire line and site rehabilitation plans, identification, utility and limitations of native
or exotic vegetation capable of supporting watershed function and habitat for wildlife and
livestock.
5. Development of grazing management plans following wild or prescribed fire through careful
and considered consultation, coordination and cooperation with all affected permittees and
affected landowners to provide for optional use of grazing animal management to enhance
recovery.
6. Development of surface disturbance mitigation plans on soils with a high or very high erosion
hazard rating within plans for multiple recreation use, road building, timber harvest,
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mechanical range treatments, prescribed fires, range improvements and vegetation
manipulation.
7. Management of wildlife at levels (population numbers) that preclude adverse impacts to soil,
water and vegetation until monitoring studies and allotment evaluations demonstrate that
population adjustments are warranted by changing resource conditions. Seek to restore mule
deer and sage grouse population numbers to highest healthy sustainable levels.
8. Management of wild horse and burro populations within Herd Management Areas (HMAs) at
levels (population numbers) that preclude adverse impacts to soil, water and vegetation until
monitoring studies and allotment evaluations demonstrate that population adjustments are
warranted by changing resource conditions.
9. Integration of recreational uses into all planning efforts to preclude adverse impacts to soil,
water and vegetation. Impacts to private property rights, including water rights and easements
must be considered and may exclude some types of recreation or recreational development.
10. Prevention of the introduction, invasion or expansion of undesirable plants and noxious weeds
into native rangelands and improve the ecological status of sites that are currently invaded by
undesirable plants or noxious weeds by integrating, through consultation with the Churchill
County Mosquito, Vector and Weed Control District and Churchill County Planning
Department, appropriate control methods into all planning efforts. Prescriptions for control of
undesirable plants and noxious weeds may include, but are not limited to burning, grazing,
mechanical, manual, biological and chemical methods. Range Improvement Fund money
(8100 Fund) may be a source of payment for these activities wherever it is lawful.
11. Protection and improvement of the natural ecology and environmental health of all watersheds
for the prevention of erosion, overuse, pollution of surface and ground waters, or deterioration
of riparian habitats.
WATER RESOURCES, RIPARIAN AREAS, AND AQUATIC HABITATS
GOAL: Churchill County supports the requirements for water quality contained in the Nevada
Administrative Code (NAC) Section 445, to the extent they can be met while complying with
constitutional and statutory law as to vested water rights, and to maintain or improve riparian
areas and aquatic habitat that represents a range of variability for function condition. Churchill
County recognizes that precipitation, transpiration, evaporation, surface waters, ground waters,
and geothermal reservoirs are all interconnected and interdependent.
Water Resources
OBJECTIVES:
Churchill County supports and it is our objective to continue to support:
1. The doctrine of prior appropriation as established by state law; and that the right to appropriate
water is a compensable property right available to individuals and municipalities. Ownership
of the right to use water has, as a key principals, those provisions set forth in Nevada Revised
Statutes 533.0010 through 533.085, including, but not limited to, first right, first use, beneficial
use, and point of diversion.
2. The promotion of private development of water resources on state and federal land for
beneficial use in Churchill County, including, but not limited to geothermal reservoirs, power
generation, municipal water supplies, irrigation, stock water, and wildlife.
3. As an important part of the county economy, the continuation and maintenance of grazing
allotment owners and grazing permit holders, owning and continuing to acquire new sources
for livestock watering rights on federal lands as security to their continued ability to grazing on
federal land.
4. The use of peer-reviewed science in the assessment of impacts related to water resource
development.
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5. Riparian monitoring data in view of technical limitations that may be present such as
intermittent or ephemeral stream flows, soils or substrate susceptibility to erosion, expected
stream flow of perennial waters, and site-specific base data for water quality.
6. Opposition to any transfer of water out of the county which may impact current practices, the
local economy or potential future growth, and will adamantly oppose such transfers that do
not (a) pass the highest test of scientific rigor in demonstrating minimal impacts to existing
water rights and (b) show a long-term benefit to the economic viability and community stability
of the County. Out-of-basin and out-of-county transfers of water shall be accorded full
attention of NRS 533.370, NRS 533.438 and other applicable state laws.
7. The maintenance of its water resources in a condition that will render it useable by future
generations for the full range of beneficial uses that further a viable and stable economic and
social base for its citizens.
8. Retaining authority of States to protect water quality under the Clean Water Act. The County
does not support abrogation of that authority to any other governmental or non-governmental
entity.
9. Water quality standards that are (a) consistent with actual uses for which a particular water
source or body is lawfully appropriated, and (b) based on accurate information regarding its
natural state and range of variability.
10. Coordination among all responsible and affected federal agencies when considering water
quality actions.
11. Modeling and monitoring of any significant commercial/industrial pumping of ground water or
geothermal resources.
12. Water rights, which are private property, for livestock grazing. Churchill County opposes Wild
Horse and Burro use of privately held water unless there is an agreement between the water
rights owner and the appropriate land management agency.
13. Provision of additional water resources from innovative treatment of water or wastewater.
Newlands Project – Irrigation System
GOAL: The water for the Newlands Project arises on Federal land and terminates on Federal
land, as many of its structures and facilities are on or traverse Federal land. The Project was
created by and is still controlled by the United States Bureau of Reclamation. As the water passes
through the farming district of Lahontan Valley in Churchill County, it augments the quality of life
to the county in numerous ways, indeed it is the reason for the community’s existence.
Churchill County relies on Nevada State water law in connection with the water rights associated
with the Project.
Churchill County also relies on a rapport with the Bureau of Reclamation to continue this valuable
resource to the county. Before the Bureau does a plan, program, action, or prepares to make a
decision, Churchill County requires, through this County Master Plan, to be contacted, and
consulted, for coordination, so that the Bureau may address and rectify any inconsistencies
between their actions and this County Master Plan.
OBJECTIVES: Churchill County supports, and it is our objective to continue to support:
1. Opposition to the transfer of irrigation water rights from productive agricultural lands and
encourages all alternatives to be exhaustingly pursued and all agricultural water transfers to
be designed to minimize health, ecological and economic impact to the community.
2. Opposition to the transfer of irrigation water rights to upstream out-of-county uses.
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Riparian Habitat and Wetlands
GOAL: Riparian areas and wetlands are critically important to well-balanced and productive
rangeland ecosystems. Many riparian areas and wetlands in Churchill County exist on private
ranches and farms.
OBJECTIVES: Churchill County supports, and it is our objective to continue to support:
1. Consultation, cooperation and coordination as provided under Section 8 of the Public
Rangelands Improvement Act of 1978 for riparian areas and wetlands under the jurisdiction
of a federal agency.
2. Retaining responsible private ownership of sustainable riparian areas and wetlands that
improve the economic environment for the ranching and farming community.
3. Water quality standards that are realistic and attainable for the specific location that the
regulation will be applied. Consequently, standards for water quality must be applied on the
basis of sound baseline data that is specific to each perennial body of water or naturally
occurring reach of perennial stream. Water quality standards for naturally occurring streams
or lakes, reservoirs, or other impoundments are based on mean water quality determined
throughout the course of entire years, over multiple year time frames. Point in time
measurements of water quality may provide an indication that more sampling and analysis is
warranted, but such limited samples will not provide sufficient evidence to justify regulatory
action on a basis that water quality has been impaired.
WILDERNESS, WILDERNESS
ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN
CLASSIFICATIONS

STUDY
(ACEC),

AREAS (WSA), AREAS OF CRITICAL
AND OTHER RESTRICTIVE LAND USE

GOAL: Immediate Congressional designation action on all WSAs and special or restrictive land
classifications based on Churchill County policy to release these areas for multiple use
management and in the interim prevent, minimize or mitigate impairment or degradation of such
areas to the extent that Congressional actions are not pre-empted. Provide the amenities
promised by wilderness designation through multiple use management that includes dispersed
recreation where appropriate and opportunities for solitude.
Existing land uses and pre-existing property rights are described in other sections of this Master
Plan. As every area of Churchill County includes pre-existing property rights and existing uses
that are best served through multiple use management. Churchill County is committed to the
protection of those existing rights.
As discussed within the Master Plan, Churchill County is committed to future development of
mining, communication infrastructure, and energy production. Locations for many of the future
developments cannot be identified at this time; therefore, all currently available land must remain
available and not be included in Wilderness Areas, Roadless Areas, ACEC, or other restrictive
designations.
OBJECTIVES: Churchill County supports, and it is our objective to continue to support:
1. Multiple use of federal lands as vital to the economy of Churchill County, the County is
opposed to the designation of any additional Wilderness Areas or Wilderness Study Areas
within its geographic boundaries. Churchill County calls for removal of Wilderness Study Area
designations and re-introduction of active stewardship of these lands that do not meet the
suitability criteria of the 1964 Wilderness Act. Churchill County demands coordination, local
input and decision-making in the designation and management of parks, refuges, Areas of
Critical Environmental Concern, road-less areas or any other legislative action, regulatory
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decision or policy that limits access to or use of federal land or resources within the geographic
boundaries of the County.
Provision for optimum scenic value in Churchill County through achievement of vegetation
and soils watershed objectives and implementation of non-degrading, non-impairing range
improvement activities, construction, use and maintenance of livestock management facilities,
and facilities for public enjoyment of the land.
Development and establishment of objective scientific classifications of areas providing the
amenities of wilderness experience under multiple use management based upon ecological
site potential, desired plant community, and ecological condition and trend criteria, soil
stability, topography, and proximity of disturbance such as designated military air space.
Identify measurable benefits that will be obtained through future designation of restricted use
areas; no designation of restricted use areas such as Roadless, ACEC, or others will be
completed until it is clearly demonstrated that such designations will not be detrimental to
existing property rights, recreation including hunting or fishing, livestock grazing management,
wildlife habitat management, County administrative needs, and future mining or energy
development.
Designation of ACEC, Roadless Area, or other use restrictions serve as surrogate for
Wilderness designation but do not fall within the limitations of the Wilderness Act; therefore,
such designations must not impair existing rights and must not impair public safety including
search and rescue or drug law enforcement.
No Wilderness Areas will be supported or permitted in Churchill County without coordination
and local support.

WILDLIFE AND WILDLIFE HABITATS
GOAL: Churchill County recognizes the value of healthy wildlife populations and their habitat and
strives to support efforts to protect, preserve, manage, and restore wildlife and its habitats for their
aesthetic, scientific, educational, recreational, and economic benefits to its citizens. We support
wise human use of wildlife through consumptive and non-consumptive uses. The County is
committed to the maintenance and enhancement of the diverse wildlife habitats that occur here.
When appropriate and the opportunity is available, we will work to enhance citizen understanding
of the County’s wildlife resources and how they may enhance the quality of life of its citizens and
visitors.
PRIMARY PLANNING GUIDANCE: Churchill County recognizes that wildlife resources in
Nevada belong to the people of the state and the protection, management, restoration, and use
of these resources are the responsibility of the State. We also recognize that public input with
regard to management and use of wildlife resources in an important part of the process, and the
appropriate vehicle for that input is through the Churchill County Advisory Board to Manage
Wildlife to the Nevada Board of Wildlife Commissioners.
OBJECTIVES: Churchill County supports, and it is our objective to continue to support:
1. The active protection and management of wildlife habitats within the county.
2. Major projects on public lands such as fishery development, range rehabilitation, guzzler
installation, wildlife management areas and water manipulations to benefit wetlands.
3. Recognition of the strong public desire to enjoy the wildlife resources of the county and will
work to ensure the public has access to those wildlife resources.
4. Efforts to recover potentially threatened species and habitat so they may be safely removed
from candidate or special status listing.
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WOODLAND RESOURCES
GOAL: It is Churchill County’s goal to maintain or improve native species such as aspen,
cottonwood pinyon, and juniper, and to maintain tree health, vegetation diversity, wildlife, and
watershed values through active management of woodland sites to include thinning, removal, or
other management measures. Churchill County supports historic and economic use of our
woodland resources and supports continued multiple use public land management and open
public access for recreational uses such as hunting, camping, and hiking.
OBJECTIVES: Churchill County supports, and it is our objective to continue:
1. The planning and implementing, where necessary and useful, of programs to improve pinyon
and juniper woodland health, e.g.: selective fence post, Christmas tree and firewood
harvesting, or other operations such as biomass fuels and green-cuts.
2. The reclamation of disturbed forest sites.
3. The removal of pinyon or juniper from plant communities that are identified as non-woodland
(rangeland) ecological sites and restore the vegetation that is appropriate for those respective
sites.
4. Documentation of woodland product harvest activities on the BLM administered lands as
necessary to promote customary and new economic use of woodland resources (i.e. pine
nuts, firewood, posts, Christmas trees, etc.)
5. Wildlife habitat improvements and grazing management strategies designed to enhance
woodland or forest goals for aspen, cottonwood, pinyon-juniper, or other woodland types.
6. Mitigating actions for the occurrence of insects and diseases that threaten the health of
woodland resources.
7. Maintaining the ability of local residents to cut firewood and cut Christmas trees as a historic
tradition of the residents of the County.
APPENDIX AND REFERENCES
Federal Laws, State Laws, and Other Legal Citations that Support the Requirement for
Coordination and Define State, Local and Private Property Rights
Following are excerpts from various laws, regulations, and some supporting court decisions that
have been used to guide development of this document. This section is not intended to be a
comprehensive source of reference, but is illustrative of the Federal and State laws and
regulations that may support or aid in coordination.
Churchill County recognizes that each regulation in the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) has,
as its authority, an original law recorded in the United States Code (USC) that specifies or limits
the scope of the regulation. Any reference to a portion of the CFR is also, by inference, dependent
on the specific language of the respective law(s). Similarly, Nevada Administrative Code (NAC)
is founded in an original law recorded in Nevada Revised Statute (NRS). Section 8.2.2 guides
state and federal proposals for land use regulation or management, and Churchill County
cooperation with these agencies.
Federal Land Policy and Management Act (“FLPMA” as amended)
The Bureau of Land Management (“BLM”) must follow the consistency and coordination
requirements in FLPMA “when the Secretary is making decisions directly affecting the actual
management of the public lands,” whether formally characterized as “resource management plan”
activity or not. Uintah County, Utah v. Norton, Civ. No. 2:00-CV-0482J (Memorandum Opinion,
September 21, 2001) citing State of Utah v. Babbitt, 137 F. 3d 1193, 1208 (10th Cir. 1998).
In addition to public involvement, the BLM is obligated to coordinate its planning processes with
local government land use plans. 43 C.F.R. § 1610.3-1(a).
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In providing guidance to BLM personnel, the BLM State Director shall assure such guidance is as
"consistent as possible with existing officially adopted and approved resource related plans,
policies or programs of other Federal agencies, State agencies, Indian tribes and local
governments that may be affected. . . ." 43 C.F.R. § 1610.3-1(c)(1).
The BLM is obligated to take all practical measures to resolve conflicts between federal and local
government land use plans. Additionally, the BLM must identify areas where the proposed plan
is inconsistent with local land use policies, plans or programs and provide reasons why
inconsistencies exist and cannot be remedied. 43 C.F.R. §§ 1610.3-1(c),(2),(3).
The BLM “shall provide other Federal agencies, State and local governments, and Indian tribes
opportunity for review, advice, and suggestion on issues and topics which may affect or influence
other agency or other government programs. To facilitate coordination with State governments,
State Directors should seek the policy advice of the Governor(s) on the timing, scope and
coordination of plan components; definition of planning areas; scheduling of public involvement
activities; and the multiple use opportunities and constraints on public lands.” 43 C.F.R. § 1610.31(b).
“A notice of intent to prepare, amend, or revise a resource management plan shall be submitted,
consistent with State procedures for coordination of Federal activities, for circulation among State
agencies. This notice shall also be submitted to Federal agencies, the heads of county boards,
other local government units and Tribal Chairmen or Alaska Native Leaders that have requested
such notices or that the responsible line manager has reason to believe would be concerned with
the plan or amendment. These notices shall be issued simultaneously with the public notices
required under § 1610.2(b) of this title.” 43 C.F.R. § 1610.3-1(d).
“Federal agencies, State and local governments and Indian tribes shall have the time period
prescribed under § 1610.2 of this title for review and comment on resource management plan
proposals. Should they notify the District or Area Manager, in writing, of what they believe to be
specific inconsistencies between the Bureau of Land Management resource management plan
and their officially approved and adopted resources related plans, the resource management plan
documentation shall show how those inconsistencies were addressed and, if possible,
resolved.” 43 C.F.R. § 1610.3-1(e)
The BLM plan must be consistent with officially approved and adopted local land use plans, as
long as such local plans are consistent with federal law and regulations. 43 C.F.R. § 1610.3-2(a).
Prior to BLM resource management plan or management framework plan approval, the BLM shall
submit a list of known inconsistencies between the BLM plans and local plans to the governor. 43
C.F.R. § 1610.3-2(e).
The BLM has no duty to make its plan consistent with a local government plan, if the BLM is not
notified by the local government of the existence of its local plan. 43 C.F.R. § 1610.3-2(c).
Public Rangelands Improvement Act of 1978 (PRIA)
(43 U.S.C. 1901-1908)
The Public Rangelands Improvement Act of 1978. 43 U.S.C. § 1901-1908, provides that the
Secretary of Interior "shall manage the public rangelands in accordance with the Taylor Grazing
Act, the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 and other applicable law consistent
with the public rangelands improvement program pursuant to this Act." See 43 U.S.C. §1903,
which also provides that: "the goal of such management shall be to improve the range conditions
of the public rangelands so that they become as productive as feasible in accordance with the
rangeland management objectives established through the land use planning process, and
consistent with the values and objectives listed in [Section 1901]." The values and objectives
listed in Section 1901 by which the Secretary was to be guided include a finding and declaration
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by the Congress that: "to prevent economic disruption and harm to the western livestock industry,
it is in the public interest to charge a fee for livestock grazing permits and leases on the public
lands which is based on a formula reflecting annual changes in the costs of production." 43 U.S.C.
§ 1901 (a) (5)."
The Congress further found and declared that one of the reasons the Public Rangelands
Improvement Act was necessary is that segments of the public rangelands were producing less
"than their potential for livestock" and that unsatisfactory conditions on some public rangelands
prevented "expansion of the forage resource and resulting benefits to livestock and wildlife
production." 43 U.S.C. § 1901(a)(3). The Act mandates improvement of the rangelands in order
to increase the potential for livestock development and to prevent economic harm to the "western
livestock industry."
Taylor Grazing Act of 1934 (TGA)
(43 U.S.C. 315)
The Taylor Grazing Act of 1934, 43 U.S.C. § 315, was passed primarily to provide for stabilization
of the western livestock industry. The Act authorized the Secretary of Interior to establish grazing
districts in those federally managed lands which were "chiefly valuable for grazing and raising
forage crops." The Secretary was authorized to act in a way that would "promote the highest use
of the public lands." 43 U.S.C. § 315. The Act authorized the Secretary to issue grazing permits
on a preferential basis with preference to be given to those "landowners engaged in the livestock
business," "bona fide occupants or settlers," or "owners of water or water rights." 43 U.S.C. § 315
(b). The Secretary was authorized to take action to stabilize the livestock industry which was
recognized as necessary to the national well-being.
The Act also recognized the property interests of a permittee in the form of an investment backed
expectation in § 315 (b). That Section provided that no preference would be given to any person
whose rights were acquired during the year 1934 except that the Secretary could not deny the
renewal of any such permit "if such denial will impair the value of the grazing unit of the permittee,
when such unit is pledged as security for any bona fide loan."
The Forest and Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning Act of 1974
Public Law 93-378 Approved Aug 17, 1974 and as amended by P.L.106-580 December 31, 2000;.
Section 4 (16 U.S.C. 1602) and Section 6 (16 U.S.C. 1604) requires coordination with State and
Local Governments. FS can cooperate with other agencies, but coordination is mandatory with
the local governments. http://www.fs...fed.us/emc/nfma/includes/range74.pdf
Clean Air Act
[T]he prevention and control of air pollution “at its source is the primary responsibility of States
and local governments . . . ." 42 U.S.C. § 7401(a)(3).
"[F]ederal financial assistance and leadership is essential for the development of cooperative
Federal, State, regional, and local programs to prevent and control air pollution." 42 U.S.C. §
7401(a)(4).
The federal government "shall encourage cooperative activities by the States and local
governments . . . ." 42 U.S.C. § 7402(a).
Each State "shall provide a satisfactory process of consultation with general purpose local
governments . . . ." 42 U.S.C. § 7421.
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Clean Water Act
“Federal agencies shall co-operate with State and local agencies to develop comprehensive
solutions to prevent, reduce and eliminate pollution in concert with programs for managing water
resources.” 33 U.S.C. § 1251(g).
The Environmental Protection Agency "shall, after careful investigation, and in cooperation with
other Federal agencies, State water pollution control agencies, interstate agencies, and the
municipalities and industries involved, prepare or develop comprehensive programs for
preventing” water pollution. 33 U.S.C. § 1252(a).
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act regulates the placement of fill material into wetlands, and
defines what wetlands are for purposes of regulation. This section is jointly administered by at
least four federal agencies.
Endangered Species Act
“[N]ot less than ninety days before the effective date of the regulation,” the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (“FWS”) is required to give actual notice to local governments of its intent to propose a
species for listing or change or propose critical habitat. 16 U.S.C. § 1533(b)(5)(A)(ii).
Once notified, the local government has the opportunity to comment on the proposed species
listing or critical habitat designation. 50 C.F.R. § 424.16(c)(i)(ii).
The FWS must directly respond to the "State agency"[2] comments. 16 U.S.C. § 1533(i).
Other federal agencies must also consider local government and public comments regarding the
management of threatened or endangered species. 16 U.S.C. § 1533(f)(5).
Section 2 (c)(2) instructs federal agencies to cooperate with State and local agencies to resolve
water resource issues in concert with conservation of endangered species. 16 U.S.C. § 1531
(c)(2)
The listing of a species as threatened or endangered by the FWS is to be based on the “best
scientific and commercial data available.” 16 U.S.C. § 1533(b)(1)(A).
The FWS shall list species only after taking into account efforts of State or political subdivisions
to protect the species. 16 U.S.C. § 1533(b)(1)(A).
Critical habitat designations must take economic impacts into account. Areas may be excluded
as critical habitat based upon economic impacts unless the failure to designate the area as critical
habitat would result in extinction of the species. 16 U.S.C. § 1533(b)(2).
The FWS is required to complete full NEPA documentation when designating critical habitat.
Commission of Catron County v. U.S.F.W.S., 75 F.3d 1429 (10th Cir. 1996).
The Secretary “shall develop and implement [recovery] plans for the . . . survival of endangered
species . . . unless he finds that such a plan will not promote the conservation of the species.” 16
U.S.C. § 1533(f)(1).
According to the ESA section 7 consultation regulations, an applicant “refers to any person . . .
who requires formal approval or authorization from a Federal agency as a prerequisite to
conducting agency action. 50 C.F.R. § 402.02. “Although early consultation is conducted between
the Service [FWS] and the Federal agency, the prospective applicant should be involved
throughout the consultation process. 50 C.F.R. § 402.11(a). The Biological Assessment or
Biological Evaluation (“BA”), i.e., the document created by the federal agency containing the
proposed action, may be prepared by a non-Federal representative. 50 C.F.R. § 402.12(a) to (c).
The Sensitive Species Program was created on January 6, 1989 by the FWS and is implemented
by all federal agencies. These federal agencies are to give "special consideration" to those plant
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and animal species that the FWS is considering for listing but lacks the scientific data to list. 54
Fed. Reg. 554 (January 6, 1989).
General Mining Act of 1872
The General Mining Act of 1872 is a United States federal law that authorizes and governs
prospecting and mining for economic minerals, such as gold, platinum, and silver, on federal
public lands. This law, approved on May 10, 1872, codified the informal system of acquiring and
protecting mining claims on public land, formed by prospectors in California and Nevada from the
late 1840s through the 1860s, such as during the California Gold Rush. All citizens of the United
States of America 18 years or older have the right under the 1872 mining law to locate a lode
(hard rock) or placer (gravel) mining claim on federal lands open to mineral entry. These claims
may be located once a discovery of a locatable mineral is made. Locatable minerals include but
are not limited to platinum, gold, silver, copper, lead, zinc, uranium and tungsten.
Nevada Revised Statutes Chapter 517
• Locating Mining Claims 43 CFR 3830
• Locating Mining Claims 43 CFR 3832
• Recording Mining Claims and Sites 43 CFR 3833
• Required Fees for Mining Claims or Sites 43 CFR 3834
• Waivers from Annual Maintenance Fees 43 CFR 3835
• Annual Assessment Work Requirements for Mining Claims 43 CFR 3836
• Acquiring a Delinquent Co-Claimant's Interest in a Mining Claim or Site 43 CFR 3837
• Locating Mining Claims on Stockraising Homestead Act Lands 43 CFR 3838
National Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”)
All federal agencies shall prepare an environmental impact statement (“EIS”) or an environmental
assessment (“EA”), (i.e. a NEPA document) for "every recommendation or report on proposals
for legislation and other major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human
environment." 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(c).
Such EIS or EA shall include, among other things, alternatives to the proposed action. 42 U.S.C.
§ 4332(C)(iii).
Each EIS or EA shall also contain a “no action” alternative which describes the status quo. Natural
Resources Defense Council v. Hodel, 624 F.Supp. 1045, 1054 (D. Nev. 1985).
Copies of comments by State or local governments must accompany the EIS or EA throughout
the review process. 42 U.S.C. § 4332(C).
Federal agencies shall “consult early with appropriate state and local agencies and Indian tribes
and with interested private persons and organizations when its own involvement is reasonably
foreseeable.” 40 C.F.R. § 1501.2(d)(2).
Local governments shall be invited to participate in the scoping process. 40 C.F.R. §
1501.7(a)(1).
Federal agencies shall cooperate “to the fullest extent possible to reduce duplication” with State
and local requirements. Cooperation shall include:
(1) Joint planning
(2) Joint environmental research
(3) Joint hearings
(4) Joint environmental assessments. 40 C.F.R. § 1506.2
40 C.F.R. § 1506.2(b).
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Agencies shall cooperate with State and local agencies to the fullest extent possible to reduce
duplication between NEPA and comparable State and local requirements, unless the agencies
are specifically barred from doing so by law. Such cooperation shall to the fullest extent possible
include joint environmental impact statements. In such cases one or more Federal agencies shall
be joint lead agencies. Where State laws or local ordinances have environmental impact
statement requirements in addition to but not in conflict with those in NEPA, Federal agencies
shall cooperate in fulfilling these requirements as well as those of Federal laws so that one
document will comply with all applicable laws. 40 C.F.R. § 1506.2(c).
Federal, State, or local agencies, including at least one Federal agency, may act as joint lead
agencies to prepare an environmental impact statement. 40 C.F.R. § 1501.5(b).
Any Federal agency, or any State or local agency or a private person substantially affected by the
absence of lead agency designation, may make a written request to the potential lead agency
that a lead agency be designated. 40 C.F.R. § 1501.5(d).
A State or local agency of similar qualifications [one who has special expertise] . . . may by
agreement with the lead agency become a cooperating agency. 40 C.F.R. § 1508.5.
To better integrate EIS into State or local planning processes, such statement shall discuss any
inconsistency of a proposed action with any approved State or local plan and laws (whether or
not federally sanctioned). Where an inconsistency exists, the statement should describe the
extent to which the agency would reconcile its proposed action with the plan or law. 40 C.F.R. §
1502.16(c).
Environmental impact statements must discuss any "inconsistency of a proposed action with any
approved State or local plan and laws (whether or not federally sanctioned). Where an
inconsistency exists, the [EIS] should describe the extent to which the agency would reconcile its
proposed action with the plan or law.” 40 C.F.R. § 1506.2(d).
Appropriate mitigation measures much be included in the EIS. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14(F). Mitigation
includes (a) avoiding the impact altogether, (b) limiting the degree of the impact, (c) repairing,
rehabilitating or restoring the affected environment, (d) reducing the impact by preservation
opportunities, or (e) compensating for the impact by replacing or providing substitute resources
or environments. 40 C.F.R. § 1508.20.
Federal agencies shall circulate the entire draft and final EIS, or if the EIS is unusually long, a
summary of the EIS, to State and local agencies authorized to develop and enforce environmental
standards. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.19(a).
A local government, because of a concern for its environment, wildlife, socio-economic impacts
and tax base, has standing to sue federal agencies and seek relief for violations of NEPA.
Commission of Catron County v. U.S.F.W.S., 75 F3d 1429 (10th Cir. 1996).
Revised Statute 2477 (R.S. 2477)
Revised Statute 2477 provides that “the right of way for the construction of highways over public
lands, not reserved for public uses, is hereby granted.” The Act of July 26, 1866, ch. 262, § 8, 14
STAT. 251, 253 (1866) (formerly codified at 43 U.S.C. § 932).
The grant is self–executing; an R.S. 2477 right–of–way comes into existence “automatically” when
the requisite elements are met. See Shultz v. Department of Army, 10 F.3d 649, 655 (9th Cir.
1993).
One hundred and ten years after its enactment, R.S. 2477 was repealed with the passage of the
Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (“FLPMA”), 43 U.S.C. § 1701 et seq. See 43
U.S.C. § 932, repealed by Pub. L. No. 94–579, § 706(a), 90 STAT. 2743, 2793 (1976). However,
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FLPMA explicitly preserved any rights–of—way that existed before October 21, 1976, the date of
FLPMA’s enactment. See 43 U.S.C. § 1769(a).
Wild and Free-Roaming Horse and Burro Act
The Wild and Free-Roaming Horse and Burro Act of 1971 (as amended by the Public Range Land
Improvement Act of 1978) requires the BLM to "immediately remove excess animals from the
range so as to achieve appropriate management levels". Congress defines 'excess animals' as
"wild free roaming horses or burros which must be removed from an area in order to preserve and
maintain a thriving natural ecological balance and multiple-use relationship." The 1978
Conference Committee stated: "The goal of wild horse and burro management, as with all Range
Management Programs, should be to maintain a thriving ecological balance between wild horse
and burro populations, wildlife, livestock, and vegetation, and to protect the range from the
deterioration associated with over population of wild horses and burros." There are no provisions
in the Wild and Free-Roaming Horse and Burro Act for allocating forage or water to horses and
burros protected under the law.
Federal Advisory Committee Act, October 6, 1972
Public Law 92-463 (86 Stat.770) is enforceable through the Administrative Procedure Act (APA).
Committee requires clear designation of name, purpose, duties, and duration (time it will be in
place).
Each Advisory Committee meeting shall be open to the public, allow for interested parties to
attend, appear before the committee, and file statements.
Records, reports, transcripts, minutes, agendas, and other records shall be available for public
display.
Federal Data Quality Act (“FDQA”)
(See the Paperwork Reduction Act, also)
Congress originally included this process in the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995. OMB and other
levels of organization within the Executive Branch ignored the law until, in 2000, Congress
ordered specific actions and deadlines for the Executive branch to complete by 2002. Some
agencies refer to their compliance with Data Quality as Information Quality.
The FDQA directs the Office of Management and Budget (“OMB”) to issue government-wide
guidelines that “provide policy and procedural guidance to Federal agencies for ensuring and
maximizing the quality, objectivity, utility and integrity of information (including statistical
information) disseminated by Federal agencies.” 515(a) of Pub.L. No. 106, 554, 114 Stat. 2763
(2000).
See Office of Management and Budget (OMB), “Guidelines for Office of Management and Budget
(OMB), “Guidelines for Ensuring and Maximizing the Quality, Objectivity, Utility, and Integrity of
Information Dissemination by Federal Agencies,” Federal Register, Vol. 67, No. 2, January 3,
2002
The OMB guidelines apply to all federal agencies and require that information disseminated by
the Federal government will meet basic informational quality standards. 66 Fed. Reg. 49719. This
“standard of quality” essentially requires that data used and published by all Federal agencies
meet four elements. These elements include:
a.
b.
c.
d.

quality
utility (i.e. referring to the usefulness of the data for its intended purpose)
objectivity (i.e. the data must be accurate, reliable, and unbiased)
integrity
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66 Fed. Reg. at 49719.

In addition to following the OMB guidelines, all federal agencies were to issue data quality
guidelines by October 1, 2002. (67 Fed. Reg. 9797). Each agency has complied, and now has
both the requirements for data quality assessment in accordance with law, and in accordance
with their specific policies.
Peer review, as a requirement to assure the quality and credibility of scientific data, has been
extensively discussed by the Office of Management and Budget in the “Final Information Quality
Bulletin for Peer Review”, 45 pages, as released December 16, 2004 (file code M-05-03). OMB
defines the term “Peer Review”, and specifies the procedures each agency is to follow including
the qualifications required of peer reviewers.
OMB defines peer review as: “one of the important procedures used to ensure that the quality of
published information meets the standards of the scientific and technical community. It is a form
of deliberation involving an exchange of judgments about the appropriateness of methods and
the strength of the author’s inferences. Peer review involves the review of a draft product for
quality by specialists in the field who were not involved in producing the draft. The peer reviewer’s
report is an evaluation or critique that is used by the authors of the draft to improve the product.
Peer review typically evaluates the clarity of hypotheses, the validity of the research design, the
quality of data collection procedures, the robustness of the methods employed, the
appropriateness of the methods for the hypotheses being tested, the extent to which the
conclusions follow from the analysis, and the strengths and limitations of the overall product.”
Federal Data Access Act
Requires data obtained with federal funds be made available for analysis by interested parties, in
addition to the scientists who generated the data.
Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”)
Under the FOIA, “each agency, upon any request for records which (A) reasonably describes
such records and (B) is made in accordance with published rules stating the time, place, fees (if
any), and procedures to be followed, shall make the records promptly available to any person.” 5
U.S.C. § 552(a)(3).
Intergovernmental Cooperation Act (“ICA”)
The Intergovernmental Cooperation Act, 31 U.S.C. §§ 6501-6506 and companion Executive
Order 12372, require all federal agencies to consider local viewpoints during the planning stages
of any federal project. 31 U.S.C. § 6506(c).
The obligation of federal agencies to consider local government concerns is a legally enforceable
right. City of Waltham v. U.S. Postal Service, 11 F.3d 235, 245 (1st Cir. 1993).
Injunctive relief is available in those cases in which federal agencies fail to comply with the ICA.
City of Rochester v. U.S. Postal Service, 541 F.2d 967, 976 (2nd Cir. 1976).
The consideration of local government plans and policies must occur on the record. Federal
agencies have an affirmative duty to develop a list of factors which support or explain an agency’s
decision to act in disharmony with local land use plans. Village of Palatine v. U.S. Postal Service,
742 F. Supp. 1377, 1397 (N.D. Ill. 1990).
Regulatory Flexibility Act (see 5 U.S.C. §601 – 612)
Includes requirements for agencies to publish notification of proposed rules that are likely to have
significant economic impact on small entities and complete a regulatory flexibility analysis.
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Resource Conservation Act of 1981
"It is the purpose of this subchapter to encourage and improve the capability of State and local
units of government and local nonprofit organizations in rural areas to plan, develop, and carry
out programs for resource conservation and development." 16 U.S.C. § 3451.
"In carrying out the provisions of this subchapter, the Secretary [of Agriculture] may . . . (2)
cooperate with other departments and agencies of the Federal Government, State, and local units
of government, and with local nonprofit organizations in conducting surveys and inventories,
disseminating information, and developing area plans . . . ." 16 U.S.C. § 3455.
The Secretary of Agriculture may provide technical and financial assistance only if "the works of
improvement provided for in the area plan are consistent with any current comprehensive plan for
such area." 16 U.S.C. § 3456(a)(4).
Soil and Water Resources Conservation Act
"Recognizing that the arrangements under which the Federal Government cooperates . . . through
conservation districts, with other local units of government and land users, have effectively aided
in the protection and improvement of the Nation's basic resources, . . . it is declared to be policy
of the United States that these arrangements and similar cooperative arrangements should be
utilized to the fullest extent practicable. . . ." 16 U.S.C. § 2003(b).
"In the implementation of this [Act], the Secretary [of Agriculture] shall utilize information and data
available from other Federal, State, and local governments . . . ." 16 U.S.C. § 2008.
Examples of federal law enforcement statutes within Federal enclaves:
Federal law enforcement authority of the Bureau of Land Management over activities on public
lands is provided in the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 at 43 USC § 1733.
Pertinent provisions are:
§ 1733. Enforcement authority
(a) Regulations for implementation of management, use, and protection requirements;
violations; criminal penalties
The Secretary shall issue regulations necessary to implement the provisions of this Act
with respect to the management, use, and protection of the public lands, including the
property located thereon. Any person who knowingly and willfully violates any such
regulation which is lawfully issued pursuant to this Act shall be fined no more than $1,000
or imprisoned no more than twelve months, or both. Any person charged with a violation
of such regulation may be tried and sentenced by any United States magistrate judge
designated for that purpose by the court by which he was appointed, in the same manner
and subject to the same conditions and limitations as provided for in section 3401 of title
18 of the United States Code.
(b) Civil actions by Attorney General for violations of regulations; nature of relief;
jurisdiction
At the request of the Secretary, the Attorney General may institute a civil action in any
United States district court for an injunction or other appropriate order to prevent any
person from utilizing public lands in violation of regulations issued by the Secretary under
this Act.
(c) (Contracts for enforcement of Federal laws and regulations by local law
enforcement officials; procedure applicable; contract requirements and
implementation
(1) When the Secretary determines that assistance is necessary in enforcing Federal laws
and regulations relating to the public lands or their resources he shall offer a contract
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to appropriate local officials having law enforcement authority within their respective
jurisdictions with the view of achieving maximum feasible reliance upon local law
enforcement officials in enforcing such laws and regulations. The Secretary shall
negotiate on reasonable terms with such officials who have authority to enter into such
contracts to enforce such Federal laws and regulations. In the performance of their
duties under such contracts such officials and their agents are authorized to carry
firearms; execute and serve any warrant or other process issued by a court or officer
of competent jurisdiction; make arrests without warrant or process for a misdemeanor
he has reasonable grounds to believe is being committed in his presence or view, or
for a felony if he has reasonable grounds to believe that the person to be arrested has
committed or is committing such felony; search without warrant or process any person,
place, or conveyance according to any Federal law or rule of law; and seize without
warrant or process any evidentiary item as provided by Federal law. The Secretary
shall provide such law enforcement training as he deems necessary in order to carry
out the contracted for responsibilities. While exercising the powers and authorities
provided by such contract pursuant to this section, such law enforcement officials and
their agents shall have all the immunities of Federal law enforcement officials.
(2) The Secretary may authorize Federal personnel or appropriate local officials to carry
out his law enforcement responsibilities with respect to the public lands and their
resources. Such designated personnel shall receive the training and have the
responsibilities and authority provided for in paragraph (1) of this subsection.

(d) Cooperation with regulatory and law enforcement officials of any State or political
subdivision in enforcement of laws or ordinances
In connection with the administration and regulation of the use and occupancy of the public
lands, the Secretary is authorized to cooperate with the regulatory and law enforcement
officials of any State or political subdivision thereof in the enforcement of the laws or
ordinances of such State or subdivision. Such cooperation may include reimbursement to
a State or its subdivision for expenditures incurred by it in connection with activities which
assist in the administration and regulation of use and occupancy of the public lands.
(e) Applicability of other Federal enforcement provisions
Nothing in this Act shall be construed as reducing or limiting the enforcement authority
vested in the Secretary by any other statute.
(f) Unlawful activities
The use, occupancy, or development of any portion of the public lands contrary to any
regulation of the Secretary or other responsible authority, or contrary to any order issued
pursuant to any such regulation, is unlawful and prohibited.
Presidential Executive Orders
Presidential Executive Order 12372 as amended by EO12416 - Intergovernmental Review of
Federal Programs
See the discussion of Intergovernmental Cooperation Act (“ICA”), above.
Presidential Executive Order 12630 --- Governmental Actions and Interference with
Constitutionally Protected Property Rights see 62 Fed. Reg. 48,445 (1988)
"The Fifth Amendment of the United States Constitution provides that private property shall not
be taken for public use without just compensation . . . . Recent Supreme Court decisions, however,
in reaffirming the fundamental protection of private property rights provided by the Fifth
Amendment and in assessing the nature of governmental actions that have an impact on
constitutionally protected property rights, have also reaffirmed that governmental actions that do
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not formally invoke the condemnation power, including regulations, may result in a taking for
which just compensation is required." Section 1(a).
"The purpose of this Order is to assist Federal departments and agencies in undertaking such
reviews and in proposing, planning, and implementing actions with due regard for the
constitutional protections afforded by the Fifth Amendment and to reduce the risk of undue or
inadvertent burdens on the public fisc resulting from lawful governmental action." Section 1(c).
"The Just Compensation Clause [of the Fifth Amendment] is self-actuating, requiring that
compensation be paid whenever governmental action results in a taking of private property
regardless of whether the underlying authority for the action contemplated a taking or authorized
the payment of compensation. Accordingly, governmental actions that may have significant
impact on the use of value or private property should be scrutinized to avoid undue or unplanned
burdens on the public fisc." Section 3(e).
Agencies are required to prepare a Takings Implication Assessment prior to taking any action,
issuing any rule, or making any decision which would constitute a taking of private property or
private property interest including investment backed expectation.
Note: although not specified in this EO, agency actions may partially Take property as
demonstrated in Loveladies Harbor Inc., et. al. vs. the United States, 21 C.L.C.T. 153
(1990) which have awarded compensation for partial takings where the takings have
frustrated reasonable investment backed expectations and deprived the individual of the
economically viable use of his land and property rights and interests.
Presidential Executive Order 12866 --- Regulatory Planning and Review (see
51,735 -1993)

58 Fed. Reg.

"The American people deserve a regulatory system that works for them, not against them: a
regulatory system that protects and improves their health, safety, environment, and wellbeing and
improves the performance of the economy without imposing unacceptable or unreasonable costs
on society; regulatory policies that recognize that the private sector and private markets are the
best engine for economic growth; regulatory approaches that respect the role of State, local and
tribal governments; and regulations that are effective, consistent, sensible, and understandable.
We do not have such a regulatory system today." Introduction. "Wherever feasible, agencies
shall seek views of appropriate State, local and tribal officials before imposing regulatory
requirements that might significantly or uniquely affect those governmental entities. Each agency
shall assess the effects of Federal regulations on State, local, and tribal governments, including
specifically the availability of resources to carry out those mandates, and seek to minimize those
burdens that uniquely or significantly affect such governmental entities, consistent with achieving
regulatory objectives. In addition, as appropriate, agencies shall seek to harmonize Federal
regulatory actions with related State, local and tribal regulatory governmental functions." Section
1(b)(9).
"State, local and tribal governments are specifically encouraged to assist in the identification of
regulations that impose significant or unique burdens on those governmental entities and that
appear to have outlived their justification or be otherwise inconsistent with the public
interest." Section 5(b).
"In particular, before issuing a notice of proposed rulemaking, each agency should, where
appropriate, seek the involvement of those who are intended to benefit from and those who are
expected to be burdened by any regulation (including, specifically, State, local and tribal officials).
Each agency also is directed to explore and, where appropriate, use consensual mechanisms for
developing regulations, including negotiated rule making." Section 6(a)(1).
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Presidential Executive Order 13352 --- Facilitation of Cooperative Conservation August 26, 2004
“Purpose of this order is to ensure that the Departments of Interior, Agriculture, Commerce, and
Defense and the Environmental Protection Agency implement laws relating to the environment
and natural resources in a manner that promotes cooperative conservation, with an emphasis on
appropriate inclusion of local participation in Federal decision making, in accordance with their
respective agency missions, policies, and regulations.”
Cooperative conservation means collaborative actions that relate to use, enhancement, and
enjoyment of natural resources, protection of the environment, or both. Federal agencies are to
take appropriate account of and respect the interests of persons with ownership or other legally
recognized interests in land and other natural resources; properly accommodate local
participation in Federal decision making; and provide that programs, projects, and activities are
consistent with protecting public health and safety.
State Laws Related to Planning
Nevada Constitution and standing of County Government
Nevada is among a handful of States which, according to the Nevada Association of Counties, is
not considered to be organized under the concept of County home rule. Each County was
originally organized in accordance with what became known as Dillon’s Rule. It was named after
Iowa Supreme Court Justice Dillon, who argued in the late 1800’s that local government is to be
limited in authority. This concept was largely a reaction to the widespread corruption among local
officials of the late 1800’s and early 1900’s that some believed could only be solved with strict
control by state legislatures. However, as the populations grew it was apparent that Counties
needed more flexibility to organize and finance the functions of local government, including hiring
individuals to serve in such capacity as County Manager, and arranging intergovernmental
agreements between county and city governments. Home Rule of counties was developed to
meet this need either through a “Charter” or, in the case of Nevada through legislation granting
the necessary authority to the respective counties.
Churchill County’s authority for components of this Master Plan also includes the passage of
SB40 by the Nevada Legislature in 1983 and the resulting portions of NRS321, particularly
NRS321.640 through NRS 321.770. Nevada law has provided the authority for each County to
develop plans and strategies for resources that occur within lands managed by federal and state
agencies. In turn, upon presentation of the Policy Plan for Public Lands of the Churchill County
Master Plan this document will enable the federal agencies to fully comply with the intent of
Congress as specified in various federal laws by incorporating the policies of Churchill County
into agency documents and activities and resolving inconsistencies between federal proposals
and County plans. Churchill County has done its part to meet the combined goals of the Nevada
Legislature and the United States Congress by completion of this update of the Policy Plan For
Public Lands.
Nevada Administrative Procedures Act
Nevada Revised Statutes Chapter 233B specifies proper public notice, procedural due process,
and full due process obligations of a number of Nevada agencies as they propose or adopt rules
and regulations, orders, decisions, and take certain other actions.
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Appendix

Document name and internet link to Churchill County website

Appendix A

Housing Needs Assessment, Churchill County, NV – 2019 and Update letter
https://www.churchillcountynv.gov/DocumentCenter/View/15534/EKAY-Churchill-County-HousingAssessment-7-30-19
https://www.churchillcountynv.gov/DocumentCenter/View/15535/EKAY-Census-Update-Letter

Appendix B

2015 “Community Source Water Protection Plan for Public Water Systems in Churchill
County”
https://www.churchillcountynv.gov/DocumentCenter/View/8498/Community-Source-Water-ProtectionProgram_Web?bidId=

Appendix C

Multi-Jurisdiction Hazard Mitigation Plan (MJHMP)
https://www.churchillcountynv.gov/DocumentCenter/View/11424/FINAL-2016-Churchill-Co-MJHMPRevisions-per-FEMA-Jan-4-2017

Appendix D

Churchill County Water Resources Plan (2007)
https://www.churchillcountynv.gov/DocumentCenter/View/775/C-C-Final-Water-Resource-PlanUpdate-2007?bidId=

Appendix E

List of Historic Sites in Churchill County
https://www.churchillcountynv.gov/DocumentCenter/View/15536/2020-Master-Plan-Appendix-E-Listof-Historic-Sites-in-Churchill-County

Appendix F

2019 Water and Wastewater Utilities Master Plan
https://www.churchillcountynv.gov/DocumentCenter/View/11245/Churchill-2019-Water-WastewaterUtility-Master-Plan---Copy?bidId=

Appendix G

Water Conservation Plan
https://www.churchillcountynv.gov/DocumentCenter/View/12242/Churchill-Water-Conservation-PlanUpdated-June-2019?bidId=

Appendix H

Fallon Urban Area 2020 Transportation Plan
https://www.churchillcountynv.gov/DocumentCenter/View/4945/2020TransportationPlan?bidId=

Appendix I

2005 Churchill County Fallon Area Transportation Plan and Map
https://www.churchillcountynv.gov/DocumentCenter/View/4946/2005ChurchillCountyFallonAreaTrans
portationStudy?bidId=
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Appendix J

2015 Churchill County Bicycle Plan prepared by Nevada Dept. of Transportation
https://www.churchillcountynv.gov/DocumentCenter/View/15537/NDOT-Churchill-County-Bike-PlanAppendix-July-2015
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